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OUTSTANDING NEW MUSIC AND BEST SElLERS
Number Grade priceComposer
Title . C)
1 $.35AIRY FAIRIES (Concert waltz mSpaulding 110-06482
BIG BASS SINGER (L.H. melody: .Le~~fe 110-16338 1\1, .30
lines) .....................
BY THE WATERS OF MINNET<!NKA 110-12927 5 .40Lieurance
CARNIVAL DANCERS (Note clusters, 110-26628 3\1, .30ChaunceyShort, Showy) .............
DANCING PUPPETS (Phrasing, 110-40146 2\1, .35Staccato, Pedal) ............... Scher
GUITAR SERENADE (5 note groups, 120-30225 2 .35Well under hand) ............ Gaynor
'HUNGARY (Showy, Well under hand) .
110-07014 4\1, .50Koelling
IN SCHUBERT'S DAY (Recital, .
110-22618 3 .35R.H. Technic) .............. Krentzhn
MARCH OF THE WEE FOLK
120-30008 2 .35(Small chords in both hands) .. Gaynor
l..---~
~
THEODORE PRESSER
COlrlpoler NIIIlIbet Gtade hiteTitle
MELODY OF LOVE (Singing melndy,
Hands cross) Engelmann
ROSE PETALS (Singing L.H. melndy,
Adult) _ - . Lawson
SALUTE TO THE COLOR (Excellent
march) Anthony
SEA GARDENS (Triplets', Pedal, Singing
melody) __ CGok.
SING ROB I I G (Singable Iyrica, .
Large notes) _ __. .. pauld,ng
SPARKLI G EY (Light, Smooth waltz)
nthon,.
STAR A D TRIP REVER
(Famous march) u a
STROLL! HARP PL Y R (Al11CUlo.)
HardinI'
EW DR ~I ( forth, Chord )
Pr I n
\]1>-04010 3 I.~
\]O-C7235 .3.
\]0-17720 2~ .40
\]0-23048 .511
111>-05786 jO
\]0-0 01 2\1 .40
120-30111 .III
130-40100 W .40
TOMMY'
\]0-24405 1~ .15
...-'-
CO., Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
,
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Organ Articles
Dear Sir: I enjoy ETUDE so
very much and have for years. I
especially wish to commend you
for the very interesting organ ar-
ticles by Dr. McCurdy. He writes
with a warmth and vitality which
readily communicate themselves to
readers. Also I gained inspiration
from the organ article concerning
the conference with Flor Peeters,
the Belgian virtuoso. The fact that
you put a Bach prelude for organ
in this issue was fine. Keep up the
good work!
I like other departments: too,
but enjoy the organ ones the most
since that is my specialty.
Betty Daland
Milton, Wis.
Articles
Dear Sir: I hard Iy think it pes-
sible that your magazine could be
improved. I have taught music
(piano and voice) to underprivi-
ledged children. I have no certifi-
cate to qualify as a music teacher,
but with the help of your maga-
zine I have tried to teach children
not only to perform, but to love
music and to make it become as
much a part of their lives as eat-
ing and playing. Time will tell if I
have succeeded. But your ETUDE
with the article that there were
no musicians in the penal institu-
tions has been a big help in secur-
ing the cooperation of parents. If
music could be a "must" in all
schools as are other required
courses of study from the first
glade on, how much it would mean
to all children! Too many are fi-
nuncially unable to take lessons,
and parents are not interested be-
cause it is not a "must" in schooL
Mrs. Frank White
Winter, Wis.
Dear Sir: I enjoy ETUDE very
much and by reading it from cover
to cover I gain much knowledge
that I would miss otherwise. I feel
that it is a "must" for my musical
progress. The different pieces are
a great help for my sight reading
and study purposes. I also consid-
er the composer and look up other
compositions that he wrote, plus
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making a thorough study of his
life and times. I study music his-
tory, music as a language and an
art, keyboard harmony, and music
theory. I vary my practice from
one week to another. Classical
music is my favorite as I believe
it forms the basic foundation that
musicians need so much.
Edna. Webster
Paola, Kansas
Dear Sir: I have had my sub-
scription to your fine magazine
just a year and a half. T have en-
joyed it every month, but did not
think of taking time to tell you so
until I read the paraphrase of
I Cor: 13 in Dr. Dumesnil's col-
umn in the March issue. I haven't
read anything quite so thought-
provoking for a long time.
I am a freshman music major
at Monmouth College and am look-
ing forward eventually to teaching
music in schools and privately.
I have been studying piano and
clarinet for almost ten years and
began organ two years ago. I have
participated in as many musical
activities as possible: accompany-
ing, teaching, performing, all as
extra-curricular activities.
I read ETUDE from cover to
cover each month as soon as it
comes and enjoy learning about
all the different aspects of music.
Needless to say, I especially enjoy
the articles on piano, organ and
teaching as these are my special
interests. However, I have learned
a great many other things about
music as well.
Betty Jean Nolan
Monmouth, Ill.
Dear Sir: The excellent habit
of preparation for position in play.
ing is not here belittled. But there
are those pupils who become so
dependent on position that they
are slow, reluctant, or just plain
lazy in learning to read notes.
This teacher hunted out some
old ETUDEs and found several
pieces for young players which
made one hand follow the other
in simple scale or chord pattern,
both above and below middle C.
(Continued on Page 3)
SONG of the ARAB
By Rolla Foley
Out of the ceremonies of the
Christlasi Arabs of Palestine
has spntng folic music of
melodic beauty and sincerity
yet "undiscovered" by rnany
students of music. Mr. Foley
explains the music and repro-
duces fort1J-one actual songs
he has heard. This is the first
time these songs have. ever
been 1'ecOTded /01' publication.
The autho1' has taught music
at carious -uniueveitiee and is
'well tonoum for his work with
the Aeolian Choir of Wil'Ylting-
ton University. $3.50
AT YOUR BOOKSTORE
ff/w vltacJniHan '(fJont/.an;y
I 60 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 11. N. Y. I
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FRANCES CLARK
Piano Workshops
for Teachers and Students
JUNE 25-JULY 1
Kalamazoo College
Kalamazoo, Michigan
JULY 20·25
Lamont School of Music
University of Denver
Denver, Colorado
AUGUST 6·12
Brevard College, Brevard, N. C.
AUGUST 17-22
Steinwoy Hall, New York, N. Y.
STAFf:
frances Clark, Director
Louise Gou, Associote Director
John Flower, University of Michigon
Richord Johnson, Stephens College
David Milliken, Stephens College
------------------------.
Frances Clark Piano Workshops
14 Cortlandt Street
New York 1, N. Y,
Please send me a brochure, containing
further information on the Frances Clork
Piano Workshops,
Name' _
Street _
City State_~_
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY
College of Music
ROBERT A. CHOATE, Dean
UNDERGRADUATE
and GRADUATE DIVISIONS
Inlersession-June 110 July11
Summer Session-June 29 to Aug.7
1st Annuol Summer Mu.
sic Program for High
School Musicians--4 Weeks.
JUNE 2910 JULY24
Study ot one of America's great Uni.
versities. Enjoy historic Boston and
scenic Now England.
For Ill/olmatioll arid catalag, wrll.
DONALD L. OLIVER
Djro(for 0' Adminjanl
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
Room 115. 705 CO"'moll"",ealth ,bun
BOSTON 15. MASS"CHUSEns
•
dv rli in"'
R pr cnlalive5
•
ew York
adler & Sangston As...o:ociates,
342 :\Iadison Jhe.
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Chicago
Virgil )Ialcher,
430 . ~Iichigan Ave,
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Pasade.na. Calif.
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1175 Woodbur,- Road
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Letters to the Editor
(Continued from Page 1)
The device made them move their
hands often and they h~d to learn
what notes they were supposed to
play from the staff. AiLer the
groans faded they were proud of
the accomplishment and enjoyed
the change and added ability.
Mrs. Robert R. Lancaster
College Station, Texas
"Diane Who Dawdles"
Dear Sir: I just read with in-
terest the article, "Diane Who
Dawdles" in the November 1952
issue of ETUDE. I was reminded
of a similar experience in my
teaching. A seven year old lad
came rushing breathlessly in for
his lesson. Tossing his baseball
and glove into a chair he said,
"I can't stay long; there are forty
fellows waiting to play baseball
with me." I replied, "Fine; here
are eight measures of music. Play
two measures, you have made first
base; four measures, second base;
six measures. third base and all'
eight without a single e'rror and
you will make a home run."
His lessons usually followed a
similar pattern as he always
brought his enthusiasm of the mo-
ment to his lesson. Had I said to
the boy, "Forget your baseball,
you are here to play the piano,"
his frustration of the moment
might have developed into a pro·
found dislike for all musical ex-
pression.
I believe that we should en-
deavor to "tie in" the experience
with which a child is already
familiar with the one with which
he is unfamiliar.
In the case of the ·"Dawdler"
if very young, "spur of the mo-
ment" jingles relating to her in-
terest might be sung to the rhy-
thm of material being used. If an
older child, use lllany pieces which
have-title appeal.
Our aim is to develop within
the child a love and appreciation
of all things beautiful, especially
music. Therefore, piano playing
should be a joyous experience in
their every day life.
Mrs. M. M. Weed
Hartford, Mich.
THE COMPOSER OF THE MONTH
IT IS FITTING that in June-c-rhe monthof roses and romance-c-E'I'Uffli should
pay homage to that great leader of the Ger·
man Romantic school, Robert Schumann,
who was born at Zwickau, Saxony, June 8,
1810 and died at Endenich, near Bonn, July
29, 1856. His talent asserted itself at an
early age, the first evidence of which were
compositions written at the age of seven, At
eleven he wrote choral and orchestral works
without any previous instruction. From 1820.
28 he attended the Zwickau Gvmnasium
In 1829 he began his studies 'with' Friedricl;
Wieck, whose daughter Clara was later to
~ecome ?ch~mann's wife. An unfortunate accident, the result of try-
mg to give mdependence to the fingers by practicing with the little
finge ....suspended in a sling caused such injury to the l;and that it
ruined his career as a piano virtuoso. He then devoted his entire at-
tention to composition and literature. Some of his most important
works date from this period. In 1833 he with friends formed the "David
Club," and began publication of the New Journal of Music, Later in
1837 he wrote the famous "Davidsbiindlertanze,"
In 1840, he m:trried Clara Wieck, overcoming her father's serious
objection to the match. From this year dates the beginning of his
career as a composer of songs, some of his most lyrical works beinl7
p~oduced during tl~is period of his life. In 1843 he became associated
WIth Mendelsso,hn I~I the, ne\~ly formed Leipzig Conservatory. In 1844
he tou~ed ~ussla WIth Ius WIfe Clara and then settled in Dresden. In
1846 hIS WIfe gave the first performance of his Piano Concerto con.
ducted by Mende!ssohn. Meanwhile his health began to fail as a :'esult
of overwork a,nd III 1853 signs of a mental breakdown became evident.
I~ 1~54 at Ius own request, he was placed in an asylum where he
died III 1856.
. Schum~nn's place in musical history is a prominent one. His piano
pieces, ,Ius orchestral works, his vocal and choral compositions-all
.mark lum as a figure of the first rank in all the historv of the art he
represented. .
H.is piano solo Whims (Grillen) is included in this month's mI'
sectIOn on Page 28. l SIC
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TONKabinet
~~Sohandy!"
says
MARGUERITE PIAZZA
MARGUERITE PIAZZA of the Metropoli-
tan opera and, singing star of NBC·TV·s
"Show of Shows" protects her sheet music
in a TONKabinet. "It's indispensable for
protecting my music against loss or dam.
age," she says. "Keeps it all sorted, neatly
filed. _ . I never need waste time searching
fOT the music I want."
ENJOY this safety and co",'cnicnce for your music_
~.~~j:b~~~ dealer to SllOW you the many lovely styles
Tile $pecially de$igned
drawer tray /"(H n1Uke,f
filillg alld li"di"g 50 ea'y,
Dilly TONK"bi'leu hall" j,.
Style 675 shown holds ahollt 750 sheets of lllusic,
Write for denier's name and folder showing other
styles for homes, schools, b:lllds, etc, Tonk Mig, Co,.
1912 N. Magnolia Aue., CIJicul:o 14, tu,
~ONK b· t FOR YOUR.I' a Ine S SHEET MUSIC
Buy a
WICKS PIPE ORGAN. . .'•.. not an imitation
THIS IS A
GREAT INSTRUMENT. ..
Custom Built FOR YOU
Whenever there is a need for
organ music.,. whether it be
ch urch -home- college - studio,
etc ... firstinvestigate the Wicks
Organ, ,a genuine electric pipe
organ, Its tonal grandeur, ..
visual beauty and completely
dependable character meets
every musical requirement.
The first demonstration will
be an inspiring and memor.
able experience. Distinguished
organists everywhere praise
the craftsmanship and design
of the Wicks Organ and un-
hesitatingly recommend it.
These artists recognize sound
technical and artistic values
sought for in an o'rgan ...
and acknowledge the Wicks
Organ to be superior.
Prices begin at $2975 for a
beautiful all-electric rwo manual
Wicks Pipe Organ,
Send ffJr free hooklet, ..
There is 110 ohNgatifJfl .
PLEASE WRITE DEPT. E.I
Many exclusive leatures guar-
afztee lasting service. Thousands
of these superb Wicks Orgam
aTe today in lise ... everywhere!
WICKS ORGAN COMPANY
HIGHLAND, ILLINOIS
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Invest in your childs
futu re -with
a Wurlitzer now!
You think of so many things. How
beautiful a Wurlitzer Piano will look
in your living room. How close it'll
draw your family together. How
much fun you'll have around so fine
an instrument.
But, most of all, when you're buy-
ing a piano you think of your child's
future. Like a good education, a
Wurlitzer Piano helps develop self.
confidence and .character. Yes, and
charm and personality, too-traits
that pay big dividends in future hap-
piness and success.
Remember, a child is young only
once. So don't put off getting a
Wurlitzer Piano for your boy or girl.
More people, you know, buy Wur.
litzers thB;ll those of any other name.
Ask your Wurlitzer Dealer about his
easy payment plan. Help your child
go further in life with a Wurlitzer.
Now!
InteriorDecorators' favorite! Here's the
piana that's been makingsuch a big hit
with interior decorators. They soy that it
goes beautifully with all traditional
furnishings.Mahogany, walnut, blond
mahogany,or maple finish (Model 23001.
WURLUZER PIANOS
Made by the World's largest Builder 01 Pianosand Organs Under Ooe Great Nome
4
THE RUDOLPH WURLITZER COMPANY, DE KALB, ILLINOIS'
•
By NICOLAS SLONIltlSKY
WHEN THE GREAT Germanphilosopher Hegel was told
that some of his far-fetched the-
ories disagreed with scientific fact,
he replied: "So much the worse for
the facts." Many biographer of
famous musicians seem to have a
similar disdain for fact. Melo-
dramatic legends, originated by
contemporary writers, arc a cept-
ed as absolute tr-uth, even in the
face of contradictory evidence.
One. such legend concerns Bee-
thoven's change of dedication of
his Third Symphony, the "Eroica."
As everyone knows: the "Eroica"
was originally dedicated to 310-
leon. As the story is usually told,
Beethoven was enraged by 1 apo-
leon's assumption of the title r
Emperor. He tore up the dedica-
tion page, threw it on the floor
and trampled on it, exclaiming:
"And I thought he was a great
man! He is a tyrant like the re t
of them!"
Yet the facts belie the legend.
The title page of the "Eroica" i
preserved to this day; it is not
torn; the name of apcleon and
the dedication are laboriously
crossed out in ink by Beethoven.
It is difficult to imagine that Bee-
thoven could have done this in a
state of emotional excitement.
Furthermore, there exists a let-
ter addressed by Beethoven to his
publishers Breitkopf & Haertel,
dated August 26, 1804, several
months after Napoleon had pro.
claimed himself Emperor, and in
this letter Beethoven still refers to
the "Eroica" as a "Bonaparte ym-
phony.:' The inference is therefore
plain that Beethoven changed the
dedication sometilne later.
The dramatic episode of Beetho-
ven _in a rage was told by Beetho.
ven's first b!ographer and disciple,
Anton SchIndler. But Schindler
was only nine years old when the
"Eroica': was written. He got the
story. from. Beethoven's pupil,
FerdlIland Rles: who dictated it
shortly before his death in 1837 ,
mere than thirty years after the
alleged event. H is memorymust
have failed him.
I .. the 11I,t decade of the nine.
teenth entury, an orchestralplay.
er wa making a tour or lectures
on th ubj ct ··110_ to ucceed in
Mu ic." Hi 1 rure suffered a
lump when an cnt rprising jour.
ualist [i it d Ir m him all edmis.
sion: hc had started a a triangle
plu yer , and after twenty )cars ed.
van cd t th p ition or thebess
drummer.
A prooincinl iJ'gcr gave a
ong r cital in Berlin. Hi voice
wa rasping, hi interpretationun-
distingui h d. s he began hu-
mann' song "Ich grolle nicht" (I
am n t angry) J someonefromthe
audi n e sh ut d: "Aber da Pub-
likurn grollt!" (But the publie is
angry! )
•
DRING HI FREQUE'iTtour in the nited tat the
piani t Moriz Rosenthal invariably
regaled the reporlers with hi, ready
wit. "How do you feel?'} he was
asked in October,l898. by Leonard
Liebling, representing :'Musical
merica." U I feel like a manwho
has some eighty concerts in him.:'
was the rep! . ,. re you gla? to he
back in the nited tal ' asked
Liebling. '~Thi i an unrair ques·
tion," retorted Rosenthal "Eyen
if I were not, I would not sayso.
But I am reall)" ,'cry glad. I can
truthlully say that I like fully
one-hall of the populaLion of the
nited tates." "What about the
other hall?" queried the reporter.
'"The olher haU I adore-the
American women, I mean:" was
the crusbingly gallant rejoinder.
When Richard StrmuJ re·
hearsed one of his symphonic
poems: the bass drummer became
suddenly ill and had to lea,e.
ETUDE-JUSE J9.i3
"How unfortunate!" said Strauss.
"I was just about to playa passage
in which the bass drum has the
main theme!':
•
·BRAHMS WAS ASK ED at what
time of the day he usually got
his best ideas for composition. "In
the morning," replied Brahms,
"when I polish my boots."
Liszt was given a banquet.
~Then everyone was seated at the
dinner table, the host noticed that
there were thirteen people present.
He said it might be bad luck.
"Don't worry,': said Liszt. "I al·
ways eat for two."
A friend visiting Haydn in
London was astonished to see a
pile of unopened letters on his
desk. "Oh, these are letters from
my wife," explained Haydn. "She
writes me every week when 1 am
away, and I do likewise. But 1 am
sure she never reads my letters: so
I don't have to read her's."
The Emperor Francis the First
of Austria was an amateur violin-
ist, and used to play second violin
in a string quartet at his palace.
He was not very strong at sight
reading, and often ignored the es-
sential flats and sharps in the
music. Once: when a particularly
bad Bvnatural came through from
the imperial violin, the concert-
master decided to speak up.
"Would your Imperial Majesty/'
hesaid, "grant my humble request
for amost gracious B-Aat?':
A touring ensemble presented
a concert at a Home for the Aged.
After the first number, the director
of the home asked the musicians
not to play so loudly ·because some
of the inmates were disturbed.
"But it says forte here:" objected
one of the players. "I understand:"
said the director, "but can't you
tune it down to thirty?"
Artur Schnabel was having an
argument with the conductor about
the tempi in Beethoven~s Fourth
Piano Concerto. "But I have Bee-
thoven's own metronome marks!'l
said the conductor. ':And I saw
Beethoven's Own metronome,"
snapped Schnabel, "and it never
worked."
Rehearsing a Wagnerian opera
in Bayreuth, Toscanini was dis-
satisfied with the playing of the
orchestra. "No, no, no!:' he kept
shouting. Finally, one of the play-
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ers exclaimed in desperation: "But
we are doing our best, Maestro
Tosca·NO·NO!"
A businessman was persuaded
by his music-loving wife to go to
a symphony concert. Impatient at
his wife's dilly-dallying in dressing,
he said: ':Why does it take you so
long? I was dressed long ago. All
I have to do is to put a wad of
cotton in each ear: and I am ready
for the concert."
Liszt's Hungarian passport con-
tained the following note in Latin
in place of the usual physical de-
scription of the bearer: "Celebri-
tate sua sat notus" (Sufficiently
known by his fame).
•
'fHE WETTEST OPERA ever
staged is "Undine" by Lort-
zing. Its action begins at the sea-
shore; the heroine spends most of
her time in a well; and there are
fountains all over the place.
The famous German novelist E.
T. A. Hoffmann (he of the "Tales of
Hoffmann") was also a composer,
and he wrote an opera "Undine"
on a similar subject as Lortzing's.
In Slavic languages, the word
for "Undine" is "Russalka. ,: There
is an opera by Dargomyzhsky of
that name, and one by Dvorak.
All these operas, in which the
heroine is an amphibian mermaid,
have several scenes under water.
In Dvorak's "Hussalka" there is
an interesting dramatic innova-
tion: the mermaid is mute when
she is on land, and she sings only
when she is with her water folk.
Her lover forfeits his life when he
kisses her.
Then there is Himsky-Korsakov's
opera "Sadko:: in which the hero
of that name woos the submarine
princess on the bottom of the sea.
There are many orchestral works
with wet titles, from Handel's
"Water Music" to Debussy's "La
Mer." When Anton Rubinstein's
"Ocean Symphony" was performed
for the first time, the critics cOl'n-
plained that there was too much
water in the music, and not enough
ocean.
When lUax Reger played the
piano part in Schubert's "Trout
Quintet," an enthusiastic admirer
presented him with a basket 0-(
trout. Reger sent him a note of
thanks and invited him to his next
concert. He added pointedly that
one of the numbers on his program
was going to be Haydn's "Ox
Minuet." THE END
. _---_. __ _-------_ .._------_._----\
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Famed for accuracy p
and dependability... ~.
The : ~
METRONOMEde Maelzel I '(
by SETHTHOMA~~~~~~
Here's the very finest metronome
you can buy-cthe Seth Thomas"
Metronome de Maelzel.
Made by a company whose name
has meant precision-in-time for 139
years, this dependable instrument is
easily adjustable for tempos from 40
to 208 beats per minute. Measure-
ment is both audible and visible-
by distinct tick and oscillayng p6n-
dulum.
Inside the handsome, hardwood
ca,ljc is a sturdy, key-wound mecha-
nism built with all the ~ki1land pride.
in-workmansl1ip that has gone into
every Seth Thomas product since
1813. It is lightweight and portable
... is a wonderful aid to the develop-
ment of correct timing in music and
dancing.
See this fine Seth Thomas Metro-
nome at your music dealer, depart-
ment or jewelry store. It's priced at
only $12.9~.t
"n",~. u. S. Pat. Off.
tPrlce subJCCL to ehnnll"e
Seth1homas Clocks Thomaston, Co.,n.Div. of General Time Corp.
GUY MAIER WORKSHOPS
New York City-Steinway Hall •
Address: Elsie Stein, Secretary
703 W. Ferry St., Buffalo 22, N. Y.
JULY 13-17
Chicago-Sherwood Music School
1014 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 5, III.
JULY 6-10
SPECIAL FEATURES
Arti.t reoital. by MARGARET WILSON, OOROTHY MUNGER and REGINA PUDNEY
Le:::~es by MARGARET DEE-UBeginners in Progress", uBuilding A Repertoire';
ARTHUR WILDMAN-fiOpportunities in the Organ Field For Piano Teachers"
MAY EnS-"Technique, Its Application to Teaching Pieces"
MEMO BEYERS_llGroup Teaching"
MARY REEDER-"Reading Between the Lines"
HARLAND BRADFORD-IiDevices to Develop Fluent Reading"
ROSE GROSSMAN-IiGroup Training ys. Private Lessons"
GRACE LANKFORD-"Standards and Aims of the National Guild of Piano
Teachers"
Other leoture. by HELEN MACVICHIE, ZELAH NEWCDMB, MARTHA BAKER
IRENE GLASFORD '
MASTER LESSONS, TEACHERS and YOUNG PEOPLES
REPERTOIRE CLASSES, ROUND TABLE DISCUSSIONS
ROBERT WHITFORD PIANO METHODS REPRESENT
A NEW MOVEMENT IN PIANO EDUCATION
You will be pleased with the innovations Mr. Whitford
has brought to present day piano teaching. Yes, there
have been some worthwhile changes made.
Write now for a free copy of PIANO TEACHING TO-
DAY which reveals Robert Whitford's personal method
for teaching children and his method for teaching adults.
With your copy of Piano Teaching today you will aLso
be sent complimentary, Mr. Whitford's master lesson
Robed Whitford on MUSIC'S MOST UNUSUAL CHORD. Just send your
name and address and state whether you are a piano
teacher, a student or a parent and we will send you the above. Moil to:
Robert Whitford Publications. 204 N. E. 31st St., Miami 37, Fla.
Pion now to attend the ROBERT WHITFORD PIANO TEACHER CONVENTION ot th H t·
S~erman, Chicago, III.• ~ug. 6th and 7fh, 1'53.. Sponsored by the Certified Robert Whitf~r~
f~~ndOet~~~~hersof Amerlco, but open to all plano teochers and interested students. Write
l_6 _
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BOOKSHELF
By DALE ANDERSON
Mv Life .by Atexondre GretclwII'HoD
. To those Kilo have been fasci-
nated. charm cd. and impressed by
the ~OlllposiLiol1s of Alexandre
Gretchallinoff (particularly his
lovely songs and choruses) his au-
robiography will appeal with simi.
lar emotions. There is a candor.
a simplicity and a sweetness about
his life stor j' that is unforgettable.
Despite his privations an I trng
dies, he preserves hi ialm d
meaner and poise.
In eousidering; thi "My Life,"
one cannot help but think f all
anlilhesis: ··.\1y Life" by Adolf
Schicklcgrubcr who, d pite hi
bluslc; and bombast, eli d nn ign .
minious death in all underground
hideout in Berlin aft r ha\ ing I I
Gcrmany to ruin. Hitl r's 8tand~
as a llIOIlUIl1Cnt tu hate. Al xandr
GretchaninofI's life 1S a tower of
beauty. Some of GrelchaninoIT's
larger \\'orks have 110t IJccn gi\(~11
the attention in Amcrica whi h
they deserve. Rimsky.K rSak(H_
for instance, wrote of hi opera
"Dobrinya Nikititch," III rcjoi'C
in your opera, and regard it as
a true contribution to Russiall
operatic literature_"
Gretchaninoff sccured a munifi-
cent sponsor in the American in.
dustrialist Charles Crane who at
one time ga\-e the composer Ha mil-
lion or a billion rubles" in Ka-
renka currency probably worth no
more than a fraction of that
amount. He also helped him settle
in America.
Gretchaninoff is now eighty.six
a~1(l .has. been greatly thrilled by
hlS lIfe In America.
Coleman-Ross Com,pony, Inc .. 1.00
HCI'e's a How.dc.do
OJ· M"rlyu Green
"Here's a how·,le·do'. A .slIlgu·
lar re,·iew.
About a very odd infection
. ~hich has brought me to· dc-
JcctlOll,
Here's a how-de.do!"
Stop it! Stop it! Gilbert and
SUll~van always get you jf you
don t watch out And 'f. ,l you are
a real. Gilbert and Sullivan fan
you b\~'11reach for Martyn Green's
auto IOgraphy just as a baby
reaches for his bottle of milk.If
you arc Hot, .th.e only thing rou
can do about It IS to spend several
years learning the traditions of
the delightful words and musicof
the most fanciful operettas in the
Engli h language. Marlyn Green.
one of the greatest of Gilbert and
Sullivan perf rmer ha been as
so Iet d with these m rry musital
car l arures of rh Briti!1h social
pi·t r mO.t'it of hi life and his
(ill Iy told, tor)' is cur mel)'en.
ga i'l&. nadly wounded in Ihe
Fir t ~ orld ~ nr and nbliged10
go about n rutche for months.
II climl cd Ol'er apl)arentil insur.
mountobJe ob:itnck~ to success.
hat dirl ),our great.grandparents,
your granclpnrenl~, ")'our l!iSlers
nnd ur cou~iJlg and four aunts"
llud un ·Ies do for nt rtainment
befur th day of moving pictures
and t ·I!·"i"i n? For s me reason
til min~lr I \\'crc onsidered suffi·
'icntl>, piou for dencons with
-h ·-tring ti and tho Gilbert
I1d ullhtnn per Ilas were not
·lnNi('d wilh Ih iniquitous thea·
tre nnd w r given by church
II ir nil "cr Ih country. What
could I more dignified Ihan Si,
105 ph in uPinaf re" ""hen he reo
lal ho\\t when he was an office
boy in all all roe)"s firm he
.ccleancd tJ1C ""indow and S\fept
Ihe no r • nd polish d up the han·
dl on the big fronl door' until
he "became the Ruler of the
Que n S ovee!n
ir Arthur ullhl8n (b. London.
Ma 1/1.1.2) son of the professor
of elarineL at Lho Ro)'a1 ~Witary
Coli ge was trained in the Chapel
Royal as a child. then studied at
Lh Ro al Academ)' of Music. He
tJlereaIter \\1 nt to Leipzig for two
·cars. H became organist at St.
;\fiehacrs. Chester Square. His
ambitions w re serious. Apart
from his Ugrand opera" "Ivan·
hoe." his most successful cantata
c~he Golden Lerrend." and one
of hi~ ~l knowr~ oratorios. '"The
LighL of the World:' his realll'
m05l l\';dely 5ung serious work.s
are "Onward Christian Soldiers"
and tJ1C ubiquitous setting to
Adelaide Ann Procter's .IThe Lost
Chord.17 uUi"an W8 knightoo in
1883, died in 1900 at the age of
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fifty-eight and is buried in St.
Paul's Cathedral, London.
Sullivan's greater fame must,
however, rest in the operettas he
did with William Schwenck Gil·
bert (never "Sir" William). He
could not consistently accept a title
as he had made a business of mer-
cilessly ragging the British aris-
tocracy. As a dramatist he pro-
duced few works of any wide sig-
nificance. His "Engaged" is ceca-
sionally heard in England. But as
a smooth, deft, glib versifier, he
has no equal, not even Lewis Car-
roll of "Alice in Wonderland"
fame. His sense of the ridiculous
was irresistible. After Trial by
Jury (1875) the operettas poured
out regularly. The Sorcerer
(1877) ; H.M.S. Pinafore (1878);
The Pirates oj Peruance (1879;
Patience (1881) ; lolantlre (1882) ;
Princess Ida (1884) ; Tire Mikada
(1885); Raddigore (1887); Tire
Yeomen of tire Guard (1888);
The Gondoliers (1889); UI.opia,
Limited (1893); and the Grand
Duke (1896).
The operas became thoroughly
socketed as a part of British light
musical entertainment throughout
the Empire. "There will always
be an England, and there will al·
ways be the Gilbert and Sullivan
operettas to keep it laughing." In
all English speaking countries the
vogue of the Savoyards became
very wide spread. Gilbert and SuI·
livan companies sprung up every·
where. In the city of Philadel·
phia, the Savoy Opera Company,
directed by John Thams, a non-
professional organization of fine
social standing, has been giving
performances during each year
since 1900 without a deficit. At
the magnificent duPont Estate
"Longwood Gardens" just outside
of Wilmington, Delaware, each
year a Gilbert and Sullivan opera
is given in open air. by the Savoy
Opera Company of Philadelphia
before an audience of two thou-
sand, who pay $3.75 apiece for
admission. "Longwood Gardens"
with their huge hothouses and
floral displays together with foun-
tains which put those of Versailles
to shame, make this a marvelous
setting for the Gilbert and Sulli·
van works. The Savoy Theatre in
London became the headquarters
of the inimitable D~Oyly Carte
Company, which repeatedly toured
the world with tremendous success.
Martyn Green as one of the
leading comedians.of the. company.
has lived the Gilbert and Sullivan
life Lo the full. He has known
"everybody" here and abroad, and
has made millions laugh. His
autobiography is a delightful re-
counting of many exciting inci-
dents.
As is generally known, Gilbert
insisted upon precise reading and
timing of the texts. From curtain
up to curtain down, the perform-
ances clicked like a precision
chronometer. But there was no
suggestion of the mechanical. In-
stead there was a kind of feathery
grace and ease which was one of
the secrets of their success. Sulli-
van's flow of pleasing melodies
and Gilbert's patter were unhalt-
ingly spontaneous. Any slight al-
teration of the text or timing was
looked upon as a kind of sacri-
lege, as would have been a similar
offense at the Festspielhaus at
""'agner's Bayreuth.
Among a host of amusing tales,
Mr. Green tells us the story of a
performance at the Gaiety Theatre
in Dublin in 1934, of The Sorcerer.
Sir Harry Lytton, a famous prede.
cessor of Martyn Green, was giv.
ing his last performance before
retirement. At the finale of the
opera the mischievous Sir Harry
as John Wellington W-ells, the old
established family sorcerer, to
overcome the effects of the spell
he had cast over the inhabitants
of the village, must yield himself
up to Ahrimanes in the nether
regions. This he does, and the
curtain comes down as Wells sinks
through a stage trap door amid
fire and flame. The curtain rises
for its first "return" and Wells'
boots come flying up through the
trap door. Down it goes again.
Wells is rapidly hoisted up to the
stage and he takes his place in the
center for the second return of the
curtain.
On this, his last night, Sir
Harry, as John Wellington Wells,
did not reappear for his second
return. Instead, a large piece of
white cardboard was pushed up
through the trap door with the
words in very conspicuous letter-
ing: "COME DOWN AND SEE
ME SOMETIME." The house was
convulsed with laughter. The com-
pany management was bordering
upon apoplexy.
(Continned on Page 3)
The Cover for This Month
The cover this month shows an intimate picture of Edvard Grieg
and his wife Nina Hagerup who toured throughout Europe for several
years with her distinguished husband and did much to popularize his
songs. After Grieg's death in 1907, Nina Grieg lived in Copenhagen
where she died in 1935, at the age of 90.
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Chosen for its beautiful
singing tone quality by ...
Rosemary Clooney
for her own home
.I:.l'..",!""'-,.,..:---......",......", •.•~ '. ."' "
THE NEW J"seFrench CRESCE N DO
In her studio work, and in personal appearances,
Rosemary Clooney has sung to the accompani·
ment of many different pianos. Hearing them all
'in action. her final choice for her own home is
Jesse French! See why. Inspect and play the new
Jesse French Crescendo. Let your dealer explain
its many outstanding quality features ... and the
convenient budget terms which will put this new
value triumph in your home, now!
See your lene French dealer, or write for free "Piano Fads" BaoUe' to Dvpt. E·61
VOU·LL BE AMAZED
AT ITS REMARKABty
tOW PRICE!
JESSE FRENCH & SONS PIANO DIV.· H.&A. SELMER INC., ElKHART,INDIANA
Join the thousands of Music Lovers
who order Classical and Opera
RECORDS by MAIL
at SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS
Write for FREE CATALOG and
monthly bulletins
Bring more great music into your home. Simply clip this advertisement,
mail today. Youll receive free 100 Page Ca/a/og. monthly bullletins
and "Specials." Records are ordered for you, direct from maker.
Every record is fully guaranteed. All 12" L.P.'s are extra· wrapped
by Chesterfield in protective cellophane coating to insure perfection.
avoid abrasions.
NAME .......................................
ADDRESS
CITY STATE
CHESTERFIELD MUSIC SHOPS, INC.
DEPT. E, 12 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
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2Music Lover's Bookshelf
\BeJI leaching collecfion, 19521 ';~~~s~~".(,~·~I!
Music for Children
8 pieces for piano-grade II-III
by Geol"ge List
Blue Gray Fog Follow the Leader
Doy Dream Mandarin March
Discontented Cow On the Water
The Factory Square Donce
90 cenf» - cOtnplele
(Continued from Page 7)
How dare he? How ... !What ... ! be proud. Th~ editor. J. Merrill
Never had human beings been ~o Kna~p, IS ~sslStant professor01
near literal explosion. But SI[ mUSIC at P~Jnccton Universityand
Henry had retired and there was has been director of the Princet
nothing that could be done about niverait y Glee Club and act~:
his ou~rageous desecrat~on of the chairman of the 'lusie Departmen~
sacred traditions of Gilbert and The \\'~rk follows in designth~
Sullivan. selected list of choruses for Worn.
,P. W. Norton and Company 3.75 en's voice by Arthur W. Locke of
mith College. Dr. Knappootesthe
enormous contribution of men's
ch ruse-, that poured into America
f rom Europe in the last century
particularty from Germany as an
cutcorn of the \lannerchor mO\"e.
merit. H emphasiz also the im.
porrau f th Engl; h Catch and
CI e collect ion' of the "'I"eoteenth
century.
Th • I .. ok on rn itsel! eOlirely
with mus i one d d 10 be ofper.
mnn nl value Ior the male chorus.
Princeton niversi'] PreJS $-1.00
en T YMI'1l0NI' 110'"
Rto(:O,-tli.l'l· and Rf'lIlr·lIlbcr Them
8y iKIJUHH/ pM·t/.
reat )'m phonies i an enlarged
cloth-bound reprint of the original
Perm . i nt Edition printed some
lim' ugo in cardboard vers, The
I ook i.., \\ riuen in Dr. paeth's
c ngcniol om-cr:o tional lyle and
i:- oddT ~ d r th r 10 the mu~ic·
IO\c'·r. ne of Ih diE"lingui~hing
fcatur , of lh bo k i the large
numl r f • II nlly ",Icotedno
LOlion '-ompl Q. Dr. EugeneOr·
m nd)" ho \\ ritt n an cxceUeDt
intr ducli n 10 tll new edition.
Comet Pr . s Book $3.50
to be full of light. His very choice of one
as a student was based upon this thought
of light. He had to be sure that one had the
"light" within and then would be willing to
practice the self-discipline necessary to keep
it burning. As I came to a lesson one time
Sauer was answering an invitation to dine
with the President of France. "I am saying
that I shall be delighted to come if I may
leave at nine-thirty. You see, when I am
not playing a concert, ten o'clock is my
bed time."
Everything had to be memorized for the
lesson. "Never allow yourself to make a
mistake," he said. "Missing one note is as
bad as missing fifty. Play it the first time
as it should be. If you have never prac-
ticed or thought a mistake, it won't show
up at the concert." He inspired absolute
confidence. "If you get nervous when you
playa concert, there is something wrong.
Either you are not properly prepared or
you are not well. As you walk out on the
stage know that you have already con-
quered-then play for the joy of playing."
Before one had lessons with Sauer his
technic had to be developed to the point
where it could be forgotten in recreating
the "ideal' of a composition. When Sauer
played the "Carnival" of Schumann the
layman enjoyed the carnival, not a display
of piano technic. "The final test of all play-
ing is 'Does it sound?' If you play the
passage with these fingers, it will 'sound'
in the back row. If you play it with those
fingers, it won't 'sound.' Use the 1-2-3
fingers. They are the strong ones. It may
be interesting to some people to try to
develop the fourth and fifth fingers to
equal strength, but nobody is going to pay
you for that trouble. Use as simple finger-
ing as possible. The fingers will remember
a simple pattern. If the thumb plays the
black keys it doesn't matter." Sauer fin·
gered the following passage from Mozart's
A Major Concerto in this way:
Symphonic l\lusic-lts Evolutton
Since the Renaissance
By Homer Ulrich
No one could be better qualified
to write upon this subject than
Homer ULrich, member of the mu-
sic faculty of the splendidly staff d
University of Texas since 1939,
over a period of forty-four year.
One or more member of his family
played in the Chicago ymphony
Orchestra. Mr. Ulrich stu lied at
the Chicago Musi al ell ge, did
graduate work at the University f
Chicago and 'lor six year pia red
in the Chicago Symphony Orches-
tra under Frederick to ·k.
His volume of 327 page i a
very clear and understandable h is-
tory of the symphony, devoid of
pedantry and affectation. Mr. UI·
rich's analyses are both mature nnd
free from personal fad or prej u-
dices. He tra.ces the ymph oy from
the earliest 17th century yrnph nie
composers down to the latest and
most extreme l"l1aster of this f rm.
The work will long remain Q<li n
standard in its lofty field.
Columbia University Press
af your music dealer, or from
ASSOCIATED MUSIC PUBLISHERS, INC.
25 West 45th Street • New York City 36
RUJJetl ci!annin'J
GndorJeJ gUild
The Grand ~anner"The Notional Guild of Piano Teachers givesincentives to all kinds of pupils-not just to
those pr~paring for professional careers. I like
the Guild's insistence on Bach playing for
pupils of practically all grades. The Guild is
doing a fine work."
in Piano Playing
RIt.uell L(llIning
Authorit)· on Bach
349 Union Ave.
Belleville, N. l-
-Russell lanning.
A ttOibute to Emil Sauer
NATIONAL GUILD OF PIANO TEACHERS
(Founded 1929 by Ir/ A/lison, M.A., Mus.D.)
AUSTIN. TEXASBOX 1113
Study with Saller was a way of lifeSHERWOOD MUSIC SCHOOL
1.2- by Esthe,.Jonsson
The thorough, specialized, professional training essen-
tial to success in a musical career, Sherwood com-
bines with a general cultural background designed to
stimulate self-expression. Individual guidance by a
faculty of internationally known artists. Degree, di-
ploma and certificate majors in piano, voice,
violin, 'cello, wind instrument, argon, composi-
tion, music education. Many opportunities for
public recitals, solo and group performance.
Splendidly equipped building with eosy access
to rich cultural facilities of Chico go. Non-profit;
established in 1895. Summer term begins June
17th. Write for cotalog.
A HisIOI'Yof Music in Englancl
By Ernest Wnlker
Ernest Walker's Hi tory of :\lu-
sic in England~ written forty-fi\.e
years ago, has never been sur-
passed. A Third Edition of thi-
468 page volume has just been is-
sued, enlarged and revised by J. A.
Westrup. This is generally consid-
ered the most authoritative story
?f English music~ telling of its \-ery
Important position in modern ivi-
lization.
Dr. Walker was born in Bom-
bay, India, July 15, 1870. He wa_
educated at Balliol College, Oxford
and later became Director of i\Iu-
sic oJ BaHiol College. He was en.
tirely self-taught in music. but
gained distinction as a composer
and as a writer.
Oxford University Press
·1t.."CICd Li~1of Ten hin#" Mllleri.1
for PioRo
IJ.,," CPQr15C llt',\nbb
The Etude h" printed manyli;"
of lca hin Blnl riol lor the piano
b} \-ariOU3 Leacher who had ex·
pcrienc and the consequent au·
Lhoril} to make up such lists..The
latest to corne to us is one by
Ceorae ;\Icl "bb. member of the
f"culty of lhe EaslInao School of
~\]usjc in Rochesl l' lor h\·eDty·6re
re"r •. :\Ir. _\lcNabb has beena fre·
quent coolribulor to ETUDE. has.
\Crr pra.clical mind and has taught
a great man pupils in an grade!.
He Ita, also been chief adjudicator
for man COnl 1.5. fter careful
study of hi list it SC:enU5 to your
reviewer 3 very useful one. The~i5t
is prelaced by a \'ery inruuCll\"e
introdu tion which readers should
find Illost helpful. The hook is one
of 65 mimeographed pages, and
is bound as a "service" in paper.
Publi-hed by the author al the
Eastman bool of lusie, Roeh"·
~ ?~Lec, ~ew York. ~.
to Sauer as he played a Liszt concerto he
couldn't believe he was listening to some-
one advanced in years. There was the bril-
liance of youth in repose without the sense
of present day rush. As the audience stood
cheering at the end of a concert Sauer
waved his handkerchief in return and then
sat down to play encores-usually some of
his own compositions, the Frissons de
jeuilles or his Music Box. "You must al·
ways have a surprise in your pocket for
your audience," he used to say. "Always
have something to give. Never lose sight
of the thought of giving when you are
playing."
Sauer appeared at the lesson as fresh
and rested and as immaculately dressed as
he was on the concert stage. "I never give
more than four lessons a day-two in the
morning and two in the afternoon. I can't
do full justice to more." It was as though
the world's stage had been set for the stu·
dent. He gave each student's talents and
needs his undivided attention. Soon after
the lesson started the whole room seemed
THE NAME Emil Sauer means less tothe American music student than to the
European. In Europe a word from Sauer
was enough to fill a concert hall for a
young pianist's debut or eliminate the
necessity of an audition. It was a certain
timidity about crossing the ocean that kept
Sauer from being as well known in Amer-
ica as he was in Europe. He once said to
me that the sleepers in America were very
uncomfortable. "When were you last in
America?" I asked. "In 1908:" he replied.
Emil von Sauer was a slender man,
small of stature. He was in his 70's when
I studied with him in Vienna. For fifty
years he had held his place as one of the
great European pianists of all time. When
he appeared on the stage flawlessly dressed,
his face framed with a thin fringe of white,
wavy hair, it was easy to reconstruct in
imagination the days when the students
didn't let him walk from the concert hall
to his carriage-they carried him on their
shoulders.
If a person closed his eyes and listened
With Sauer one was always conscious of
studying with someone who was a success.
His whole interest seemed to be centered
in passing on his secrets to his students.
"It is up to you now to carryon," he said.
"If you do it this way, you will have suc-
cess. If you do it that way, you won't."
Franz Liszt, Sauer's teacher, lived just
before the invention of the mechanical
devices which show one today how the
composer wants his music played. The bulk
of the music on the present-day programs
was written before recordings were made.
The composer's indications are sometimes
scanty. It is this (Continue;]. on Page 50)
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The Flutist's Technical Problems
The first business o] the flutist
is to make music
[rom. an interview with
John Wummer, first flutist,
New York Philharmonic-Symphony
Orchestra
secured by Myles Fellowes
THE FIRST BUSINESS 01 the flutist isto make music, but he cannot do this
until he has mastered the technical aspects
of his instrument. Thus, while technique
should always be ranked in second place
to music-making, it must be present, and
in good order!
Let us begin a brief survey of technical
problems with the important matter of
breathing, which comes up at the very first
flute lesson and grows progressively more
complicated as the flutist advances. Correct
breathing, for the flutist, corresponds to
the good singing breath; that is, it should
be deeply inhaled, strongly supported by
the muscles of the abdomen, and carefully
budgeted by diaphragmatic control. Like
the singer's, the flutist's breathing is open;
there is nothing in the mouth or against
the lips for resistance, and this open breath
can all too easily become dissipated. Hence,
the flutist's great problem is to use as much
breath as possible for tone without waste.
The solution lies first of all in inhaling
and supporting the breath correctly. Avoid
top breathing. Experience has shown me
that the average student lacks the capacity
for deep, full breathing which is regret-
table, since good, deep breathing is as
valuable to general health as it is to good
flute playing! After a period of exercise in
inhalation and support, the student should
practice long phrases, beginning softly, in-
creasing volume gradually, and. always
using the diaphragm as the singer does.
The long phrase is, per haps, the best test
of progress in breath support.
Further, there is the matter of conserv-
ing, or budgeting the breath. A common
error among inexperienced flutists is to
take a good breath and then dissipate it in
the first two or three measures, after which
they find themselves unable to carryon.
When this happens, they inquire what is
wrong with their inhalation. The answer
is, of course, that nothing is wrong with
the taking of the breath, but that it has
not been correctly controlled. The aim is
always to keep a reserve of air, and this
is achieved through diaphragmatic control.
A good breath, gradually released, is the
answer to most problems of phrasing.
Next in importance is the use of the lips.
To the flutist, the lips represent what the
reed is to the oboist. As we have no reed
tone quality and nuancing is done by the
lips. The young student who is on his way
to mastering breath control needs to under-
stand that he doesn't just blow! He controls
the use of his breath with his lips. For this
purpose, the lips should always be relaxed
and flexible; they should feel like an elastic
band which can be moved lightly and re-
siliently, at will. However, in changing the
position of the lips, one should be careful
never to squeeze tone in the center of the
embouchure. Squeezed tone results when
the movi.n~ lips become tight. If you have
what flutists cal~ good lips, finger technique
goes more easily. Dry or tight lips can
~, 10le _
actually iml d hniqu .
H Ipful exerci I r the d v lopment of
the lip in lu I playing third and sixths
slowly and legalo. Fluti hould listen
with careful all nti n l the fin I vocal
arti ts, for phra ing and legato. Practicing
legato develop lips and tone simultaneously.
The acqui ilion of b aut.ifultone on the
flute j largely of c ur _ a mailer of study,
but even mor a matter of individuality,
If you Ii ten to the playing 01 the famous
Auer violin pupiJs, you will find it interest-
ing to note that. while their basic schooling
is identical. their tonal qualities are highly
individual. And thi is as it should be. since
tone remains the truest indication of the
sell which produce it. Thu , the teaching
of tone implie uniformity only in the
basic schooling; after that, each player
develops in his own way_
This basic schooling for tone includes
a thorough and fluent knowledge 01 all
major and minor scales, of intervals, and
chords, not merely as theoretic knowledge,
but as a practical ability to play them
all, in all three octaves of tile flute's
register. Scales and exercises should be
practiced for unHormity and balance of
tone, in aU dynamics (from pianissimo to
forte), with special attention to that
gradation of dynamics in which the player
feels himself weakest. gain. all scales
and exercises should be practiced le-
gato.
Other articulation (Cont. Oil Page 60)
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The Amaxing Versatility
of American Singers
from an interview with Blanche Theborn,
Metropolitan Opera star
secured by LeRoy V. Brant
(The sixth in a series of conferences with distinguished
musicians of the present.)
"MISS TI-IEBOM, what do you think is
mostly the matter with young smg-
ins students today, and what can be done
e h f 1 ?"to remedy t e au ts r
Blanche Thebom, one of today's greatest
Carmens, diva of the Metropolitan Opera
of New York City, who was called to fly
the Atlantic to make with Flagstad her last
recordings of "Tristan and Isolde," con-
sented to talk music, discuss music, for the
benefit of youn"" Americans who love music
so greatly they desire to dedicate them-
selves to it.
"There are faults into which the young
students of today fall, but they need not be
disastrous faults, and they are not faults
that have to do with the times, but with all
times and all nations." Thus began Miss
Thebcm. "I should say one of the gravest
faults is that the average young singer has
no concept of the time and work involved
in becoming a great artist. This fact is not
to be laid at his door, however, but at the
door of the teacher who misleads him into
thinking that within a few months, or years
at the most, he can become famous.
Teachers should not do such things, for I
believe that if anything is certain, it is that
if a young American be properly c~al-
lenged he will do any reasonable thing,
perhaps many things that even transc.end
the realms of the reasonable. I believe
firmly that most young Americans are not
afraid of hard work, that if they be told
it takes five years, or ten years to reach the
top of the ladder, seven out of ten will still
plan their lives to climb it!
"I believe that successful artists them-
selves are at fault in giving youngsters a
wrong concept of the whole singing picture •
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There is often a tendency on the part of
the artist who has arrived to forget the
stony road by which he arrived; there is
a tendency for him to make of his life story
a Cinderella story, wherein some fairy god-
mother waved a wand and lo! he had be-
come famous! Such stories do great harm
to the impressionable minds of young
people, and furthermore, they are in no
sense true. No artist ever reached fame or
success except by the road of long and
arduous labor.
"A very grave fault on the part of young
aspirants for fame is a lack of the sense
of being a colleague with other artists, and
with conductors. The show does not exist
on the basis of anyone artist, even if that
artist does have the leading role. It exists
because each part, no matter how appar-
ently trivial, fits into every other part, no
matter how great. Every artist must share
the stage with every other artist, from the
man who carries the fourth spear to Tristan
or Carmen. The young singer, absorbed in
his role and making a success of it, can
easily forget the fourth spear. But there
was a day when he was fourth spear, and
being the fourth spear gave him his start,
perhaps; he must remember to give this
later fourth spear his start, also.
"You speak of the faults of the young
singers, but let me speak to youl Mr. Brant,
of their virtues. They are versatile far be-
yond their European brethren. Music is
not yet the matter of course in America
that it is in Europe; the traditions, the
mores so to speak, have not yet been
established. Perforce, then, the American
artist must adapt himself to a thousand situ-
ations which would (Continued on Page 50)
Blanche Thebom
Miss Thebom as Ortrurl in "Lohengi-ln"
. As Am neris in "Aida"
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(top) Gl'ieg's home "Trofdhnugen"
(bottom) Gl'ieg and the Norwegian writer, Bjornson
A Favoelte picture of the composer, Edvard Hagerup GI·ieg
a Utopian colony in Pennsylvania.
"You can imagine how impressed 15-
year-old Edvard was when the celebrated
Ole Bull rode out on his white horse espe-
cially to hear him play," the old gentleman
smiled broadly. "My uncle advised Ed-
Yard's parents to send him to Leipzig.
'Some day he will become a great musi-
cian,' he told them."
Grieg's years at the Conservatory were
not happy ones. Undoubtedly his extreme
youth, his dislike of strict German disci-
pline, his lack of close personal friends
colored the picture. Then came the tragic
event which affected his whole life. At 16,
following a severe attack of pleurisy and
resulting complications which left him with
only one lung, he withdrew from the Con-
servatory. After a long convalescence he
again returned to graduate with honors.
Interesting phases 0/ the (Treat orwegian' Ii/e.
as told by Schak Bull, violinist-cousin 0/ the /am01L. compo er to:
Norma Ryland Graves
"I CONSIDER myself doubly honored to
have in my family two of Norway's
greatest musicians: my cousin Edvard
Grieg and my uncle Ole Bull."
The speaker, scholarly 94·year-old Schak
Bull of Bergen, Norway, gestured elo-
quently. A frail little man, the retired
architect wears his white hair brushed
straight back, heightening the resemblance
he bears his deceased cousin.
On this later June afternoon the two of
us were seated in the parlor of the Bull
residence in Bergen. Through ornate lace
curtains occasional hursts of sunshine
played on crystal chandeliers: highlighting
numerous paintings covering the walls. On
·the grand piano photograpbs of Edvard
and Nina Grieg elbowed those of Ole Bull.
"I was several years younger than
Edvard so I did not know him well until
after his marriage to his cousin. Nina
Hagerup of Copenhagen, Denmark ,; Schak.
Bull began. "Edvard was madly' i I .. I NT' b n OleWIt1 lll~ ut since both families opposed
the marriage, they had to wait nearly five
years."
.Here the old gentleman paused. absent-
m:ndedly bestowing a gentle pat '011 Puss
N Boots, spread-eagled before the fir Ph h e. er-
~ps. e was recalling Fru Hagerup's tart
dismissal of her pretty daugllter' .
E s marnageto .dvard Grieg: "He is nothinsr h
nothing d . 0' as. ' an wrrtes music no one will
listen to."
"N'ina made an ideal wife for Edvard "
he rem~rked a few seconds later. "But' I
am geUmg ahead of my story Y
b h . ou rem em-er t at Edvard Hagerup G' . h .hi I neg m ented
~s ?ve of music from his mother, a (Yifted
!namst. As a boy he was never strong~ and
our damp Bergen climate intensified his
recurring attack of bronchial asthma.
"At school he disliked study and was
inclined to be lazy, but he thoroughl)' en-
joyed piano le ens with his mother and
solitary walk in our nearby mountains.
Although he composed little melodies
before he we nine, h did not ttle down
to seriou study until some six rears later
when he met my uncle, Ole Bull."
OLE B LL, ardent ~orwegian national-
. ist and founder of Bergen's first Ia-
tional Theatre, was a world-famous violin-
is~ who frequently toured. America. Like
Liszt he was a romantic figure. greatly
sought after. In the summer of 1858 when
;e visited the Gciegs, he bad just returned
rom the United States where he had lost
most of his fortune attempting to found
AT 19, the physically handicapped young
musician found himself facing an un-
certain future. He had a tiny roll of youth-
ful compositions but no musical position.
Furthermore he could count on ]ittle family
assistance for his father had recently sui-
fered heavy financial losses.
Grieg remained with his parents until
spring, when he left for Copenhagen-
musical capital of the North. Here he re-
newed his childhood acquaintance with
Nina an~ became secretly engaged. At this
time Nina was a rising young vocalist.
ETUDE~JUNE 1953
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(top) Schak Bull admires thc violin of Ole Bull
(bottom) Music room ut Troldhnugen
"It didn't take Edvard long to find his
love, but he still could not find his musical
niche," emphasized Mr. Bull. "There is no
question that Nina and his friends Hans
Christian Andersen, Ole Bull, and Rikard
Nordraak helped shape his career: but his
talent flowered slowly."
At this critical period he was encouraged
by Hans Christian Andersen, Denmark's
beloved author. Grieg's first fame came
through his effective setting of Andersen's
poems (Opus 5). "Ich Liebe Dich't-c-intro-
duced by Nina and probahly the most
popular of his 135 songs-was a part of
this opus dedicated to "Herr Professor
H. C. Andersen, with admiration and es-
teem" by the composer.
Fortunately Grieg now met the young
man whose passionate love of Norway was
like an inexhaustible flame, and who im-
bued him with the determination to write
Norwegian music based on the nation's
wealth of folk music.
He was Rikard Nordraak, already fa-
mous as the composer of Norway's national
anthem. In the remaining two years of his
life (he died of tuberculosis at 24), he
strove to make Norwegians conscious of
their great national heritage.
Eager to express his newly found nation-
alism, Edvard Grieg helped Nordraak and
others establish "Euterpe," a musical so-
ciety devoted solely to the performance of
Scandinavian music. At its second concert
(top) The pleturesque city of Bergen
(bottom) Schnk Bull, III his hobby of wood curving
he made his initial appearance as conduc-
tor. Later he undertook concert tours. In
Christiania (Oslo) Nina appeared with him
professionally for the first time.
Edvard's postponement of his marriage,
in Mr. Bull's opinion, seriously retarded
his career. "At last after years of waiting
-he was then 25-they were married,
June 11, 1867. But their wedding was not
what you call a happy occasion." He
paused significantly. "Immediately after
the ceremony Edvard took Nina to Chris-
tiania. "
THE NEXT eight years were difficult
ones for them. The proposed series of
Philharmonic concerts conducted by Ed-
vard did not prosper. The newly founded
Norwegian Academy of Music (later dis-
solved) demanded more and more of his
attention, yet he received little pay. At
times only a few private pupils kept the
couple from starvation.
If Edvard had abandoned his dreams of
creating Norwegian music and settled in
Copenhagen, his struggles would have
ended, But his roots were so undeniably
Norwegian that here he chose to remain in
spite of indifferences and misunderstand-
mg.
More and more the musician threw him-
self into a gruelling schedule of teaching
and concertizing. Only in summers was he
free to compose. In 1874 (Cont. on Pge. 57)
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AMONG REMEMBERED "urges" ofyour youth, can you musicians recall
that irresistible impulse during long ago
periods of music practice, to desert the
drudgery of scales and exercises for the
fascinating occupation of improvising?
Your unorthodox stirring of strings or
vocal cords, your rhapsodic blasts on a
wind instrument, invariably drew unap-
preciative parental attention. "Now your
teacher never gave you anything like that
to practice!" You were sternly told to stop
fooling and get to work; which, pouting
and sighing, you did. The world has changed
greatly in very many ways since your
childhood days; but in that one respect,
the attitude of parents who foot the bills
anticipatory prelude to all that hear:-tea:"
ing loveliness? And if he did, what did Ius
elders have to say? The preoccupation of
our vouth today with the shocking blats
and .'blasts of "popular music" may be
somewhat due to our habitual discourage-
ment of our youngsters in their persistent
attempts to make their own un~leard ruelo-
dies audible. The present admitted dearth
of beauty and novelty in musical C~l11~O-
sition does not carry a corollary admission
that creative musical genius is altogether
a thing of the past. But, for reasons too
many and too obvious to recount here,
most amateur composers seeking publica.
tion and recognition of their works face
almost insurmountabje difficulties.
A Creative Genius-
Who Krunos?
Teachers should encourage their
pupils to improvise at the keyboard-to let them
have the fun of creating original melodies.
by JOSEPHINE BAILEY DOYLE
for expensive music lessons hasn't changed.
Even in these later years, when youthful
individualism is promoted to an alarming
degree, parents and music teachers are no
more likely to encourage such "foolingH
than they used to be. Small beginners must
be driven along established routes of clas-
sical training; not even five minutes at the
end of a practice period is likely to be ap-
proved for the unleashing of that passion
for improvising, that might (just possibly)
be the gift-of. the-gods to· your child or
mine.
All fine music of all times germinated
in that passion to express feelings in an
individual way. Human emotions are never
altogether original. but the possibilities of
varying emotional expression are infinite.
The incomparable cadences of the Love-
Death music in "Tristan and IsoldeH only
repeat the eternal surge and ebb of ocean
waves. It is Wagner's interpretation of an
ageless theme that makes that music unique.
Did the boy Richard ever sweep childish
hands up and down the keyboard in an
. Music teachers usually feel impelled to
d.ls-courage attempts at original composi-
tlOn~ however promising. on the likelihood
of its being a waste of time from any prac-
ti~al . st31~dpoint. Encouragement along
tllls.lme I: all the more unlikely if the
mUSIC adVIsor has himself sometime sent
out to publishers cherished scripts which
came back promptly, or perhaps never
came back at all, as so often happens in
the gamble of some advertised "contests."
In no other line of art is this demoralizil1O'
attit~de of instructors quite so pre'Talen~
En~hsh teachers encourage embryo jour.
nahsts and poets to c~mtribute to school
and colle~e publications, to submit stories
to l1lagazl~les, to seek positions on news
sta.~s. Art Instructors can direct the creatiye
abllIty of student-painters and cart . t. fi 0011lS S
mto many elds of practical and t' f '. . . sa IS VlnO'
actl~Ity. 'Where would anyone dire~t ~
nOVIce composer of a song anthe ', m. or In-
strumental work, with any confid' ,
1 ' I . ence InlIS u tim ate success? We dOt '11. . -e 10Tla -
speakmg-wouldn't know. )
~ 14~----
But we would listen with all the honest
and appreciative attention we could give.
Who can estimate the weight which a word
of praise or a defeatist comment might
carry in the fate of some really fine bit of
amateur composition? Why are most pro.
Iessional musicians so intolerantly averse
to adding some recognizably good number
to a program, simply because it has not
been published? There is no magic in
editorial acceptance or in printer's ink,
but the creation of a sweet melody or liar.
rnony is always in itself something oj a
miracle.
On this theme, the recent experiment of
a group of musicians in a small city, in
their project of discovering and encour.
aging creative ability in musi ,hn some-
thing f a miraculous flnver. Their Cil}"S
University lub maintains a r ative Arts
«coup with n sub ommiu d di eted 10
Appcc iat ion of Musi . D v ti n to that
cause had b n nominal only, until a Ihely
trio consi t ing of a pianist, a violinist and
a horpi t hOPI n d I be appointed on Ih.1
subcommittee. lothing mu h was expected
of rhem ; previ u "appr iaticn" had been
negligible, con isling of an occasional tea
part.y at wlii h r ord wer played, or
light discu ion dealt co ually with some
a pect of musi . Th n w appreciators. de-
termined to be neither n glig nt nor bor d,
decided to present publi programs of
original I1lU ic ompo d by creative mu-
sicians whom th y b Ii "ed to be di over·
able in any "av rag" American commu-
nity. The urpri ing r ults of their search
and discoverie were wid Iy published in
local new paper. even programs were
presented, four in private hom ,one in a
studio of a music tore where a fine e1ec·
tric organ wa available. All were open to
the public, and were attended by audiences
ranging from 30 to 150, The projecl met
with enthusiastic support from music teach·
ers, organists, choir and chorus directors.
\Vith announcement of each program. the
friendly call for composers to volunteer
was repeated. In aU, 45 original works were
presented, with promises of manl' others
anlilable if the project continued. Not one
~"as lrashy or tediou Iy lengthy. The works
mcluded songs for solo, quartet and chorus:
s~lections for piano, organ and organ·
plano; selections for violin, clarinet. harp
and string·quartet. Performance of allnum·
bers was excellent. Sometimes a composer
presented his Own music; ometim" other
performers played or sang from manU·
SCflptS. Ages of the composers ranged from
11 to 76 years, A war refugee pianistlolely
come to the community presented his
OW~lbrilliant compositions. A young city
reSIdent who wa a Harvard Senior pro·
duced as Hfruits of a belo,-ed a,'ocation"
his beautiful song settings for class-ic
poems. Jn a charming (COlli. Oil Pa~e 51)
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One of the best known of present-day
opera and concert singers has much
sound advice on the question
Do You Put the Words Across?
From an interview with James Melton Secured by Annabel Comfort
WE HAVE all heard singers slide intowords simply because they have never
learned the proper "attack." That is, they
haven't learned how to begin each new
phrase so as to make the first syllable in
each phrase audible to the audience. This
is a problem to be faced with each new
breath. How do singers expect to hold the
attention of their listeners unless their
diction is pure and a joy to hear? It is the
·words which carry the tonal message to
the audience. Through the study of diction
I feel that my own singing has become
more natural; in fact, I believe that my
diction has had much to do with the success
I have had thus far in my career. The artist
must create a clear line of vowel and
consonant sound. This sound, if it is dis-
tinct, will carry in any hall no matter how
large it may be.
There are times when even famous sing-
ers have difficulty in starting phrases for
the reason that they have never mastered
the details of proper attack. Some use a
"hum" to begin the attack. This is not
wrong; but since the muscles of the lips:
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tongue, and vocal cords are required to
produce the hum, this practice is liable to
cause considerable tension. Others arrive
at an attack by the sheer force of a blast
of air which is extremely harmful to the
vocal cords. Any Htrick" is acceptable if
it is not obvious. There must never be
exaggeration or affectation. A small amount
of breath is in order so that, when neces·
sary, you can take more, thus making sure
that you will not be out of breat.h before
you have finished the entire phrase.
For a good attack, use a confident, dis-
tinct beginning of the word and tone at
the same instant. An absolute and instan-
taneous precision of pitch, an attack with
great elasticity and pliability, with a bal·
ance of resonance and with proper breath
support, all con~titute the "touch" of the
artist.
Words are formed entirely from the
sounds of vowels and consonants. The
vowels build the words of a song, while the
consonants hold them together. As a rule,
singers place more emphasis on vocalizing
than on diction, and they are apt to vocalize
on "ah" most of the time. If one constantly
vocalized on "ah" or "ooh" he would find
it difficult to sing words or phrases that
contain the vowels a, e, i, 0: u, the tongue
consonants d, c, g, j, h, k, I, n, q, r , s, t,
x, y, and z, and the lip consonants b, rn,
v, p, and f.
What about the high register of my
voice? When I vocalize, I must constantly
vary the choice of vowels so that my high
tones will not sound pinched, squeezed, or
forced. Instead, they must be round, easy
and relaxed.
The sounds of the vowels a, e, i, 0, u,
are produced by the vocal cords and their
muscles. Some vocalists mouth the vowels,
twist their lips, and exaggerate the open-
ing of the mouth to produce the tone.
This is not necessary. Just try singing these
vowel sounds yourself. As long as your
mouth is open these sounds can be pro-
duced perfectly. Exaggerated facial contor-
tions only impair the natural formation of
vowels, so concentrate on correct pronun-
ciation during vocalization, singing, or
speaking, and make certain that the throat,
lower jaw, tongue, and lips are relaxed
at all times.
People tell me that my diction is clear
whether I am singing over the rad io, on
television, or in the concert hall. They say,
HHow do you do it?" My answer is that
I learned diction through experience. I sang
solfeggio exercises on all of the vowels,
and I practiced the formation of conso-
nants. I listened attentively to other people
and profited by their failures and their
successes. I was born with a southern
drawl. Now, if you want to become a suc-
cessful singer, you must quickly overcome
a southern drawl and develop a natural
speaking techniHue. This will be achieved
only through hard work, a lot of singing,
and finding new ways to improve yourself.
I am a natural mimic, and I tell dialect
stories in several languages. I have used
so many French phrases in telling French
Canadian stories that when I return to a
normal pronunciation of French, the pendu-
lum that started me on my exaggeration
moves more toward the normal than the
subnormal. Here I recommend the exag·
geration of words as a help and not a
hindrance on the road to good diction.
Consonants are not what they seem to
most of us who haven't really thought about
them. They are actually vowel sounds
preceded and followed by a '~hiss" or a
"click" or some other sound made by
the tongue or lips, More than half of
the consonants are formed by movement
of the tongue. In order to produce the
sound of the letter r your tongue forms
a tube against (Continued on Page 49)
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A safe and sane discussion
of oarious phases of electronic OI"gan tone
with practical hints concerning the extent
to which it is possible to secure
Pipe Organ Tone from an Electronic Organ
NOT EVERYONE who plays an elec-tronic organ wants his instrument to
sound like a pipe organ, good or bad.
There are console "artists," as contrasted
with organists, who frankly prefer the
kinds of tones that only electronic iustru-
men ts can create.
Some of these tones arc painful to me -
typical radio soap opera stuff, for example.
Electronic organs played in church with
sobbing vibrato, unnatural reverberation.
and heavy dullness are no more pleasing.
But the familiar. Hammond organ, for
instance, must be thought of as a very
honest musical mirror. More, perhaps, than
any other instrument ever made, the Ham-
mond reflects the personal taste and judg-
ment of the player.
Unlike a pipe organ or piano, the basic
tonal ingredients of a Hammond (to a
large extent) are under the control of the
performer. To employ a third metaphor, a
Hammond is to a musician what canvas
and paints are to an artist. By adjustment
of the harmonic drawbars, by personal set-
ting of the pre-sets, by 'experimentation
with the console tone control and the reo
verberation system, a player can accomp-
lish miracles of tonal variety.
He can, moreover, with certain limiia-
lions, obtain good pipe organ tone.
How many electronic organs have been
manufactured since the first type was in-
troduced in 1936 is a trade secret, but the
number must be - in pre-electronic terms
_ fantastic. We are informed that over
27,000 Hammonds alone are in regular
church use. There are thousands of addi-
tional electronic organs of various makes
in churches, homes, schools, colleges,
broadcasting studios, funeral chapels, mili-
tary installations, etc. (I am using the term
"electronic," it will be noted, for all organs
in which vacuum tubes are essential.}
It is reasonable to suppose that in nearly
all the 100,000 or so places where electronic
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organs have been installed, a pipe organ
would have been installed if pipe organs
with certain electronic advantages had been
available. Imean that people buy electronic
instruments because they want organs that
cost no more than good pianos, that can
be installed almost as easily as radios, and
that require little or no tuning and almost
no servicing. What these buyers want is
ORGAN tone obtained cheaply and con-
veniently.
When some fanatics go so far as to claim
that electronic instruments have made
the traditional pipe organ obsolete, I am
shocked. Whenever I hear an electronic or-
gan that duplicates the glory of the Salt
Lake City organ or the Boston Symphony
Hall organ, I shall agree that the day of
pipe organs is over. Even the most expen-
sive custom-built electronic organ is a
faint imitation of pipe organ design at its
most expensive best.
My point is that people who buy elec-
tronic organs know very well they are not
obtaining for $3000 or less the equivalent
of a $200,000 instrument. They do believe,
and justly, that electronics are vastly su-
perior to thousands of troublesome and
muddy-toned organs.
If the selling price were not a consid-
eration, most electronic organs would be
greatly superior to the present instruments.
Better amplifiers and speakers than those
used in most electronics are available. Sure-
ly they would be used unless a pre-deter-
mined unit cost ruled them out.
Distortion, the bugbear of electronics,
contributes largely to the unpleasant for-
tissimo of the ordinary electronic installa-
tion. When Fernando Germani, now first
organist of the Vatican, introduced the
first concert model electronic years ago, he
used as many as 27 tone cabinets to build
up reserve pow~r_ Y~~' he told me recently,
he always avoided pushing" the instru-
ment.
\Vhcn Fritz H itmann, the great German
or-ganist, wa a gu st in our home thi past
October, he wa per uaded to experiment
with ur concert model lcctronic organ.
Hi first experience we to open the ex-
pression pedal to th limit while playing
a full rgan combination. The ound, a
distorted In , wa horrible. But after
Prof. Heitmann had learn d thi basic
"never" ab ut le troni s, he W85 delighted
with such a bar oqu combination a 00·
5357 224 (with vibrato, a good romantic
registration) which I u e on Great F.
Dealers ar advised by ne company to
use four 40-w8tl tone cabinet to demon-
strate their concert m d I tacking the four
in "cubicle manner _ .. directed toward a
side wall in ord r that the music from
these cabinets reaches the Ii teners through
reflections." I wonder about the limitations
of the ordinary installation with one 20-
watt cabinet when ] read further in the
factory directions. "The stacking of the
tone cabinets (four 4O-watt!) will produce
a very good 32-foot note that is not !Jos-.
sible under other arrangement."
Electronic organs are capable of produc-
ing tremendous volume. One reason is that
loudspeaker tone is more directional than
pipe organ tone. Coming from a few speak-
ers, the tone is more concentrated than
when it is produced by hundreds or thou-
sands of individual pipes. Another means
to the end of great volume is the arbitrary
reduction of high frequencies. Factory pre·
sets are usually deficient ill "highs." When
such tone is boosted by amplification. dis-
tortion is partly disguised by the absence of
those frequencies in which distortion would
be most noticeable.
I have several suggestions for players of
electronic organs who sincerely want to get
from their instruments tone that is a close
approximation to really good, modern pipe
organ tone. With (Continued on Page 58)
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One of the foremost of the younger
pianists of the present advises
Listen
to Yourself
Front an interoieio with
Grant Johannesen
Secured.by Rose Heylbut
(Grant Johannesen was born in Salt Lake
City where he pu rsued his early studies be-
fore winning a scholarship to work with
Robert Casadesus, and a Fellowship at Cor-
nell University under Egon Petri. He is the
first American artist to win First Prize in
the Belgian government International Piano
Festival (1949). His brilliant appearances as
recitalist and orchestral soloist in the United
States, Europe, and South America have
placed him among the foremost pianists of
the day.-Ed. note.]
THE WISE PIANIST early trains him-
self to realize that his schooling can
supply him with only part of the equipment
he needs for earnest work; the rest must
come out of himself. Talent, musical feel-
ing, receptivity are inborn qualities; they
can be developed, but not taught. And,
as he works along: he finds that his very
habits of work result from the spiritual
ingredients within him, and the demands he
makes on himself.
Thus, my first counsel is to listen care-
fully to one's own playing. Experience with
auditions and master classes leads me to
believe that many young pianists need
practice in self-hearing. You can tell im-
mediately whether or not a pianist actually
hears himself. When he doesn't, his work
sounds fluent but glib and .mechanical; he
tends to speed up the passages he considers
easy. Listening to oneself is not easy but
it can be acquired. Playing more softly
helps, since then the sheer sound of the
piano does not overwhelm one and the
music itself has a chance to come through.
In practicing, I generally reduce F to MF,
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MF to P, etc. On a recent visit to Hanover
in Northern Germany, it interested me
greatly to talk with a venerable music critic
who had known Anton Rubinstein and
Eugene D'Albert, and who told me that
they had always practiced at a lower dy-
namic level in order to hear themselves.
Once you begin to listen to yourself, yOli
get a new perspective on technique. I have
a feeling that we, today, are almost too
good technically! We tend to stress speed
and force at the expense of interpretation.
By learning to hear one's own shortcom-
ings, one realizes that real technique means
not speed, but full control - the ability
to bring the desired effect out 0'£ a passage,
to make the piano sing.
Full control includes finger facility of
course, but doesn't stop there. To my mind,
the best exercise for even facility is slow,
soft practice. Slow work drills the fingers.
Soft practice makes them sensitive to even-
ness on the keys. In forte playing the keys
are put all the way down, and the player
is hardly conscious of their resistance; by
playing so that the key is sent only half-
way down, one learns more about control-
ling key pressure.
Again, in working for sheer facility I
like to practice passages which are also
musically interesting. After warming up on
scales and arpeggios, I generally continue
technical practice with a work like the A-
Minor Prelude and Fugue of Bach (not in
The Well Tempered Clavichord) which,
after a brief chordal prelude, continues in
sixteenth notes, flowing on without a rest.
•
Grant Johannesen
This can be practiced at any tempo and in
all ways: legato, staccato, etc., making a
most excellent drill which combines tech-
nique with musical thought. Czerny, too,
is fine for such work, especially his Opus
749.
Musically speaking, however, it is not
fleetness of technique but refinements of
technique which mark the master pianist.
He has learned to look at technique as
something besides pure finger action. To
mention but one of these refinements, the
master pianist knows how to temper his
fingers in dynamic gradations so that a
delicate pianissimo leads musically into a
forte and back again, much as a master
singer spins tone, with that wonderful ef-
feet of making the piano sing instead of
sounding struck. Again, refinements of
technique bring telling effects from the
end of the phrase, not merely placing it
in context, but bringing out its own color
as it blends with the phrases that precede
and follow.
When it comes to the study of piano
tone, we run into varied schools of thought.
Some hold that tone must be taught from
the very beginning; some, that tone mas-
tery is dependent on factors which a be-
ginner cannot grasp. I am inclined to think
that basic technique should be learned be-
fore tone is studied as such, if only because
of the importance of finger control in the
different kinds of tone. Also, the tone one
wants grows out of the music rather than
out of any fixed rules. In a running-fugue,
for instance, (Continued on Page 60)
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8"3111115: Zigelulerlieder ("G)'psy Songs"),
Op. 103 amI other SOllgs
Hertha Glaz. Vienna-born mezzo-soprano,
presents a song recital of the first magnitude
in this recording of some of the greatest
works in all vocal literature. In addition
to the eight numbers comprising Opus 103,
Miss Glaz sings two other Brahms songs:
Nich Mehr zu. dir zu. Gehen, and Wehe so
wiilst du midi wieder. Her rich full tones
are heard to advantage in these numbers.
The Beethoven songs on the reverse side
of the record include seven lieder in
widely contrast-
ing moods, in
each of which
Miss Glaz has full
command of the
situation. Her
voice is at all
times a joy to
hear. She is given
pianistic support Hertha Glaz
of a very high
order by Leo Mueller. (M-G-M, one LP
disc) .
AI·tImrBliss: Piano Concerto
Sir Arthur Bliss~ the distinguished Eng-
lish composer was commissioned by the
British council to write this concerto for
"British Week" at the New York World's
Fair in 1939. However, all concerts of
serious music scheduled for the World's
Fair were summarily cancelled in May of
that year so that the premiere of this work
was delayed until June 101 when Solomon,
making his American debut presented it ~n
Carnegie Hall with the New York PhIl-
harmonic-Symphony Orchestra. The pres-
ent recording is entirely adequate. The
concerto as played by Mewton-Wood, bril-
liant Australian pianist, is in good hands,
and the orchestral support given the soloist
by Walter Goehr conducting the Utrecht
Symphony Orchestra is spirited and ?n-
spiring. This record is one that should gIVe
much pleasure to the listener. (Concert Hall
Society, one LP disc).
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Rimskv-Kol'sakov: Sk(l~ka (Fa.iry ~,t,'e) On,
29. Suife from "The Snow lt1t11l cu.
One of the great Russian comp~ser's
most colorful works is here given a highly
satisfactory performance in a firs~ reeo.rd-
iug on LP discs. In spite of some dl~turhll1g
surface noises the music emerges WIth great
clarity and contrast as performed by the
Philharmonia Orchestra, conducted by
Anatole Fistoulari. On the reverse side of
the record the same orchestra and con-
ductor do full justice to a Suite from "The
Snow Maiden." The music includes Intro-
duction and Dance 0/ the Birds, Cortege,
Whitsunday Festival, Dance of the Bu]:
foons. (M-G-M, one LP disc).
Prokofieff: lUusic for Chiltlrerl, Op. 65
Shostakovitch: Six Children's Pieces
Bloch: Enfm'lines
Milhaud: Touches Blanches and Touches
Noires
Stal'cr: Lullaby for AmitWi
Under the general title, "Piano l\1usic
for Children/' M-G-M presents the brilliant
AN IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT
ETUDE is pleased to announce that
beginning with the July issue the recent·
ly expanded "New Records" department
will be edited by Dr. Paul N. Elbin.
president of West Liberty State College,
and for the past six years record re-
viewer and music editor fOI"the Wheel-
ing (W. Va.) News-Register. Dr. Elbin
is a former dean of the Wheeling Chap-
ter, American Guild of Organists and
his published views on recordings ha,'e
received wide attention. His two articles
in recent issues of ETUDE on outstand-
ing recordings of organ music attracted
wide interest while the article jn" this
issue on "Pipe Organ Tone From an
Electronic Organ" is indeed a challeng-
ing discussion. ETUDE considers hself
most fortunate to have the services of
this able authority on recorded music.
Israeli pianist Manahem Pressler inyoung .' .
this recording which includes some hl~hl~
colorful pieces. The Lullab~ for Aml/ta,
is dedicated to Mr. Pressler s young son,
by the composer Robert Stare:, a teacher
at the J uilliard School of MUSIC.(M-G-M,
one LP disc).
Bach: Clavieruebung (" Keybollrtl PNictice")
A release of great musical historical
significance is this one of the complete
cording of Bach's monumental work,
~~avieru;bung. Published by Bach in four
separate volumes over a period of some
ten years the collections include, among
other wo:ks, the Six Partitas, four. Duets,
the Goldberg Variations (for harpsichord]
and a areat many of the Choral Preludes
(for or~an) _ Ralph Kirk, atri~k is the au-
thoritative artist at the harp ichord while
Paul Callaway prc id at the rgan_With
these two eli unguished artist at their reo
specrive in trum III t Ba h' music i in safe
hand and the result is a et f records that
ver y probably will tand as a model of
their kind. Bach students may have a field
day with these rc ord s. (Haydn Society,
Seven LP disc _)
Bellini: "LeI Soulultllbula"
A truly exciting I rformance of this
melodious work i presented by a superb
cast headed by Lina Pagliughi as Amina,
Ferruccio Tagliavini D. Elvina and Cesare
Siepi as Rodol]o, OLh r who sing most
capably arc Annnmaria Anelli (Teresa),
Wanda Ruggeri
(Lisa) _Piero Poldi
(Alessio), Arman-
do Benzi (a o·
tary) _ The choru
of Cetra i directed
by Giulio Moali·
oui. The orche tra
of Radio Italiana.
Turin is conducted Ferrtlccio Tuglillyini
by Franco Capu-
ana. Thh recording i entirely up to the
standard of the previous complete opera
sets issued by Cetra- oria. 10st of ~e
voices are familiar to the American publiC.
especially those of Tagliavini and Siepiwho
are members of the 'lelTopolitan Opera.
This is the last opera is ued by Cetra-S~ria
as this company was taken over by Capitol
Records on April 1. (Cetra-Soria, 3 LP
discs) .
Bccthovcn: SYIII/J',ollie&/\'0. 2 anti to. 4
These two recording complete the set
of 9 Beethoven symphonies as played by
the New York Philharmonic-Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by Bruno Walter.
They are outstanding recordings played
under a conductor noted for his kno,dedge
of the Beethoveu tradition. (Columbia- LP
disc.)
THE END
•
Do you get up in
the morning with a grouch?
Try listening to a Sousa
march record. Are you
dispirited and listless?
Handel's Largo is a good
prescription. It's inspiring
to learn how music is
being used more and more
to provide mental and
spiritual stimulus.
A STUDENT at Syracuse Universityflounced into her room one evening
fit to be tied. Her date had stood ber up_
She was in no mood for study. Then she
thought of the mood music sessions she
and other students had been attending, con-
ducted by Dr. Alexander Capureo, psy-
chologist-musician, Director of Music at
Syracuse. Slipping over to the music li-
brary, she played some phonograph rec-
ords listed as calming, especially Bach's
Air on the G String and Jesu, Joy of Man's
Desiring.
"Gradually my resentment left me," she
said. "The music gave me a sense of inner
dignity. I got a good night's sleep."
That music can banish a bad mood we
have known ever since David of Biblical
fame dispelled the deep melancholy of King
Saul with harp and song. Now we know
more about the kind of music that works
this magic.
Using a carefully selected list of re-
corded music, Dr. Capurso tested the mood
reactions of 2000 students at Syracuse
and Kentucky universities. Only selections
showing a more than majority agreement
were retained. Now, probably for the first
time, we have a library of laboratory tested
mood music on regular phonograph records.
This is one of the more recent research
projects underwritten by the Music Re-
search Foundation, Inc., whose roster reads
like a Who's Who in America of doc-
tors, musicians, psychiatrists, psycholo-
gists. Their findings are made available to
hospitals and factories where the use of
music as a means to an end is spreading.
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Music to Live By
by DORaN K. ANTRIM
At present music is daily on the job in
most modern hospitals, in over 6000 fac-
tories. Called "music therapy" in hospi-
tals, it is helping to heal people by healing
their emotions. Some remarkable results
are being achieved, even miracles.
Applied music specialists - their num-
ber is growing - agree that its power
possibilities are comparable to the atomic
bomb, perhaps even greater. "Nuclear fis-
sion is an outer phenomenon," says Dr.
Arthur Chase, chief diagnostician of the
New York Post-Graduate Hospital. "Music
reaches, influences the inner man, the very
spirit of man, the springs of his being,
his behavior." .
Why does music have this power? Be-
cause of its double-barreled impact on body
and mind, for one thing. In its effect on
the body, researchers have found it can:
increase metabolism (Tartchanofl, Dutton),
increase or decrease breathing, muscular
energy (Fere, Scripture), increase or de-
crease pulse or blood pressure (Gretry,"
Hyde), to name a few.
All of this means you can have a stimu-
lant when desired without a hangover, or a
sedative sans toxicity. Nor did anyone ever
take an overdose of sleeping music. Mostly
because of its somatic influence, music's
over-all eflect on one is invariably positive,
says Dr. Max Schoen of Carnegie Institute
of Technology, even though one may be
listening to a funeral march.
Or consider the mind. A composer
speaks in terms of the emotions, music
being a language of the emotions. You tend
to catch the contagion of a joyous piece
even though you may be sad, since you
can't be both happy and sad_
Music usually gets a quick emotional
response because it goes direct to the thala·
mus, or seat of the emotions in the brain,
says Dr. Ira M. Altshuler of Detroit's
Eloise Hospital. "What makes music the
greatest of all arts," Arnold Bennett has
said, "is that it can express emotion with-
out ideas. Literature can appeal to the soul
only through the mind. Music goes direct."
Moreover, depending on the right kind
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of course, music is beautiful. It tends to
crowd out the ugly, the sordid, the mean
and attunes us to beauty.
Much depends on the right kind however.
Eight years ago, the Music Research Foun-
dation began isolating selections that might
encourage healthy emotions. Top musical
authorities combed the literature from Bach
to present day composers and chose 1,227
selections, mostly instrumental.
They fell into stimulating and relaxing
groups. The first was further broken down
into happy, gay, joyous, triumphant, rest-
less, eerie, weird feeling tones. The re-
laxing pieces ranged from nostalgic, sen-
timental, soothing, meditative, prayerful, to
downright sad.
From the lilting waltzes, soothing sym-
phonies, pulse raising marches, the list
was narrowed down to 105 records which
were considered best from the standpoint
of sustained and defined mood, person-
ality of performing artists, quality of the
recordings. Tried on hospital patients, the
list was then given to Dr. Capurso to try
on normal people.
Students taking the tests heard a selec-
tion and marked on a chart the kind and
strength of emotion they felt, if stimula-
ting, whether it made them feel mildly
joyous, moderately happy, or up in the
clouds.
Nor were the students influenced by the
name of composer or composition, since
neither was mentioned. The majority of
the pieces were unfamiliar to them. Few
had ever been exposed before to Bach's
Mass in B minor (Crusifixus). Yet 70%
said it put them in a pronounced prayerful
mood.
Ninety percent indicated that the fourth
movement of Mozart's Symphony No. 35
in D Major stirred a high feeling of joy.
Three fourths found the fourth movement
of Tchaikol'sky's Sixth Symphony sad.
Flight of the Bumb/e Bee was restless and
Clair de Lune very, very soothing.
The students came to the listening ses-
sions with emotions ranging from gaiety
to gloom. One had (Continued on Page 59)
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The editor emeritus
of ETUDE gives out
with some challenging
thoughts in answer to
the question
JUNE, the radiant climax of Spring,breaking out in floral glory, brings us
again to commencement time, a period of
jubilation for youth.
With all of the excitement, fun and
glamour of the last days at college, the
Senior Prom, fraternity dances, the heart
tugs of parting from classmates, as well
as the serious business of the last exams
and commencement responsibilities, there
is always in the graduate's mind the
thought, "Where do I go from here?"
An eminent educator, risen to high places
in statecraft and in great demand as a
speaker, once said to me: "One of the most
difficult tasks I have is the preparation of
a collegiate commencement address. Con-
sider for a moment a graduating class of
from fifty to a thousand individuals, all
of them different, approaching the realiza-
tion of the great adventure when they leave
the moorings of their academic life. They
have been drilled intellectually for four
years to enter the fuller life. They have had
character building, and in many instances
religion and the arts and sciences, with a
view to making them cultured, dependable,
reasoning citizens. Some have gone to col-
leges where vocational courses have been
given. Others who have had only liberal
arts courses realize that they must imme-
diately prepare themselves for post-grad-
uate courses, before they have any service
to sell. What can the commencement
speaker say that will help to launch them
securely and happily upon the unknown
seas of tomorrow?"
In the old-fashioned young ladies semi-
naries, music was usually the only subject
that could be used in after years as a voca-
tion. Then it was regarded only as a make-
shift should the student find herself with-
out funds or matrimonial prospects. To
such persons it often proved of great value.
The music training of the seminary might
be trite and sentimental, but at least it did
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What Have
by JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
entitle the graduate to hang up her shingle
as a music teacher. Some of these students
by means of post-graduate study became
very excellent teachers.
Fortunate was the student who could
take a liberal arts course with music on
the side. Therefore scores of colleges taught
music together with the accepted liberal
arts course. In any event, in all colleges
of the present period, a far more intelli-
gent method is being used than in the col-
leges of previous generations in that stu-
dent counselors are appointed to study the
student and to help him channel his ideals
and energies toward a definite goal. Psy-
chologists study his talents and let him
know what kind of an income over the
years he may expect from the vocation
he selects, what its requirements are and
what job security he may look forward to
procuring.
Finally the great day of commencement
arrives and to the student there is a kind
of indescribable confusion. He begins to
have a new respect and affection for what
will soon be his Alma Mater. He even
forgets the hurt he felt when his old math
professor flunked him! This reminds the
writer of the story of the student at Yale
who went to Dr. William Lyon Phelps and
asked: "Really, Professor, don't you think
that I should have had a better mark for
my paper? How could you have given me
a zero?" Dr. Phelps replied with his sweet
smile: .1'1 am sorry, but for the moment I
couldn't think of anything lower!"
The day when the student was sent adrift
from college with an A. R, but with no
other visible means of support, is passing.
Why? Because one of the first questions
the world will ask of him is: "What have
you got to sell?" In these tax-strangling
days of high prices, when mouths have to
be fed and bodies have to be clothed, tr-ain-
ing in a profitable vocation becomes a
priceless asset.
You Got
to Sell?
A prominent 1 u ine man recently told
me: "1 am a coli ge man and know the
value of a classical training. T w uld like
to employ young w In n C llcge gra~uates,
but unless th y have had orne kind of
vocational training the nly p itions avail-
able are in the stock r 111, the filing de-
partment or (l errand girl. They hove no
service of any pructi al value to sell. We
must have empl yce who can do more than
conjugate a French verb, work ut n prob-
lem in differ ntial calculus or write 8 paper
on the history [ . ngli h literature in the
Twelfth Century. All of these ubjects are
of significant edu ational and cul~ural
value, but are of liule value in a business
office." Thi remind one of the story of
a housewife who lived in a fine apartment
and hired a maid (rom Lapland. She proved
to be an impossible cook, a bungling wait-
ress and a poor chambermaid. In disgu5.t
and desperation the mi tress said: uOlga,
I've tried you at everything. Is there any
one thing you can do?" Olga smiled like
a sunflower and replied: III can milk a
reindeer." There being no room for a rein-
deer in the apartment, Olga was fired.
The writer has been present at scores of
auditions of aspirants for positions in sym-
phony orchestras and opera companies.
The experienced impre aria can usually
determine in an amazingly short time
whether or not the artist "has something
he can sell" that will raise the demand for
the artist's appearances. save the impresario
from needless rehearsals and stimulate his
box office return.
In the field of music the management of
top artists in opera, symphony and conce~t
work is, for the most part, locked up 111
the hands of a relatively limited group of
men in New York City who have a small
number of high-ranking artists with per-
sonality, and according to all reports do not
even dream of accepting a new artist. e,·:-o
with great tal- (Continued Oil Page 51)
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PIiI.NIST'S PA.GE
Adventures
of a piano teacher
Some enlightening thoughts
on the Therapy of Music, and
suggestions for its practical
application
THE THERAPY OF MUSIC
Music participation, especially the play-
ing of an instrument, is an excellent emo-
tional balancer. Even being exposed to
listening to music is of course good ther-
apy. It made me very happy recently after
a young people's concert when I heard 'teen
agers in a round table discussion of the
concert and music in general. One said,
"I don't know how I'd get over my tan-
trums if I couldn't listen to some good
records. Instead of smashing a vase, I listen
to a highly emotional piece of music. I feel
much better then!"
Another youth added, "In this age of
speed: music is even more important.
People ought to listen often to the kind of
music that contrasts with their mad pace
and soothes their emotions." (Simply
stated, but oh, how true!)
Yet, think how much more therapeutic
it is for the youngsters to make the music
themselves. It is well known that those
young people who do study and play an
instrument over a period of years are
usually better adjusted and happier in-
dividuals than those who do not.
As for us teachers, what would we have
done in our lives without music? How
could we have met our frustrations, tr age-
dies and disappointments without its lift,
comfort and escape.
Iknow many unmarried men and women
for whom music has been literally a life-
saver, and of homes everywhere made hap-
pier and married people better ad j listed
because the wife has practiced, played and
taught piano. Music has given her her
own creative project, won for her greater
respect and often removed the bugaboo of
financial dependence. We know, too, that
there are many other maladjusted couples
in which the wife's music has truly saved
her mind, sometimes her life.
Whence comes this wonderfully restor-
ing quality offered by music participation?
The mind, at work during practice, frees
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the body, makes it pliant, well coordinated,
supple and relaxed yet strong, flowingly
rhythmic and vibrant. When you make
music you make it through your body.
That is why so many of us go through life
searching out the secrets of a free-swinging
playing mechanism, and that is why those
antiquated high-finger, chip-chop wrist and
flailing arm methods of pianistic approach
are criminal. They do not free the body;
they constrict it.
Once the mind has set the body free the
music releases pent-up emotions, with the
result that emotional balance is restored.
Playing an instrument is one of the best all
'round balancers I know.
But mark well-the body must be re-
leased first. The hitters, squeezers, yankers.
clawers cannot experience the release cycle,
and it is up to us teachers to help oldsters
and youngsters to experience this miracle
of music participation.
After a tough day when you are tense,
taut and jumpy, try this: go to the piano,
start practicing some light chords or easy
technic without looking at your hands or
the keyboard. Lean back comfortably in a
straight backed chair. Then, after five or
ten minutes, concentratedly and relaxedly
start working at a piece of music. Interest
yourself in every aspect of it, various
practice devices, proper tonal approach;
play it lightly at moderate speed, slowly
without looking at keyboard, or hands
singly by memory. Often drop your hands
into your lap and let them rest there for
a few moments while you think what you
will do next and why you want to do it.
I'll guarantee that within half or three
quarters of an hour the restorative and
revitalizing power of music will pour into
your mind, body and spirit with such force
that not only will tension, exhaustion and
gloom evaporate but you will sense an
amplification of all your vital forces. You
will rise refreshed and restored. But be
sure the music you practice is beautiful
music, not clap- trap, and that you truly
concentrate and work relaxedly. It won't
help you if you just "fool around" at the
instrument.
If you do this you will bear witness to
a miracle; that is what has happened to
me, times without number. Often when I've
been at wit's and nerve's ends, when I felt
that I couldn't go to the piano, I have
nevertheless done so, and not once has the
miracle failed.
Beware of giving too much of your
vitality and your life to music. Many mu-
sicians live maladjusted lives because they
stay with music too long and too intensely.
They pursue it, pound at it night and day,
year in and out with stupid stubbornness.
Music and the musical profession are by no
means all of life and living. Don't give it
your all. I have known many married
couples who have lived and died unhappily
because one of the partners gave every-
thing to music. Your husband, wife,
children and friends come first. Get away
from playing and teaching as often as you
can; a day or two a week, a month or more
in the summer. Even though you are a
serious "professional" think of your music
often as recreation and therapy.
Have you thought what that word "re-
creation" means? To create again, and
again, and again. Practice, but not much.
Don't push your students; let each enjoy
music according to his own tastes. Do not
strive for perfection, but rather for the
joy, spontaneity and lift you can give
yourself and your friends in making music
of all sorts.
Let yoursell live. Travel, develop hob-
bies; raise roses or chinchillas. Play,
dream, have fun. Don't let music consume
you.
"MUSIC TEACHERS' HEAVEN"
That flippant question I asked on a recent
page, "I wonder what a music teachers'
heaven would be like. Can anyone enlighten
me?", brought (Continued on Page 64)
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TEACHER'S
ROUNDTABLE
MAURICE DUMESNIL, Mus. Doc.,
gives advice about a double jointed
thumb, and com.m.ents on the modesty
of great men.
GREAT MEN ARE MODEST
They certainly are and their simplicity
seems to go hand in hand with their talent
and prestige. To tell of the numerous in-
stances I have known would take too much
space: but I will mention here several
eloquent and inspiring cases.
When the distinguished Chilean com-
poser Prospera Bisquertt Prado was in
Paris, one of the orchestras invited him to
guest-conduct a symphonic poem of his
composition. "I have sent an invitation to
Ravel and requested the honor of his
presence," he said to me. "But of course
he won't come."
The afternoon preceding the concert
Bisquertt came to my studio, obviously
exhilarated and delighted. "What do you
think happened this morning:" he said. "I
was about to start rehearsing when a man
of small stature entered the hall and sat
in one of the orchestra seats. When I left
the platform he came to me: 'My name is
Maurice Ravel. I want to thank you for
the invitation. Because of a previous en-
gagement I am unable to attend the con-
cert. But I wanted to hear your work, so
I came to the rehearsal.' l' Ravel's words
of praise impressed the author even less
than his exquisite friendliness toward a
colleague whom he had never met before.
Another instance concerns Seint-Saens,
who had the reputation-unjustified, I
think-of being curt, sarcastic, and gen·
erally difficult to deal with. He was con-
ducting performances of "Samson and De-
lilahl' at the Teatro Colon when I arrived
in Buenos Aires during my first South
American tour. I decided to call on him
at the Hotel Cecil but he was out, so I left
my visiting cardl folded in the corner in
characteristic French fashion. As I came
back to my hotel later in the day the clerk
handed me a card, also folded in the
corner: "Camille Saint-Saens-Sorry I
missed your visit-Please come again."
One can imagine the delight of a young
Conservatoire graduate at being shown
such consideration by the much admired
and respected dean of French composers.
Later on one of the music schools gave a
recital of his works and there he was, con-
gratulating each pupil and thanking the
director for having arranged the program.
The last instance concerns Massenet,
whose urbanity and faithfulness as a cor-
respondent remain famous. There is a
touch of tragedy about this episode which
1 heard from Marc Delmas, friend and
biographer of the author of "Manon."
It happened in the city of Peroune, North
of Paris, on the day of a band contest at
which Massenet had accepted to preside. A
crowd was at the station and the local band
greeted him with one of his selections.
Massenet then went to the bandmaster, an
elderly man with white hair and a kind
face, and putting his ann around his
shoulder in friendly embrace: "Bravo, my
dear colleague, it was wonderful!" But this
was more praise than the bandmaster's
sensitive heart could stand. He collapsed,
and all efforts to revive him proved futile.
That afternoon before the contest started,
Massenet made a moving speech: and di-
rected that Chopin's Funeral March be
played by the assembled bands.
As I write these stories I think of a
gloomy letter received from H. C. E. of
Illinois, a high school student who wrote
to a musician asking for a few words of
advice and waited vainly for an answer.
I hope what precedes will soothe his
hurt feelings, for in my estimation the ad-
dressee's silence is at par with the un-
certain value of the music he writes,
coupled with an evident lack of elementary
courtesy. This marks the difference be·
tween greatness and mediocrity.
MUS. DOC" NOT M.D.
During the three days of that Conven-
tion I had been '"doctored:) to death not
only by attending teachers but by Ill.uch
of the hotel staff.
As I sat in the mezzanine writing let-
ters, a bellboy raced up the stairway:
"Doctor! Doctor! Come downstairs
quick! A lady fell and hurt her leg." ,
"Sorry," I said, "but I'm a doctor of
music, not a m ·dical d ·t 1',"
The bellboy gav me a blue 10 k and 1
crept lowly I wn int my coat collar.
ODUBLE JOINTED THUMB1
I have {l. good student. age 16. who is
harldicapped wit It a thumb in which the
joinl. nearest the noit tu m outward in uwd
oj slighlly ill ward toward the hand. lie is
able /.0 hold hi, hand properly, but allly
at the sacrifice o] relaxation. He has a !oir
reach, bu.t the web between tlie thumb and
the second fin er is tight and doesn't allow
the joint toward the hand to extent out as
Jar a, it should, I would appreciate any
suggestion you 11'1 ight DOer to remedy these
d iJji cult ies.
F. V., Illinois
Here 1 feel I should I e an 1. D.-and
I don't mean my initial !-for your ques-
tion concerns anatomy a much or more
than piarrism. But perhep two suggestion
can bring some help, and here they are:
1. Possibly the practice of extension
exercises {several times each day for a
few minutes) will do some good for that
tight web.
2. Could the weak thumb be double-
jointed?
Should this be the case, I will repeat
here the excellent method for strengthen-
ing fingers given to me by Dr. William
E. Blodgett, the nationally known ortho-
pedic surgeon of Detroit, Michigan:
"First, it is important to know whetJler
the double-jointed condition is local or
general. To find out, the 'genu recurva·
tum" test (on the knee) is used. If the con·
dition is general the outlook is not good.
If it involves some fingers only-in your
pupil's case, the lone thulUb--hot and
cold ~colltrast bathing' is an effective
strengthen1ng treatment. Dip the fingers
alternately fifteen seconds in hot water.
five seconds in cold water. This will tighten
the tissues. Repeat the process about ten
times, finishing with the cold water. It can
be done twice a day.
"Do not practice too much, as excess
might increase (Continued on Page 53)
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QUESTIONS
AND
ANSWERS
Conducted by KARL W. GEHRKENS,
Music Editor, Webster's New International
Dictionary, assisted by Prof. Robert A.
Melcher, Oberlin College
ijUESTIONS ABDUT A PIECE BY OEBUSSY
I am pnzzled by some oj the notation in
Les collines d'Anacapri by Debussy and
would appreciate your answering the fol-
lowing questions:
1. The time signature in my edition
(Duran.d) is 12-2. What is the meaning oj
16-4-
this? I have worked out sante measures to
be ill 2, some in 12, some in either, and
4" 16
some to have one hand in one rhythm and
one in another. Is this correct?
2. In the following measure, are the
notes 10 be struck together in the following
manner and the right hand counted in 2
4
l1~easure,making triplet figures out of the
s~;l:leenthnotes?
3. On page 5, third score, last measure
(marked Rubato), ,ho/lld the chords be
ETUDE-JUNE J953
rolled or the notes divided differently be-
tween the hands?
4. Would the metronome marking J =184
apply to the piece as played in 2 ?
4:
-Mrs. D. S., Kentucky
1. Your solution is about right. A
double measure sign, such as is used in
this piece, normally means that some of the
measures contain the number of beats given
in the first measure sign, and other meas-
ures contain the number of beats indicated
in the second. Usually these different meas-
ures occur in some consistent pattern,
though not always. In this particular piece,
however, you will find that only a few
places, such as measures 16 and 30, will
actually count out to 12; most of the meas-
16
ures contain only 9, 10. or 11 beats in the
right hand if they are counted carefully.
This is because Debussy failed to put clots
after certain eighth notes. You will observe
that the right hand of the excerpt in your
second question contains only 11 beats
when counted as 12 since the final C is not
16
dotted. But this is really-of no consequence,
for the entire piece should be felt in two
beats to the measure. The first measure
could be counted out in twelve beats, but
it is obviously two large beats of triplets.
And I would not try to think of certain
measures as being .12 'in the right hand and
16
2 in the left. Measur-e 10 looks as if it were
4
this way, hut it is much easier to perform
this measure as ~ with triplets in the right
4
hand against the eighth notes in the left.
Had Debussy written the piece with only
the one measure sign of ~ and used the
4
triplet signs where necessary, the reading
would be much simpler, and it would be
easier to get the flowing quality of per·
formance this piece demands.
2. Yes.
3. These chords should not be rolled.
Divide the notes between the two hands as
indicated below, so that the right hand
plays the octave F·sharp with the A-sharp
in the middle, and the left hand moves
along in octaves.
£x.2
4. Yes. Since the entire piece should be
felt in ~ Even if certain measures look like
4
12, they still move at the rate of J~I84.
16 -R.A. M.
•
WHICH NDTATION IS RIGHT1
In the June, 1951, Etude there appears
one of my [cuoriie compositions, Hunga-
rian Dance No.7 by Brahms. In this copy
the forty-second measure appears as [ot-
'-'I~
~~
But I have an old Etude of Au,gust, 1931,
in which this same piece is published. In
that issue the forty-second measure appears
thus: Ex.2
Would this measure be played faster in tlie
later issue or at about the same speed in
each? -M". E. H. M., New i'vle,"ico
These two versions are but different
ways of writing the same thing. In the
1951 issue the editor evidently thought that
the notation would be clearer if the right-
hand part were written entirely on the
treble staff, even though a number of leger
lines are thereby necessary. In the 1931
issue the editor evidently thought that the
leger lines would cause confusion, and that
it would be better to write these lower
notes of the right hand on the bass staff.
In any case: the difference in notation
does not affect the rhythm or tempo, and
there would be no reason to play one ver-
sion any faster than the other.
One might wonder how Brahms himself
wrote this measure. But these Hungoriari
Dances were all originally written as four-
hand piano duets, and so any arrangement
for piano solo is a transcription. This par-
ticular dance was originally written in the
key of Al not F as it appears here. The
measure in question appears thus in the
origi na] : Ex.:1ie~
During this and the two foliowinlY meas-o
ures the second part is silent. As you can
see, the transcription is quite freely adapted
from the original, for in. making a tran-
script10n one tries not so much to use all
of the notes of the original version in the
new medium, as to catch the spirit of the
original and transfer 1t to the new. If you
c~n secur~ a copy of Brahms' original ver-
SIon of thIS dance, I am sure you will find
it very interest1ng to compare it with the
transcription for piano solo. -R. A. M.
THE END
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" ... Regarding teaching material from
the beginning to Kreutzer, I am taking the
liberty of asking you for such a list, since
I do not have any old copies of the
magazine ... " J. W., New Jersey.
The material used in the earlier grades
of study is of the greatest importance, and
equally important is the way the teacher
uses it. The following list of studies,
exercises, and concerti is one I taught for
many years with excellent results. Other
books were used from time to time, but
this list is the backbone of the curriculum
I would recommend. For reasons given
later on, I shall leave the matter of short
solos to your own judgement in selecting
from the catalogs that all publishers will
be glad to send )'ou on request.
There are man y methods for the be-
ginner, most of which have some points
of merit and some of which are excellent.
For very young children, I like very much
the "Maia Bang Graded Violin Course,"
and for somewhat older children or for
ORGANISTS who have had experience Another far-sighted move [or the stu-I I h I '11 young ones who are musically precocious,as teac ters seem to agree t tat it dent is to anticipate problems w ic 1 WI
I'S impossible to overemphasize the F the "Very First Violin Book," by Rob Roy, come up when he begins his career. ' or
importance of careful preparation for example, the student ought to begin early Peery, the "Primer Method," by Samuel
organ-playing. ttl d . t Applebaum, and the "Violin Ventures" byo mas er lymns an accomparumcn '5
To be sure, organ students as a rule which he will often be called upon to play. Russell Webber. These can all be heartily
have had a certain amount of technical The late Lynnwood Farnam, one of the recommended.
preparation when they begin organ study. great organists and teachers of his time, For the nine or ten-year old, and for
It is almost indispensable to have a musical spent part of almost every lesson period on the younger pupil whose ambition is defi-
background and a basic keyboard tech- hymns or accompaniments. Some of his nitely awake, there is no better elementary
nique acquired at the piano. One should pupils, who are now at the top of their material than the first book of the Laou-
have studied carefully at least the Two- profession, have reason to be grateful for reux Method, with its Supplement. In these
Part Inventions of Bach. It is even better the time they spent, under Dr. Farnam's books, each new technical problem is
if the student has studied the Three-Part watchful eye, meticulously learning the presented in its simplest form and each
Inventions or the Well-Tempered Clavi- accompaniments to "The Messiah," step forward leads naturally to the next.
chord. "Elijah," and the Requiems of Brahms, "Learn With Tunes," by Carl Grissen, and
Well-drilled fingers are essential; so is Mozart, Verdi, and Faure. hymns. Others have acquired technique "A Tune A Day," by Paul Herfurth are
a better-than-average ability to sight read. All these of course are big, elaborate by studying the Bach chorales. Still others useful for the pupil who must be coaxed
The addition of a new part in the pedals accompaniments. On the other hand, even have by-passed all this, plunging directly along. To build a well-rounded technique,
is '1 new and perplexing problem of co- simple hymns contain much good teaching into the eight short Preludes and Fugues, however, more detailed work is needed
ordination in the early stages of organ material. No piece is so simple that it will going on through the Orgelbiiechlein and than is provided in either of these books,
study. Therefore it is necessary that fingers not repay close study and careful prepar- being able at the end of a rear or so to and it is the teacher's problem to interest
be able to play the manual parts almost ation. Work of this sort also will drive play almost anything written for the organ. the pupil in playing something other than
without conscious effort. home to the student the fact that hymns, We marvel at such things; but the fact pretty melodies.
A good rule for students is to learn the anthems and solo accompaniments ought remains that for most of OUI students de- I am a strong believer in the practice
manual parts away from the organ. This always to be practiced rather than merely velopinent of knowledge and technique is of alternating study books; i. e., giving
can be well done if, at the piano, the stu- thrown together. a gradual process that comes about a5 the pupil a study in one book for one
dent keeps in mind the various touches, This meticulous preparation of every the result of hard work and careful plan- lesson and in another book for the next
legato, non legato or staccato, which he piece, whether complex or simple, is in ning. For students like this, who are reo lesson; or, in the case of an ambitious
will need when transferring the piece to the spirit of Dr. Farnam's teaching. The liable rather than precocious, it is especial- pupil who really practices, assigning a
the organ. After careful preparation at the organists of today whose playing I ad- ly important to have well worked into their study (or part of one) from each book.
piano, the student is no longer sight read- mire most all have had this sort of prepar- fingers as many as possible of the pieces This principle is equally advantageous for
ing when he sits down at the console. To ation. One of the best of them in his teens which they will use in their professional advanced students. Generally speaking,
learn the notes at the organ seems to most had studied, under his teacher's careful careers. when a pupil has gone about halfway
organists a waste of time and electricity. supervision, the trio sonatas of Bach, the Recently I have had requests to list the through Laoureux I, or has made compar-
This is one example of, how careful ad- more important choral preludes, most of basic hymns, anthems, arias and solo ac- able advance in another method, he can be
vance preparation may be used to get the the organ sonatas of Mendelssohn, plus the companiments which every organist should given the first book of Wohlfahrt's 60
best possible results from every practice three Preludes and Fugues, and much other have well prepared before taking even a Studies, Op. 45, and then encouraged to
session. The far-sighted student plans his worth while literature. As a result of this small church position. I have hesitated a work on the two books. The Wohlfahrt
work as carefully as a businessman lays well-rounded study he has developed into long time before drawing up such a list. Studies, though excellent technical prac-
out his day's schedule, and makes everyone of our best-known and best equipped A short list" cannot possibly cover all the tice, are musically rather dry, and some
minute count. In all the arts there is a teachers, and a recitalist of the first r-ank. . f h~ Situations which could arise in a year 0 c ildren become bored with them. When
certain amount "of technical skill which On the other hand there are the br illiant hc urch services. On the other hand, if one this happens, they can be replaced by
must be acquired. It is only in the movies exceptions who break all the r I I I d h J
l
ues. lave were to set own the repertoire whic ex, osephine Trott's "28 Melodious Studies."
that artists rely on artistic temperament known fine organists who learned to play . d d k b Th fper-renee organists have learne ~ wee' Y ese live up to their name, and most 0
alone. almost exclusively through a study of week, over the (Continued 011 Page 53) them can be adapted for the better develop-
L
ment of right or lefthand technique. When
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Student organists, early in.
their careers should be drilled
thoroughly in all phases of
Basic Repertoire Problems
by ALEXANDER McCURDY
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VIOLINIST'S FORflM
Teaching Material
For the Early Grades
by
HAROLD BERKLEY
the pupil has finished the first book of
Lacureux, or has done similar work in
another method, he should be ready for
Kayser, Op. 20, Book I. With some
youngsters it may be better to work on
the last half of the Supplement to Book I
of Laoureux before going on to Kayser.
A few special exercises for strengthen-
ing the fingers are usually necessary in
the first year or two of study, as not many
children naturally possess a healthy, vital
finger grip. Those that do have this gift
show real potentialities as violinists. The
best book for this type of exercise is
probably SevCik's "Preparatory Finger
Exercises," but they are definitely un-
interesting, and can be of value only if the
pupil clearly understands what they can
do for his technique and is willing to
practice them carefully. Only two or three
should be assigned for anyone lesson.
There are also some fine exercises for
strengthening the fingers in Sevcik, Op. 1,
Book 1. These are perhaps a little more
interesting, but they, too, should be
assigned in small doses.
A pupil who is working on the first book
of Kayser should be giving some special
attention to his bow technique-it is as-
sumed that the foundations for a flexible
right hand have already been laid-and
at this grade the first half-dozen studies
in my "Twelve Studies in Modern Bowing"
would be appropriate. At this stage of ad-
vancement, care taken with a pupil's right-
hand technique will pay big dividends later.
Also while studying Kayser I he can be
exploring the second book of Laoureux.
An excellent book, this; there is probably
no better material for introducing the
positions. By the time the pupil is playing
fairly easily in the third position he will
have finishel Kayser I, and is ready for
selected studies from Wohlfahrt II. Not all
the studies in this book need be taken be-
fore proceeding to the second book of
Kayser, but the studies involving the
second position should not be neglected.
The pupil need not study everything in
Kayser II, either: those etudes bearing on
his individual problems are the only ones
he needs. At about this time, some special.
ized work on double-stops is indicated: I
would suggest some of the "Melodious
Double Stops" by Josephine Trott.
When additional concentrated work is
needed in the fourth, fifth, sixth, and
seventh positions, the last half of the
Supplement to Book II of Laoureux has
much excellent material. But if the pupil
is at ease in these positions he can well
proceed to the third book of Kayser, the
Dont Studies "Preparatory to Kreutzer,"
Op. 37, and tbe "Special Studies" of
Mazas. These three books may well be
studied simultaneously, for each presents
problems not to be found in the other
two. You will find the Mazas Studies
especially useful (see ETUDE for Novem-
her 1946 and March 1947): in addition
to providing much material for the
development of both right and left-hand
technique, they also encourage a vocal
quality of tone and an expressive style
of playing. Very few pupils, however, need
to work on all the studies in the three books
mentioned above. Assignments should be
made according to the pupils' needs and
advancement.
After these books come the "27 Brilliant
Studies" of Mazas and the easier studies
of Kreutzer, and they can be worked on
at the same time. With them, the pupil
should be doing some of the exercises in
Sevcik, Op. 1, Book III. This is excellent
study material for (Continued on Page 52)
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The Pupil's
Interest
•zn
Piano
Study
by
BERNARD
KIRSHBAUM
IT IS NORMAL for children to be inter-ested in achieving superiority in some
skilled activity. To throw further, run
faster, jump higher, swim better, or excel
in school, is the burning wish of every
childish heart. But what about playing the
piano better?
The child takes his lesson and is left to
himself the rest of the week with certain
things to practice. This continues until he
masters the instrument, or finally discon-
tinues lessons altogether. It is estimated
that the majority of beginners who drop
their piano lessons do so through lack of
interest. How is it that so many stop? Can
anything be done about it, or is music
so beyond the grasp of the average child
that talent is more conspicuous by its ab-
sence than its presence?
The truth is that a good deal of piano
teaching kills the love of those who really
want to learn. Two distinct trends distin·
guish music education today. In one school
are the teachers who hold that a set pro-
gram of studies and pieces are the main
factors in piano mastery~ and consider the
love of the child for the work of minor
significance. The other school holds that
how the pupil thinks and feels takes preced-
ence over subject matter of instruction.
They claim that no one method can apply
rigidly to all, because children differ in
26
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It is up to the teacher
to strike the spark that will
hold the pupil to his lessons
,
so many ways from one another.
Children come to their first lessons with
almost identical interests: (1) To learn
something about the piano; (2) To play
some tunes; (3) To actually read music.
It is up to the teacher to strike the spark
which will hold the pupil to his lessons
until some mastery is achieved. If the start
is made with scales and exercises, the be-
ginner is apt to see in music anything but
an interesting experience. Memorizing the
lines and spaces on the staff may suggest
that reading music is nothing but the learn-
ing of mysterious letters that have no rela-
tionship to each other.
Instead of that, let us start with what
the beginner wants to know; how to make
his fingers make music. This will fan the
spark of interest he brought to the lesson.
Supposing we lead him to discover the
names of the white keys on the piano by
their relationship to the black ones? Sup·
posing he could push them down, and as
he did so, name them correctly and hear
the correct sound? That ability would in-
crease his interest by fifty percent! Finally,
supposing we showed him that if he placed
his ten fingers in a certain position over
the keys, and did not move out of that posi-
tion, he could play pieces out of a book.
Then open the book, show him My Coun-
try 'Tis 0/ Thee, ask him to play the finger
marked by each note, and you have com-
pleted all the steps necessary to setting off
the spark that will make him feel that piano
playing is easy, and that you are his friend.
That is far more important at the start than
any set method of instruction.
Music study in its relation to the grow-
ing child is a means of self-expression.
That implies that the student has something
to express, even the youngest beginner. If
the teacher assumes that the beginner
knows nothing, he is bound to view his job
as a matter of pouring in knowledge, and
then waiting for what has been poured in
to come back as "self-expression." This is
not self-expression at all, but re-expres-
sion of the thoughts, opinions, and ideas
of others. It is the way of making automa-
tons out of our children instead of intel·
ligent, thinking individuals.
We are now in a position to definitely
say when scales, chords, broken chords,
arpeggios, five finger exercises, classical
pieces, and all else in musical literature
suitable for teaching purposes may be in-
troduced into the curriculum of a pupil.
The time is when, {rom our knowledgeand
understanding of his nature and potentiali-
ties for future growth, we deem him ripe
enough to undertake su h work. This places
a responsibilit y on the teacher akin to that
of the doctor in hi prescription of treat-
ment for his patients. The doctor bases the
accuracy of his prescription on the result
of his diagnosis of each and every patient's
symptoms of ill health. As doctors may
make Jamentable mistakes sometimes, piano
teachers may diagnose wrongly the needs
of their charges. Indeed, II good many
teachers make no attempt to diagn se the
needs of pupils, having a set notion as to
what methods are nece ury in learning
to play the piano, which every pupil must
go through in order to get anywhere with
his piano study.
The importance of accurately determin-
ing each and every pupil's musical needs
according to temperament is in evidence
when we consider the large percentage of
boredom and lack of interest evidenced
towards lessons. This stems directly from a
disregard for the nature with which the
teacher is called on to deal during the in-
struction period. 1any a pupil is doomed
to failure with his music stud}' because of
this treatment, and goes through life with
this epithet attached to his name: "Here
goes one who is devoid of talent for music
making." And why? Because somewhere
during his childhood he was subject to
piano lessons under a teacher who saw in
him the makings of a potential concert
artist; who trained his fingers to ny with
nimbleness over the keyboard through con-
stant finger drills; who forced him under
the threat of dire punishment, to memorize
long and taxing sonatas; and who killed
any love with which he first approached
the piano. The case of this unknown one
is the case of literally thousands of others.
The question such cases bring to mind
is this: Shall teachers of piano seek to
make each pupil achieve the highest goals
of artistry in piano playing, with the
prospect of ninety percent dropping les·
sons as soon as they possibly can; or
shall we cultivate whatever spark of in-
terest, of curios- (Continued on Page 51)
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Whims
No. 110-00937 (Grillen)
The romanticism embodied in the mus-ic of Schumann found perfect expression in his shorter wor k s c-p ianc pieces and songs. The
early 19th century romantic movement in literature had a telling effect on musicians whose sensibilities were, like Schumann's, poetic.
The new artistic environment brought vast changes in attitudes toward music. Where in the music of Mozart and Haydn, descriptive titles hard.
ly existed, in the music of Schumann.Dhop in , Lizst, the ti tle is used to suggest or characterize the emotional tone of the music.Thus,in the piece
printed here, while the music owes a great deal to the scherzi of the Beethoven sonatas, the ti t le suggests capriciousness. In playing this piece,
do not play too fast, but rather develop a rhythmic intensity by controlling the speed. Use the pedal sparingly so as not to lose the clarityofthe
rapid chord changes. (Turn to page 3 for a biographical sketch.) Grade 7.
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No. 130.41124 Wind Over Pines
There are two schools of thought on how to develop' technique: first, by isolating the problems peculiar to piano playing such as
scales and arpeggios and mastering them; second, by studying music in which the problems must be overcome technically before the
musical aspect of the composition can be rendered artistically. This brilliant sounding piece maybe said to fall into the second cate-
gory. It is completely idiomatic writing and once mastered will add immeasureably to the technical skill of the student. Grade 4 .
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FromHStars and Stripes Forever:' arranged by Ada Richter. [420 -41000J
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No. 110-40216 Acceleration Waltz
Grade 3
JOHANN STRAUSS
Arranged by Ada Richter
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Li ttle Oanonic Song
Mostcomposers have had difficulty producing music which young people can play 'and enjoy. Not so Schumann (and ion more recent
times Bartok). The musical gems with which Schumann studded his two chief works for the young pianist, "Scenes from Childhood"and
"Album for. the Young:' are rare items, In the piece printed here there is a CanQ1z': this is a contrapuntal device in which the melody is fot-
lowedby itself at the distance, in this case, of a fun bar. It appears first in the tight hand, then in the. middle voice played by the left hand.
Atthe first double bar, it begins in the left hand, followed by the right and at the sccond double bar it is the, same as at the beg-in nfng', It is
suggested that, before playing all the parts, the canon beplayed all the way through until it is cIearin both hands. Grade 3~.
Andantino, assai affettuoso <.J=66) ROBERT SCHUMANN
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Dance of the Rosebuds
Grade 3. FREDERICK KEATS
Non trop~o allcgrb (J, res)
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Dance of the Rosebuds
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FREDERICK KEATS
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Capriccio
GIOVANNI BATTISTA VITALI
Piano part realized by Efrem: Zimbalist
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The Moon Just Shook His Head
No. 131·41051
Words and Music by
CLIFFORD SHAW
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No, 133·41008 Elegiac Poem
From Organ Sonata No.3
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DO YOU PUT THE WORDS ACROSS?
(Continned from Page 15)
the roof of your mouth. Students
lllay think all of this quite unj~.
portant; but ,the seasoned art~st
knows that it 15 the endless details
that make up the whole. A south-
erner will eliminate his r's alto-
"ether. Then, there is the concert
;rtist who may take too much of the
vocal studio into his professional
performance. He may roll his r's
1M much. Other singers wi 11 give
their r's a hard, unpleasant sound.
If youwant to roll or trill your 1"5,
twumethods are acceptable. One is
to flutter the tip of the tongue, and
the other is to trill with the epi-
glottis which actually seems like a
fast "gargle."
Never roll an r more than once
in an English song, and many times
you must even use a modified pro-
nunciationin English. It will depend
uponthe placing of the T in the word
or in the phrase, just how you will
sing it. In singing the opening
words,"Take thou this rose," of the
song,For Yon Alone, you wouldn't
roll the r at all, but you would use
a modified form of T.
In singing Italian songs, or arias,
the r must be pronounced or the
singer will be criticized for not
knowingItalian. In the beginning of
the aria from "Tosca," Recondita
Armonia, the opera singer must roll
both of these r's and he will find
that the first r is not as easy to turn
as the second.
To form the letters c. g, j, and z,
try placing t.he edge of the longue
against the roof of the mouth. This
leaves a small air passage between
the tongue and the roof of the
mouth, allowing for the characteris-
tic "hissing" sound of these letters.
S and x arc formed the same wav
except that the third section of the
tongue is also brought into play.
The letters t and d are formed
with the very tip of the tongue by
touching it lightly to the front of
the roof of the mouth. and building
up an air pressure behind the
tongue. The commonest mistake that
a singer makes Is to put the vowel
sound where jt does not belong, and
where it is not written. For example,
let's take the word "goodby." As a
rule. it is sung as "good-a-by." With
a liule practice, the d can be sung
corrcctly in the word "good." The
d mUSl be cut off clean by a quick
release of the tongue from the roof
of the mouth.
~re hear and read much morc
about vowels than consonants. 1\'lay-
be that is because consonants have
so little sound of their own. They
require little vibration of the vocal
cords, and have little effect except
when they are blended with the
vowel that comes either before or
after the consonant.
One of the basic problems of pro-
nunciation in singing is the difficult
matter of sustaining a tone on a
word. For beginners, words with fi-
nal consonants are especially diffi-
cult to handle. such as, for example,
the word sad. (There's that d
again l ) How are you going to SI1S-
tain it? Even if the word is to be
held for four counts. the young sing-
er may want to sing the final conso-
nant before the music calls for the
word to end. In order to sustain it,
a vowel will have to be "tacked"
on, and it will sound like "sad-hhh"
or "sa-dah."
In singing, the vowels are natural-
ly sustained more than the COIlSO'
nants. In good singing, consonants
<Ire formed slowly and evenly, so
that thcy can blend smoot.hl)' witli
t.he vowels.
The conson:mt q is formed in
much the same way as k exccpt
that the tongue t.ouches more of the
roof o( the mouth. 'Vhen yOli place
Ihe back portion of the longue
against the roof of the mouth clos·
ing off the ail', t.hen releasing it,
you get t.he k sound. To sing the
word "walk" al the end of a phrase,
or the end of a song i~a severe
handicap for any s;inger. The hard
k sound is not easy to do. Whenever
there are vocal climaxes, or high
notes, singers are comfortable only
with vowels of an open sound.
"Sweet" would he a very bad word
on which to sing a high note. The
e sound closes the larnyx and you
can't let go with the full voice;
furthermore the t ending the word
is a hard consonant which cuts off
the singer and thwarts his and the
composer's desire to sustain the note.
You can't go around singing all
of the time and be a success as a
singer. There is a great deal more
to it than that. Bad diction has
ruined more than one career. Young
singers will vocalize a few times
up to high C and then say, "If I
could just get a break." Yet, if they
will "work twice as hard as the other
fellow, nothing can keep them (rom
Ihat "break."
People often ask me, "Is it worth
it?" This is the best answer that "I
can give them. When you walk OUl
onto a stage with confidence in your
training and experience and know
that you are in good voice, yOll have
a command of diction and Ilronlln-
ciution. you know your program and
that it is well paced, yOll feel phys-
ically fit, you have a fine accom-
panist, and now yOll face an audi-
ence of perhaps five thousand people
who have come to hear YOU. "Is it
worlh it? Of course if. is!"
THE END
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THE GRAND MANNER IN PIANO PLAYING
(Continued fwm-l'age 9)
which made the traditions which had
been handed to Sauer as his heritage
so valuable. "Liszt wouldn't recog-
nize his music as it is usually played
today," Sauer said. Although he
recognized the advance in piano
technic since the time of Liszt, he
said, "Piano playing now is too
loud and too fast. But that goes
with the times. In Liszt's day artists
were great souls. Now there is so
much cheating and lying."
Sauer played Liszt's Campanella
much slower than it is played ordi-
narily, but the poetic idea of the
play of bells was so wonderfully
brought out that one had the feel-
ing he was listening to the Campa-
nella for the first time. "Don't ever
let the audience get the impression
of hurry and speed," he said. "Cre-
ate the illusion of rest in motion and
motion in rest "when you are play-
ing a slow movement." Sauer was
fill his European cousin with con-
sternation. I remember the first time.
I sang 'Carmen' in Cincinnati I had
not even one rehearsal with orches-
tra; I only "went over my part with
the director at the piano. He was
astonished that I felt I could do
this; as a matter of fact, in my
musical lifetime I have had to do
things so much more difficult that
I thought nothing of it. When Ire·
corded 'Tristan' with Flagstad and
Furtwangler, Furtwangler was
amazed that this American artist
took things so easily. But that is
the way of America, I think, and I
hope you wilJ convey to the young'
would-be artists of America my
thought that they are so worth
while, that their initiative and dar-
ing are so worth while, that I be-
lieve in them with all my heart."
In this connection it might be well
to recapitulate Miss Thebom's mao
tedal proof of the belief she so
eloquently expressed. She has set
up a foundation for young singers,
whel'eby any person who has dem-
onstrated that he or she is capable
of earning money by singing and
has actually done so, may obtain
a grant for further study in the art
of singing. Competitions are held
each November, the most worthy
voices are chosen, and the study is
then arranged. "I stipulate that when
the recipient of the grant is earn·
ing $10,000.00 a year the loan is
to be repaid," said Miss Thebom.
"1 believe that every young person
must be made to feel that he must
eventually pay for everything he reo
ceives. I shall have no part in mak-
at ease as he played in the grand
manner. There was no hurry.
When he played the popular
Etude of Liszt in DiFlat, the Etude
called "Un Sospiro," he sounded
and dwelt on the low D-Flat, the
opening of the composition, as
though'=' he were emphasizing the
tone of the sea. "Then," he said,
"the sigh, or melody, floats on the
waves the arpeggios make. Let th,~
melody notes drop from above.
"When you come to the end of the
Etude and the left hand crossing
over makes the melody, play it
clearly. Play the chords of the clos-
ing theme frankly and positively.
Rise in intensity to the chord of
F Major. Diminish the lone F's in
the right hand. After you play the
final chord of D-Flat with the left
hand, catch it quickly and silently.
Then release the pedal two or three
times so that it dies away 'sound-
THE AMAZING VERSATILITY
OF AMERICAN SINGERS
(Continued [rom Page 11)
ing any young American walk on
financial crutches."
The first winner of the Thebom
scholarship appeared in concert at
Aspen last summer; the second won
a Fullbright scholarship later, and
is now studying in Milan; the third
sang' Beethoven's Ninth with Munch
in Boston last season. Miss Thebom
can well feel that her pudding is
proved by the eating, and yOllng
students of music may well feel that
Thebom's advice may be accepted
as musical dogma, and profit by the
following of it.
"I feel that female artists espe··
cially must study to develop a per-
sonality, and that once having be·
come assured they understand the
full potentials in themselves the
personality must never change. Mat·
ters of style are not important
compared with matters of personal-
ity. Styles may change, the artist
must not change." In this connection
let it here be said that I felt com-
pletely dominated by the personality
of Blanche Thebom, I who have
interviewed Sibelius, Vaughn Wil-
liams, Ernest Bloch, the President
of the United States and scores of
others. There was in this woman a
calm and perfect assurance of her-
self which made everything she said
seem important, every gesture she
made seem important, every breath
she drew seem important. Let every
girl weigh what she said in the
first sentence of this paragraph as
perhaps the most important sincrle
suggestion she made. And as a male.
let me say to the male readers that
I feel her opinions regarding per-
ing.' This is the way Liszt played it."
Study with Sauer was a way of
life. It made one feel that age was
not a handicap-rather it was some.
thing to be desired when it carried
one to the fullness of maturity. His
answers to one's questions in the
struggle toward success were quick
and sure. He had arrived at the
point of simplicity and wisdom so
rarely attained. The training of self-
discipline, the absolute control of
one's thinking, the demand of rising
to the highest of which one was
capable, fitted one, he said, for
carrying on the "light." No doubt,
it was in large part the thought
of holding himself prepared and
worthy to carry the "light" thai
accounts for Sauer's career of fifly
year as a successful concert pianist.
one of the Ion get and most remark-
able care rs in musical history.
TilE END
sona lities among women may with
equal truth be applied to the mas-
culine sex.
"I believe in the value of young
people working. making their own
way. in music. The old saying that
hard work never hurt anyone I am
sure is true. When I first came to
ew York many years ago I came
after being secretary to a business-
man of considerable interest. Ithink
the responsibility I then bore helped
me to realize the value of money
and the value. much more. of time"
Those realizations stood me in good
stead in my artistic career.
"Another thing, I do not believe
a person should bury himself in
anyone field. be it music or any'
thing else. The singer should he
wi.dely informed. It takes a great
deal of research to make an artist.
To illustrate. I study in research
libraries the history of the time 01
any role that I am to sing; with
the knowledge I thus gain I col·
laborate with my designer regard·
ing the costumes I wear. The cos·
tumes and my concept of the whole
matter a.re thus authentic. World
history makes one realize how the
people of any given time must hal"e
felt the reason they did the things, I"
they did. And tII..is is important.
In conclusio~. 1 give the feminine
impression of this galvanic and mes·
merizing personality called Blanche
Thebom. Mrs. Brant's notes state:
"Blanche Thebom was wearing a
nay)' blue and white dress with a
pleated skirt. filmy scarL gold
choker which a ppeared to be a~
antique. and a lovely and unusua
ETUDE-JUNE 1953
hairornament fashioned like swans
d handmade of hammered brass.
~~ewore red shoes and her hair,
touchedwith grey, was in' a massive
braidabout her head. Her eyes are
beautfulwith long lashes, delicately
archedbrows, and her hands are
exquisite.Her wedding ring is plain,
herengagement ring is a huge onyx
surrounded hy diamonds. The story
of her husband's having heard her
in 'Tristan,' falling in love with her
and following her until she married
him is true. He was flying to Cln-
cinnati that night, and she was much
excited, for the next night he was
to hear her do 'Carmen' for the
first time." THE END
THE PUPIL'S INTEREST
IN PIANO STUDY
(Continned from Page 26)
ity, of wonder, with which every
beginnercomes to his first lesson,
intoa flame that will carryon to
whateverheights of achievement the
innerpotentialities ensure according
to the laws of natural growth? This
paperholds that the child's nature
should take precedence over our
privateambitions as to the methods
to be used in devising courses of
instruction; that, at whatever cost,
we"must maintain the student's In-
terestin the work.
Some fear has been expressed
that the way modern education is
goingis hurtful to true growth on
the part of those who are to he
educated.It appears to make a game
outof everything, and fails to en-
couragethe child to conscious ef-
fort and responsibility. The impli-
cationin this criticism is that men-
tal work demands painful effort
which children will shun if not
forcedto apply themselves.
But why? Our bodies grow up to
adulthoodwithout any forcing on
our part. What is there about the
growthof the mind that im plies it
shouldnot be as natural as the
growthof the physical body? We
exercisephysically and our muscles
developin the most wonderful ways.
Whoof us who ever plays tennis
forgetsthe thrill of mastering con-
trolof the racket so as to send the
ball to whatever part of the tennis
courtdesired? Who of us who swim
foundlearning dull and boring.
.Yet ask: Who of those studying
planofound pleasure more and more
SCarcethe further they pursued it?
Theo,'erwhelming number of those
replying in the affirmative shows
thatwehave something here. Among
those replying would be the large
percentage that took lessons and
never learned. Ask ninety percent
o~ those who ever had to master
dIfficult problems in the mental
world how they found the going
ad I '. you get t lese replies: most try.
:?g, dryas anything, ... fa.
"lgUlng, uninteresting, .. bor.
lUg unto deathW -
hat is there about mental
;{owththat makes it different from
fe physical? The general opiniono laymen· I --thOk IS t lat It IS unnatural t.o
. In ; therefore it is hard and un.
Interesting.
Nowif Imenta work appears un-
natural and th f .
II ' ere ore unmterestingIe troubl ]' ,e les squarely with those
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who are supposed to do the teachinz
of this type of work. Back of thi~
is the scarcity of knowledge that
still exists as to just what the mind
contains. Because of this lack of
precise knowledge, teachers cannot
be held wholly and wilfully careless
in the carrying out of their prcfes-
sional duties. We do hold that they
are duty bound to avail themselves
of all possible knowledge at the
earliest moment. The greatest super-
stitious idea in the whole field of
educational practice is the belief
in the painfulness and disagreeable-
ness of learning.
If, as scientists of the psycho-
logical school point out, to think is
as natural as to eat, we fail to see
where pain enters in, unless the
procedure in which we set out to
induce thinking is wrong. If one
over-stuffs himself, he is apt to get
a pain in the stomach. 1£ one forces
thinking, one is bound to get men-
tal indigestion. Now that is just what
happens in so much of piano teach-
ing; overtaxing of the pupil's mind
to the point of exhaustion, and then
complete astonishment at the fact
that t he child is not taking to the
piano as we had every hope of ex·
pecting.
Every normal mind has a desire
for something to work on. If we
keep pace with the demands of the
mind before us, there is neither
overtaxing nor undernourishment;
the child neither becomes confused
nor daydreams. But we don't keep
pace with mind before us. We come
to the lesson with preconceived ideas
as to what to teach and how to
teach, and willy-nilly, .Johnny, Jim·
my, Florence, and Robert. must ac-
cept our word as to what's what in
music. From that word there is no
appeal. From a musical standpoint
we view the minds before us as
empty except what we put into them.
As life is short and art is long, we
endeavor at el'cry lesson to cram as
much as possible into these empty
l'essels, and pray that too much
doesn't spill out before the next
lesson rolls around.
In thousands of studios all over
the United States, an eCJual number
of Johnnies and .Jimmies - call
them what you may - are going
through the ordeal of being suffo-
cated with facts of musical knowl~
edge, which they are duty bound to
remember until the following week,
or are staring blankly at the music
before them, because the teacher
is at a loss as to how to guide their
minds constructively to an objec-
tive end. Month after month of this
ordeal goes on. and the next thing
we know about our Johnny, or Jim-
my, is that he has quit taking music
lessons. On inquiring from the
teacher the cause of the abrupt end-
ing, we learn that Johnny had no
talent, was in fact a monotone,
whereas in the case of Jimmy, he
loved baseball too much ever to
give his attention to his practice.
Each lesson he took was worse than
the one before.
If we were to suggest that perhaps
the fault didn't lie entirely with the
pupils, we feel sure we would soon
find ourself on the other side of the
studio door. What! Dare doubt that
t.he teacher did all that could possi-
bly be done for both boys? That he
found it impossible to sleep some
nights, trying to think up ways and
means of drumming up interest in
practice; even going so far as to
offer a nickle for every thoroughly
mastered piece? That he even had
the boys together for some competi-
tive musical games, without oharg-
ing the parents a cent more than
the usual lesson fee?
\Ve believe that the social organ-
izat.ion of which he is a part, is
equally to blame in its lack of
knowledge as to just what the in-
ner being of a growing boy consists
of; and that until such information
is at hand, no one can be accused
of anything. Therefore we exonerate
the teacher and the social setu p of
this day and age of any wrong to
these two boys; but we refuse to
brand either hoy as devoid of musi-
cal talent. We prefer to say that
neither eyer had a chance from the
very start to get anywhere in music
because their individual needs for
music were never considered.
(To be continued next m.onth)
A CREATIVE GENIUS-WHO KNOWS?
(Continued from Page 14)
Tone Poem, a college instructor gave
her piano interpretation of verses
written by her poet-husband.
Every program was varied, ex-
citing, and sufficiently brief to leave
listeners wishing for more. Short
talks were included in which out-
standing musical authorities of the
community discussed the creation
and formulating of original music,
and gave enlightening supplements
10 the various types of compositions
presented. Especiafly notable was
a local musician's firsthand account
of the famous MacDowell Colony
for Creative Artists at Peterborough,
N. H. The final program included
a song and dance Revue in which
familiar themes were woven into the
various numbers and given novel
int.erpretation.
Have any practical results been
forthcoming from t.his extraordinary
series of concerts? The intervening
time has been too short to allow
any full answers to that question.
Several of the young students who
appeared on the programs have gone
on to college with the worth while
endorsement on their records that
their original music had been pre·
sented in public recitals sponsored
by a University Club. Such brief
affirmation of ability would be far
more likely to incite the interest
and encouragement of advanced mu-
sic instruct.ors than any college
freshman's diffident acknowledgment
that he liked to compose. At least
two professional musicians, stimu·
lated t.o renew attempts at publica·
tion, can now attach to their manu·
scripts favorable press·comments on
their works as presented in public
concerts. If recommendation of any
kind could attract the eye of a
music editor to a name from out-
side the ranks of staff-contributors,
this might he it. On the local scene,
several composers have been encour-
aged by requests of choirs to use
anthems and sacred songs first heard
on the Original Music programs.
And whatever the successes or fail-
ures at later publicizing of those
forty-five compositions, the morale-
value of the experiment, in terms
of recognition and understanding of
creative effort, is beyond reckoning
by standard yardsticks. To the iu-
evitubly sensitive spirits of those
composers, the warmth of interest
evidenced was some memorable
compensation for the general in·
difference shown to improvising tal·
ent. As the young Harvard Senior
commented, the program sponsors
"have done a grand job in estab-
lishing a really worthy project, one
which has been sadly neglected by
our yarious civic groups in the past. H
In these times, so often and so
appa}}jngly styled the Age of Futil·
ity, creative musicians above all
other artists need encouragement, be-
cause music, second only to prayer,
is an ultimate spiritual stimulus.
Perhaps there is nothing new, any.
where, except novel ways of killing
men's bodies and souls. But new
interpretations of old themes - like
thaI Loye-Death music - help to
keep alive the aspirations that alone
make human life endurable.
Those aspirations are sometimes
stirred suddenly. The youngest ar·
tist in the Creative Music programs,
a very normal and merry eleven
year old, beamed al Ihe applause
which followed his rendition of his
own gay little waltz composition.
"I didn't know what to call it." he
told the smiling audience, "so I
just said il was a Prelude. But now
I think it's a Sonata!"
THE END
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TEACHING MATERIAL FOR THE EARLY GRADES
(Continued from Page 25)
developing ease of movement be-
tween the positions, and the student
can well use it, off and on, for sev-
eral veal's.
M~st ambitious young pupils look
forward eagerly to studying Kreut-
zer, and when they are ready for it,
some little celebration should be
made. For instance, I have on occa-
sion given the book to a student as
a present-with fine effect.
Every pupil, no matter how ele-
mentary. wants to study a concerto,
and fortunately there are plenty to
choose from. The following is a par-
tial list that can be taken more or
less ill the order given-though I
would not suggest that any pupil be
made La study all of them!
First position, moderately difficult:
Seitz, Student's Concerto No.5; Sitt,
Student's Concerto, Op. 104.
First position, more difficult: Seitz,
Student's Concerto No.2; Huber,
Concertino No.4.
First and third posmons, easy:
Huegger, Concertino in G major;
Joseph Bloch, Concertino No.6.
First and third positions, more
advanced: Vivaldi-Naches Concerto
in A minor; Carl Bohm, Concertino
No.2; Seitz, Student Concerto
No.4; Huber, Concerti no No.2.
Higher positions: Seitz, Student's
Concerto No.1; Accolay, Concerto
in A minor; Viotti, Concerto No. 23;
De Beriot No.9.
Short pieces are just as impor-
tant as concerti in a pupil's train-
ing, for they help in developing his
sense of style, and, furthermore,
they give him material he can play
.in recitals and at home for his par-
ents and friends. And not to be
overlooked is the sense of achieve-
ment he gains from learning a com-
plete work, even a short one, in a
few lessons. These solos should be
somewhat easier than the studies
he is working on and should be
chosen ·with careful intention to hold
the interest of the individual stu-
dent, and also with regard for those
qualities in his playing that need
development. (See this page in
ETUDE for last February).
There are so very many short
solos available in all grades that it
would be futile to attempt even a
partial list. I suggest t.hat you write
to the publishers of ETUDE, estab-
lishing a bank reference, and ask
to have a selection of pieces, in the
grades you want, sent to you on
approval. You will get complete
cooperation. In this way you can
become familiar with the old and
the new material available in any
particular grade; and if you have
a book in which vou make notes of
the character and qualities of the
different pieces, you need never
spend time wondering what solo to
assign a pupil.
Differential Tones
"I recentby purchased a lanuarius
Gaglian 0 violin. I do not doubt
its authenticity, but am a liule dis-
appointed in the tone quality when
certain double-stops are played. For
example, the sixths on the E and A
strings from the fifth position up-
wards produce other lower tones
besides their own. As you calt imag-
ine, it is disturbing for the player
to hear lower tones than the ones
he is actually playing, tlie more so
since I never experienced them on
my former (cheaper) violin. . . ."
-frl. E. H; New Jersey.
Th.e phenomenon of which you
complain is not a sign that some-
thing is wrong with your violin; on
the contrary, it is a sign that the
instrument is responsive and reso-
nant. The sounds you hear are
known as Differential Tones, and
are produced when any two sus-
tained tones are sounded fairly
loudly at the same time. The Differ-
ential Tone is so called because the
number of its vibrations is equal to
the difference between those of the
notes being sounded. If a major
third is played absolutely in tune,
the differential tone will be two oc-
taves below the lower of the two
notes. From a minor third it will be
two octaves plus a major third be-
low the lower note. From a major
sixth it will be a perfect fifth be-
low, and hom a minor sixth a major
sixth below. From a major tenth it
will be a perfect fifth above the
lower note.
There is an interesting article on
the subject in Grove's Dictionary of
Music, under the heading of "Re-
sultant Tones," which you will find
very infonnati\'e. The article is worth
quoting. but I do not have sufficient
space here to do so.
I can understand that these tones
have bothered you for a while, but
feel sure you will soon become ac-
customed to hearing them. And the
fact that you do hear them should
gratify you, for it means that you
have a fine \'iolin. THE END
ILLUSTRATION CREDITS
IO-Ray Lee Jackson
13-EnereH lJnd F. Blaha
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~iolin tflluestions
By HAROLD BERKLEY
A FICTITIOUS LABEl
Mrs. P. M. H., New Hampshire, A
label reading "Antonius Stradivarius
Cremonensis Faciebat Anno 1735.
Made in Germany." can only mean
one thing; i.e., that the violin in
which it is found is a Gel'man factory
instrument which does not even pre-
tend to be a copy of Strad and which
is probably not worth $50. See this
column every month for further
variations on this theme!
VIOLIN BY JUZEK
R. B. G., Virginia. The J uzek vio-
lins are very well made and are
quite worth their pr-ice. You would
not do wrong in buying one.
A GERMAN INSTRUMENT
J. S., Arizona. From your quite
excellent description of your violin,
I have little hesitation in saying that
it is an average German factory
product-as you thought-worth be-
tween $35 and $50. You would do
better to sell it privately rather than
through a dealer.
MOZART THEMES
w. H. S., D. C. The Andante and
Minuet by Mozart which you ask
about are to be found in the 19th
piano Sonata, Kochel 498a. The
theme of the Andante is also to be
found in the Piano Concerto in B-flat
major, Kochel 450. So far as I know.
these movements have not been ar-
ranged for string quartet, though
they should sound well in this coru-
bination.
SELF·INSTRUCTION ON
VIOLIN IS DIFFICULT
S. F., Illinois. The best book fur
your purpose, I think, would be the
"Practical Violin Study," by Fred-
erick Hahn, obtajnable from the
publishers of ETUDE. I think I
should warn you, however, that it is
much more difficult to learn the
violin without personal instruction
than it is to learn a wind inst.rument.
You should take lessons, if it be pos-
sible, for the first few months at
least, if only to be sure you learn
the correct holding of the violin
and the bow.
VALUE OF STRAD AND
STAINER VIOLINS
Mrs. D. P. M., lllinois. It is dif-
ficult to say what is the highest
price ever paid for a Stradivarius
violin, for details of these transac-
tions are generally not made public.
There was a rumor some years ago
that a particularly historic Strad had
changed hands for the amount of
100.000.00. but I never made ln.
quirfes to find out if this was a fact.
I do know that 65.000 was once
paid for an especially choice speci-
men. As for the highest price ever
paid for a Stainer violin. no one
seems to know what that is. A gen-
uine SJl cimen in first-class condi-
tion would be worth today scrne-
where bet ween 2500 and $3500.
Most f the great concert artists use
St rads, while the few Stainers thai
now exist are, most of them, in the
hands of amateurs.
A FRENCH INSTRUMENT
F. E. B_, Kansas. Your violin is,
judging from the label, a typical
French fa tory pr duct, although
the stamp and initials are unknown
to the ex pert 1 consulted. 0 one
could determine its value without
examining the instrument. Some of
these French commercial violins
have an uncommonly good tone, and
yours is apparently one of them.
A DIFFICULT QUESTION
P. J. ., Maryland. You should
take or send your violin for ap-
praisal to William Moenning & Sons,
2039 Locust Street, Philadelphia.
(2) I am sorry that I have been
unable to learn what violin Miss Ida
Haendel used when she recorded the
Bruch G minor Concerto.
MERITS APPRAISAL
Sr_ M. R., Iowa. You should take
or !5end your violin to WiJliam Lewis
& Son. 30 East Adams Street. Chi-
cago 3, Illinois, for examination and
appraisa1. It is not likely to prove
to be a genuine Suad, but it would
seem to be an old instrument. and
it might have some value.
WORDS OF APPRECIATION
J. S., Massachuselts. Thank you
very much (or your complimentary
remarks about my "Modern Tech·
nique of Violin Bowing." It is nice
to know that one's efforts are appre·
ciated. I do not know of a book on
left-hand technique that has quite
the .same approach to the subject,
but you would find much valuable
information and help in the first
book of Carl Flesch's "Art of Violin
Playing." THE END
~r9an rgluestions
Answered by FREDERICK PHILLIPS
• I playa Church M odd H anunotul
organin a small Methodist church,
butdo not understand fully (nor do
the books to which I have access
explain) the use of the normal Vi-
brato and the Vibrato Chorus. I
would also like suggestions as to
suitablecombinations for hymn ac-
companying,the proper pre-set keys,
etc.
The Hammon.d company pub-
lishesan elementary method called
"PlayingHammond Organ" ( 1.00)
whichreally gives more information
alongthese lines than would be pos-
siblein this column. The use of the
Vibratoand the Chorus Vibrato are
coveredparticularly on pages 44 to
46, and general information on reg-
istrationfor various types of playing
are suggested in a general way. In
the matter of registrations or corn-
hinations, your own experimenta-
tionsbased on the information out-
linedin this book will mean more
than certain definite combinations
wemight suggest. A moderate vol-
umeshould be used, which could
heincreased for the more festive or
praisehymns. The Hammond Swell
Pedalgives a wide range of volume
control, so that even the stops of
mediumvolume can be increased
quiteconsiderably if desired, which
wouldenable you to use more varied
to~al.qualities.Just keep the general
principles in mind, and your ex-
perimentswill find many interesting
answersto your problems. The book
mentionedmay be had from most
musicstores. .
~ ~an you suggest a technique for
IImmgthe panse between verses o}
~hymn?My teacher suggested hold-
mg thefinal chord for an extra meas-
ure-minus one count, which should
fe a complete rest.. This makes too
ong a pause in hymns in slow
tempo, or those ending with a whole
note.Another method is to add just
oneCOUnt as (l complete rest between
~~rses,but this breaks the rhythm.
!nee we have no choir and the
Con' ,
b
gregalwn must follow me I have
eent . ,
h' rYlng to develop sonte method
~ Ijh would not break the rhyt.hm.
t
o. ar, all I have clone is to main-
uma hpause t at would get me back
to Ihe b . .2 egLllmng on the proper beat.
H ( ) In the Episcopalian Church)'mn 1 . ha , IS t e music written lor the
organ')1 h
P
i . n at ,er words, when a com-
ete rest is t· . • I
h vnUen tit or all partssQuldl I' 'te pay It as written? My
acher suggested "bridmng" the
rest b o~
Y use of the pedal. I realize
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that when piano music is played on
the organ some adaptations are nec-
essary. When organ music indicates
a complete rest, should it be ob-
served?
-Mrs. C. F. 0., Sa. Dak.
(1) The writer's experience has
suggested the unwisdom of trying
to adhere too closely to strict time
Or rhythm in observing the pause
between verses of hymns. No mat-
ter how you try it, you run into one
or another of the objections you have
suggested. In a long experience in
varying types of churches-but al-
most without exception fine conare-
gational singing-the writer has sim-
ply allowed just a comfortable pause
between verses, without regard to
any exact measurement of time. Give
the congregation time to get in a
convenient breath without feeling
that the next verse is like a train
leaving on a split second schedule.
We bel ieve you will be surprised
how this plan will fall into line so
naturally that you will not feel the
almost unnoticed break in rhythm,
and the congregation will probably
rise up and call you blessed. Where
the verse ends on a whole note in
medium or slow time you may have
the feeling that three counts are suf-
ficient, the fourth beat a rest, and
you are ready to proceed to the next
verse on count "one." This would
be perfectly natural and would be
all right.
(2) The Episcopalian Hymnal is,
like most other hymnals, scored pri-
marily for voices, but it is undoubt-
edly assumed that the organ will be
the accompanying instrument. Where
rests are jnd.icated, however, by all
means observe them with the organ
as well as the voices, unless there
is an independent accompanjment
definitely directing otherwise. The
proper observation of rests is one
of the marks of good musicianship,
and usually has a distinct bearing
on proper interpretation of the text.
• Weare about to build a new
church, seating capacity around 400.
Will install a Hammond organ. The
important thing we would like ad-
vice on is, would it be advisable to
use acoustic tile on the ceiling 0/
the church.? f am the organist, and
am a little a/raid it would kill the
reverberation. -W. A. S., Onto
We conferred with an architect
friend, and he suggests that if the
design and construction of the build-
ing follows a normal pattern, it
BASIC REPERTOIRE PROBLEMS
(Continued from Page 24)
years while holding a church posi-
tion, it would make a list of such
staggering dimensions as to discour-
age the young organist altogether.
Accordingly I have compromised
by drawing up a list of what might
be called Basic Repertoire Problems.
Some of them, the Doxology for ex-
ample, are pieces which the organist
will perform constantly throughout
his career. Others will be done less
frequently, or only at certain seasons
of the Church year. All of them,
however, will be done at some time
or other. And everyone of them, in
my judgment, contains difficulties
which will make the organist, when
called upon to play them at short
notice, be glad if he has had the
chance to work them over with a
teacher who knows the problems and
how to get around them.
There are ten hymns which, I
think, should be studied very care-
fully. They are: Doxology (Both
forms), Lobe den Herren, Cologne,
Passion Chorale, Lyra Dooidica, St.
Anne, Aberyskwyth, Ein' Feste Burg,
Ora Labora, and Forest Green.
This list may be surprising, but
each one of these hymns presents a
problem. _And few but experienced
organists realize the care which must
be taken to play hymns so that con-
gregations can sing them.
Ten anthem accompaniments which
should be carefully worked over are:
Gloria, from 12th Mass Mozart
[esu, loy of Man's Desiring Bach
The Heavens are Telling Haydn
And the Glory 0/ the Lord Handel
Hallelujah Chorus Handel
Hallelujah Chorus ('"Mount of
Olives") Beethoven
How Lovely is Thy Dwelling
Place Brahms
Immortal, Invisible Thiman
Praise Rowley
Thanks Be to Cad ("Elijah")
Mendelssohn
All these anthems pose tricky and
vexatious difficulties. Here the aid
of the teacher will be invaluable in
showing the student ways to perform
them so as to give proper assistance
to the choir and make an effective
organ accompaniment.
Solo accompaniments which pre-
sent unusual difficulties for the or-
ganist are these:
With Verdure Clad Haydn
I Know That My Redeemer Liveth
Handel
Com/art Ye and Every Valley
Handel
o Thou That Tellest Handel
Thus Saith the Lord and But
Who May Abide Handel
Hear Ye, Israel Mendelssohn
God is my Shepherd Dvorak
The Lord is my Light Allltsen
How Beautiful Upon the
Mountains Harker
The Lord's Prayer Malone
The above list does not pretend to
be a complete one. I have omitted
many pieces which every organist
plays at some time or other, and
which present difficulties of their
own. But this list is suggested as a
beginning, not as a com plete reper-
toire. Solution of the problems in
these works will aid the student in
solving other problems which he en-
counters-and he will encounter
them as long as he lives.
It is admitted that plugging away
at accompaniments is a task which
we are inclined to shirk, because it is
not so much fun as learning a big
solo piece by Bach, Guilmant or
Cesar Franck. But we ought to re-
mind ourselves that though the vir-
tuoso piece is wonderful as a means
of displaying our skill, it requires no
less skill to play an effective accom-
paniment. More anthems, solos and
congregational hymns are spoiled by
bad accompaniments than by any
other single cause. THE END
TEACHER'S ROUNDTABLE
(Continued from Page 22)
weakness. Quit at the first sign of
fatigue. Avoid using hands for cer-
tain tasks such as dish washing, as it
might loosen the joints further and
cause more damage."
Let your student go ahead and try,
but be sure he understands thorough-
ly every detail. Otherwise he milYht
do like the lady who came back'" to
Dr. Blodgett and complained that his
system took much too long. She had
understood fifteen and five minutes
instead of seconds! '
THE END
would probably be better not to use
acoustic tile, for the very reason
)'ou mention-the tile would absorb
the sound, tending to create a lack
of resonance. He suggests that jf a
situation should develop which
would make the use of acoustic tile
advisable, this could be provided for
later, but under ordinary conditions
this would hardly be necessary
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DO BIRDS SING SCALES?
Lillie ill. ]ordnll
IF YOU are asked what is the
oldest music in the world that is
still enjoyed today,. you will, of
course, reply, "The song of Birds."
But here is another question, not
so easy to answer, "Why is their
music so difficult for us to imi-
tate?" The answer is because birds
do not use our scale, our chosen
set of intervals.
For the same reason, we cannot
reproduce on any of our keyed
instruments the native songs of
certain foreign countries. Our
scale is different and that is a hard
matter to explain.
But call imagination to your aid.
Picture the scale as a ladder or a
staircase as you were told to do in
school.
In a movie I once sa w a man
dancing on a staircase while coax-
ing a little girl to go up to bed.
Now, though he performed many
graceful and fascinating move-
ments, all were regulated by the
exact distance apart, the intervals,
of those stairs. Say they were a
foot apart. Then the dance, how-
ever free and fanciful it looked,
could only go up or down by ris-
ing or descending a foot, or per-
haps several feet, but not by half a
foot or anything in between.
In a somewhat similar way,
every melody you have ever played
or sung has moved up or down on
the measured intervals-or the dis-
tances apart-of our scale notes.
If in singing your voice moves at
an interval a little less or a little
greater than any steps in our scale:
you are said to be "flat" or "sharp"
and be out of tune.
Let us consider again the songs
of birds. We must realize that a
bird's voice does not travel on
our scale. This is why, even if you
can remember exactly how a bird's
song sounds, you cannot reproduce
it on any piano.
An ancient Chinese Emperor is
said to have made, thousands of
years ago, a special instrument
patterned on the musical scale of
a bird he loved to listen to. His
achievement has only been re-
ported as an example of how music
depends on this basic matter of
scales. If you are going to be a
musician you must realize it and
build a thorough knowledge of
scales right into your musical
equipment. Then the most valuable
of all musical tools will be in your
possession. THE END
SYMPHONY IN SUMMER
b}" Frffllces Corl/HlII Risser
The crickets cry: "Chirp! II
"Ha-rump!" croak the frogs;
The woodpeckers drum
On trees and on logs.
While bumble bees hum,
From meadow and hill
The voices of birds
In unison, trill.
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Rain tinkles a tune,
Winds roal', wild and free-
Together, they play
A great symphony!
WHO' KNOWS THE ANSWERS?
Geography
One hundred is perfect)(Keep score.
1. Is Sibelius Swedish, Da~ish,
Finnish or German? (5 pomts)
2. Mendelssohn founded a .Co~-
servatory of Music. Was this In
Paris, Berlin, Leipzig, Prague or
Dresden? (15 points)
3. Is the scene of Bizet's opera
"Carmen" laid in Gibraltar, Malta,
Spain or Cypress? (10 points)
4. Is the Swanee RIVer, men-
tioned in Foster's song Old Fol!'s
at Home in Alabama, Ceorgta-
Florida or Kentucky? (15 points)
5. Was the first opera produced
in Germany, Austria, France or
Italy? (15 points)
~ ~ I ij'P{til J.!rE i!;i~
6. Is Fingal's Cave, fot which
Mendelssohn named an Overture
(also called the Hebrides) in the
Azores, on the Island of Capri, off
the coast of Scotland or in Ger.
many? (10 points)
7. What river did Wagner lm.
morlalize in his operas? (5 points)
8. Palestrina's name is the
name of the town in which he
lived. Was this in Austria, the
Netherlands, France or I,aly' (5
points)
9. Anlon Dvorak, composerof
the ew World Symphony, be-
came director of a Conservatoryo{
music in America. Was this in
hicag, an Francisco, New
York, Bosl n or L Louis? (15
points)
] O. . r III \\ hat i
gi\ en with this quiz
points)
the theme
taken? (5
DO YOU PLAY WiLL?
Do you play well? 00 you feel
sure about it? Do other people
think so? Playing well docs not
mean that you can playa difficult
composition. Far from it. A pupil
who has had only ten lessons mlght
playa piece very well indeed. while
another who may have been taking
lessons for several years might
playa difficult piece, yet play it
very badly indeed.
Playing well includes so many,
many details. Can you give your·
self a mark of one-hundred per
cent perfect on each of the follow-
ing phases which must be included
in the subject of playing well?
(1). Is your tone good? (2). Do
you use good fingering'? (31_ Is
your phrasing good? (4). Do you
ah\8) piny the correct noles?
(5). D y u ob rve all dotsand
tics? ( ). 0 you givefull value
to re-u.? (7). Is your rhythma]
ways go d? (81. 00 you avoid
sturnbl " cv n lillie ones? (9).
Do you av oi I .tiffn.",.? (10). Do
you usc contrast between pp and
f[? (II). Du -cu observe all ere-
scendo and diminuendo marks~
(12). Do ou obsen e all retard;,
pIlU:-CS and olhcr esprcssionmarks~
(131. Do lOU nh,ays u;ejOUr
pedal correctl? (1-1-). Do you
memorizc accuratel)'? (15). Do
you make the compo~ilion SQu,nd
lhe wa lite C01l1po~r would hke
to h ar it? 00 au do all the;e
lhing~ \\ell?
Think it O\~er.
BACH'S COURTLY lilA I . 'ER
When Bach had occasion to
\~rite to ~he Town Council of Leip-
ZIg he dId so in the 1110st courlly
and formal manner of his day. One
of these letters, ,vrillen in 1736.
runs as follows: .
To Their Magnificences, the
Most Noble, Most Dislinguished.
R~spected and Most learned, like:
WIse Most Wise Ccnllemen, the
Burgomaster .and Members of the
Most WorshIpful Town Govern-
ment of Leipzig. My Most Eso
teem d Palron~:
~Ial it plea_ Your )!agn;'·
cenCcs. and You. ~I05t ~obleand
~\lo5l Dj~tinguis:hcd i~ nlOStgta'
cious)y be informed as folloll"~
elc., elc. I
f . . ·t a lonG'etlelter \\ nlmg qUI e 1:),
he closed it: Your )Iagnifi,,;
and )Iost 'ioble and )I",t
linguished irs. .
Your mo~ oLechen\.
Joh." 5t Hlfl
Leipzig. August 12. 1~36
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No Junior Etude Contest This Month I I(i)·----- I·~
Club's Twenty-Fifth Anniversary
DearJunior Etude:
Our Club, tbe J unior Etude Club of
Schenectady,New York, is celebrating
its twenty-fiftb.anniversary, having been
foundedin 1927. Some of our traditional
eyen!sinclude an "alumni" concert at
Christmas time, given by alumni memo
jere of our dub, and a May concert
givenby present members. This year
we gave a Silver Tea in honor of our
anniversary. We now have about seventy
members and meet once a month hav-
ing a business meeting, then the pro-
g~am followed by refreshments. The
picture of our officers is enclosed and
the names of the other members are
also given below.
Junior Etude Club
Officers of Jr. Etude Club, Schenectady, N. Y. Sarah Besan,
Lenore Hughes, Joan Kennedy, Ardilh Anlhony, Mrs. Burl
Newkirk. Members: Gl'ace Vallier, Ann Rieg.
~'Inty Adami. JUlie Ind Jomn AnrleriOll. William
Armstrong.WHliom Bennett. Nancy Dirdnll. Bar.
harl Budnick. Emily Cain. Donald Curry. Thomn
C,hni, Mkhul Druer. Judy Oallialino, Unda
F'soh". Cl'lIthia Finch. Gail Garlin. Sally Ihlm.
Jun Hoy"., June nOllper. Gerald and Robert
Johnson. RUlh KUlSerow. Jacquelil'e KrOll. D..-1d
Klock.Syh'ia Knopp, Srh'ia Lund. GladYI Lunge.
Lorraine i11l1l1riel. ",'r"n i\hle\.iky. J"dy Ne""ler,
1";a,,,,;y Ellen l'ilel. Catherille Perkinson. Priscilla
I'roxn'ire. Robul Race. Jean Randall. Lorraine
Ritchie. Marjorie Stansell. Jeremy Sprullg, lean
Sehaninger, Barbara Stalder. Margarel Stebbtns ,
Linda Senn!trom. Laniee Sheldon, Imnel Theisen,
Elemnor Tholna$. Diane Weber, Marilyn Whitnker,
Sonya Zasada. Almn Zmtz. (Age fourleell and over)
Letter Box
Send replies 10 letters in care of
Junior Elude, Bryn I\1awr~ Pa.,
an? they will be forwarded to the
writers. Do not ask for addresses.
DearJunior Etude:
I havetaken piano lessons for several
yearsbUI I had no teacher for a while
~'henmy, tea~herwas visiting the U.S.A.
Iy fanuly IS a musical one. My two
olderbrothersplay the piano well and
Ihe eldest one has attended a music
~choolin America and is now in Ena.
and.I would like to hear from oth;r
readersinterested in music.
Al/red W. Prescod (Age 15),
British West Indies
The J,. E dh' IDlOr to e teaches us many
lIngs abolltmusic and I find tbe con-
tests ver.. 'r . Id .] In erestmg. study clarinet
~n Ruteand hope to be a concert art-
1St. 1 play clarinet in our High School
",hchestra.I would like to hear from
o ers.
Mary Fryer (Age 15), Indiana
A1l8lccr,llto Quiz
1. Finnish· 2 L· .
Fi.d ' . -elpzlg; 3. Spain' 4on a' 5 I I ' .
Scotland''7 tTay; 6.. Off the coast of
N Y' . he Rhme' 8 Italy· 9ell' ork' 10 L ,. ,.oon I ' . ondonderry Air, a folk-
g rom Ireland.
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Foreign mail is 5 cents; some for-
eign airmail is 15 cents and some is
25 cents. Consult your Post Office
before stalllping foreign air mail.
I am taking piano lessons and like to
read about musicians in ETUDE. I like
the joUy disposition of my music teacher
which I think is due to her music. Also,
my brother is now taking voice lessons.
and his disposition is much improved.
These two exam pIes show how music
can make people bappy. I would like
some Junior Etude readers to give their
opinions on this subject through the
Letter Box.
Beverly Jean Wagstaff (Age 10),
Wyoming
N.B. What's your opinion, Juniors?
Let's hear from yOLlin Letter Box.
I bave studied piano for six years and
am working on viola by myself. I am
very much interested in composing snd
expect to play one of my compositions
at our recital soon. I would like to hear
from some one interested in composition
and orchestration.
Sandra Goldstein (Age 14), New York
NOTICE
pteue read Ihe ml"lve posld reg"lmlions hefor~
unding mail 10 be forWArded.
ST. LOUIS INSTITUTE of MUSIC
John Philip Blake, Jr., Presiden!
Bachelor of Music Degree in 24 Fields
Master of Music Degree in 23 Fields
Graduates Music Education Major program well qualified to teach all phases of
Mu·sic in public schools. A catalog will be sent on request.
Instifufionol Member Notionr;ll Association of Schools of Music
St. Louis 5, Missouri7807 Bonhomme Avenue
AMERICAN CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC-CHICAGO
Offers courses in all branches of music
67th year. Faculty of 135 artist teachers
Member of National Association of Schools of MusiC
Send for a. free catalog-Address: John R. Hattstaedt. Pres., 578 Kimball Bldg .. Chicago
ASPEN INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
June 29-August 29, 1953
Address: Genevieve Lyngby, Rm. 50S, 38 S. Dearborn, ChicQgo 3. Illinois
BUTLER UNIVERSITY
JORDAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC
A rich tradition, a progressive philosophy, on outstanding faculty, complete ace red.
itotion. Baccalaureate degrees in Dance, Drama, Music, Music Education, Radio.
Write for cotologue and desired information
JORDAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC (Box E), 1204 North Delaware Street
Indianapolis 2, Indiana
BOSTON CONSERVATORY of MUSIC
ALBERT ALPHIN, Dir. 26 fENWAY. BOSTON. MASS.
A Complete School of MUSIC, DRAMA and DANCE.
Summer Term Degree, Diploma, Certificate Courses. Faculty of 60.
June 29-Aug. 8 Dormitories for Women. Catalog on request. ~:~tT:rllt
Associate Member of National Association of Schools of MusIc
Bachelor of Music-Master of Music-Bachelor of Science in Education
(B,S. in Ed. by orrangement with Kent State University)
WARD LEWIS, Acting Director
3411 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15. Ohio
Member 01 the Natlo>tlll A88<>clntlon 01 Scllools 01 Mu,ic
COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
SUMMER SESSION-JUNE 22 TO AUGUST 1
Preparatory, Co!lege, Special, and Graduate Departments. Courses leading to
Bachelor of MUSIC, Bachelor of Music Education, Master of Music, and Teacher's
Certificates in Music and Theatre Arts.
William Phillips
Member NASM Dean
Mgr., 306 South Wabash. ~hicago 4, Illinois
Clarence Eidam
President
Edwin L. SfII!'phen
PEABODY
Founded 1870
PHILADELPHIA MUSICAL ACADEMY
Associate Member. NASM JANI SZANTO, Director
SUMMER SCHOOL June 22. 19S]-Au9uat 1. 195]
FALL TERM BEGINS September 14, 1953
1617 Spruce St. W,ife or phone for Information
Phila. 3, Pa. PEnnypacker 5·5053
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LThe Twenty-third annual Fes-
tival of American Music sponsored
by the Eastman School of Music
was held in Rochester, ,N. Y., May
4 to 10. Among the works presented
by the Eastman-Rochester Orchestra
and the Eastman School Broadcast-
ing Orchestra under Dr. Howard
Hanson were Third Symphony by
Roy Harris; Fifth Symphony by
Cowell; Fourth Symphony by Han-
son; Concerto for Orchestra by
Hovhaness. New works by Lyndol
Mitchell, Walter Harllev, William
Pursell and Ron Nelson were given
their first performances.
Deems Taylor, distinguished
American composer, has presented
to the Library of Congress a col-
lection of his music manuscripts,
thus making them available to stu-
dents and others interested in mu-
sical Americana. Included in the
collection are the complete piano-
vocal score of "The King's Hench-
man," first produced by the Metro-
politan Opera in 1927; and the
composer's first draft of the opera
"Hamuntcho" first produced in
Philadelphia in 1942. Mr. Taylor is
a former president of the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers (A.S.C.A.P.).
George Rochberg's "Night Mu-
sic," the winning composition in the
eighth annual George Gershwin Me-
morial Contest, was played by' the
New York Philharmonic-Symphony
Orchestra conducted by Dimitri
Mitropoul~s on the regular Thurs-
day evening concert on April 23.
Mr. Rochberg received a $1,000
award in addition to the orchestra
performance. The composer is a
member of the faculty of the Curtis
Institute of Music and Music Ed-
itor of the Theodore Presser Com·
.pany.
The Sibelius Festival to be
held at Helsinki June 10 to 18 will
include concerts presented by the
Helsinki City Symphony Orchestra
and the Finnish Radio Symphony
Orchestra. Conductors will be Tauno
Hannikainen, Nils-Eric Fougstedt,
J ussi J allas and Leopold Stokowski.
Normand Lockwood, noted
American composer has accepted
the position as chairman of the
Trinity University Department of
Music. Mr. Lockwood, at present on
the music faculties of Columbia Uni·
versity and Union Theological Sem-
inary will begin his new work in
September.
Francis Poulenc's celebrated
comic opera "Les Mamelles de
Tiresias" will have its first Amer-
ica~ performance at the second an-
nual Brandeis University Festival
of the Creative Arts, to be held at
the University from June 10 to June
14, Leonard Bernstein, Brandeis
Professor of Music will direct.
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Rollo F. Maitland, organist,
teacher and composer of Phil~del.
phia, died April 7 in that city, at
the age of 68. For the past 33 years
he was organist at the Church of
the new Jerusalem. He was head
of the organ department of the
Philadelphia Musical Academy and
president of the American Organ
Players Club. His reputation as an
organ recitalist was national. He
had the distinction of being the
first to play the great Wanamaker
organ on the radio. His composi-
tions include choral and organ
works.
Cedar Crest College in Allen-
town, Pa. will conduct a summer
music workshop and festival from
June 15 to July 2. The faculty will
include Wilbur Hollman, Ifor Jones,
Max Aronoff, Ludwig Lenel and
Lillian Knowles. The famed Curtis
String Quartet, The Bach Chorale,
the New Chamber Orchestra of
Philadelphia and the Festival Chor-
us will participate in the event.
The Philadelphia Orchestra
. and the American Symphony Or-
chestra League will conduct the
second Conductors' Symposium to
provide opportunities, recognition
and encouragement to the nation's
community symphony orchestra con-
ductors. The Symposium will be
held September 28 to October 2.
As in the first eyent of this kind
held last year, conductors will work
closely with Eugene Ormandy, at-
tend all Philadelphia Orchestra re-
hearsals and concerts and will par-
ticipate in seminars and consulta-
tions with members of the orchestra
and administrative staff.
The National Federation of
Music Clubs held its 27th Bien-
nial Convention in New York City
from April 8 to 18. The Convention
observed also the 55th anniversary
of the Federation. A special event
on the program was a benefit per-
formance of the Metropolitan Opera
Company. The opera was "Carmen"
with an all-star cast headed by
Rise Stevens, Nadine Conner, Ra-
mon Vinay, George London and
Paula Lechner. Some of the leading
artists of the present day music
world were featured on the various
programs. It was the first time in
its 55 years history of the Federation
that the Convention was held in New
York City.
Eugene Ormandy, since 1936
music director and conductor of
The Philadelphia Orchestra has
been signed to another five-year
contract to continue at th~ h~ad
of the Philadelphia Orga?lzatlOn.
This is the fourth successive five-
year contract awarded co~ductor
Ormandy by the board of directors
of the Orchestra.
Ashley Vernon's new one-act
"TIle Barber of New York"opera,
had its world premiere on May 26
as part of the 75th anniversary
celebration of the New York ~ol-
Ieee of Music. The opera was given
bY'"the opera wOl-kshop and or~hes-
tra of the College, under the direc-
tion of Siegfried Landau.
The Dalcroze School of Music,
New York City, will conduct a
symposium for teachers and stu-
dents on July 1 and 2. Taking part
in the discussions will be Max Wald,
composer; George R. Marshall.
musicologist; Carol Robinson, con-
cert pianist; Hllda M. Schuster,
Director Dalcroze School; Mildred
Hunt Wummer, flutist-pianist; and
Carl Stern, cellist.
Boston University College of
Music celebrated its 24th anniver-
sary with a series of events that
ran from April 9 through May 18.
An outstanding feature of the ob-
servance was a performanc~ oi
Stravinsky's "The Rake's Progress."
with the composer himself conduct-
ing the work for the first time in
America.
The Stadiulll Concerts in ew
York City will inaugurate its 36th
season on June 22nd when the first
concert of the six-week programs
will be presented. The conductor
for the first two weeks will be
Leonard Bernstein. Following Mr.
Bernstein the veteran Pierre _'Ion-
teux will take over, to be followed
in ,succession by Thomas Schippers.
Andre Kostelanetz and others.
Marshall Bartholomew, asso.
ciate professor of singing at Yale
University and since 1921 Director
of the Yale Glee Club which has
won international fame. will retire
at the end of the current academic
year.
Recreational :Music is the name
of a new Course of study now of-
fered by the University of lllinois
School. of Music. Teaching the
Course lS Max Ka plan of the music
f~culty, and students preparing to
dlfect . recreational programs in
park:, mdustry, community centers.
hospItals, settlement houses d• an
elsewhere will survey in this Course
the types of musical activity avail.
able to them for recreational pur.
poses.
The American Society of
Ancient Instruments held its 25th
annual festival on April 15 and 16.
Following a custom estahlished
some years ago the opening concert
was held in the beautiful Wash_
ington Memorial Chapel at Valley
Forge. The two evening concerts
were held in the Pennsylvania Acad-
emy of the Fine Arts in Philadel.
phia. The concerts were directed
by Maurice Ben Stad. son o! the
founder of the Society.
Compositions by Lazare Samin.
sky were presented in a concert
in ew York City on April 12.
sponsor d by the International So-
ciety for ant mporary ~lusic, U.S.
section; the unadian League of
C mp sere and the- National Asse.
cdation for American Composers
and onducters. The concert was
given in observance of Mr. Samin-
ky's sev nti th birthday.
un Diego (Caltf.) S'.'e Cal.
lege '[uslc 0 partment will conduct
n workshop in horal Art and also
in In trum ntal T chniques from
June 29 through August 7. The
faculty will include Robert Shaw,
condu t r or the Robert Shaw
Ch ra l • Julius H rford. conductor.
piani t. leach r, and Benjamin De
Loa he. eminent baritone.
Gail Kubik, young American
onducrcr-compe er presented in
April over Radio Italiana in Rome
a program of music by contempo-
rary meriean composers. Repre·
sented on th pr gram were com·
posilion by Lukas Foss, RoyHar·
ris, _ lorton Could. and Kubik.him·
self. Ruggiero Ricci was soloi,t
in Kubik' Violin Concerto.
The c.hool of Sac.red ~IU5ic
at nion Theological mina~-olr
served its 25th annj,-e.rsaIl in )laJ
with a choral fe5-tival in whicholtr
600 singers participaled in a chorn:
made up of alumni of the 001
of acr d Mu~ic. pedal tribute
wa paid to Tbe Rev. Dr. ~eo:r
loan Coffin. Dr. Clarence Dlckln·
son and his wife. Dr. Helen Dickin'
son. founders of the 5Chool.'fh~
choral festival, etimui~g Alu~
Day wa held in Rh·erslde Cburr.
Th tl.1ird Biennial Conreu·
lion of 'he A.G.O. for th' re~·
of northern New Jers:J and ~~
York will be held June 22" 21.'
tica. N. Y. Prominent recilahili
h· . I d \"_~I rO!·W 0 will play me u e ll!U.
Hans Vigeland. Catherine Cro~~
Ernest White. Robat (hfeD,.--, (;<or"
gela Bonomo NaSYJ ama- be·'
larkey. A feature e\"eot ~ll
compelition for )"oung organlst.5-
(Colllimwi on Pa!' 61)
WHAT HAVE YOU
GOT TO SELL?
[Continued front Page 20)
entand ability, without demanding
thata slim of at least ten thousand
dollarsfor exploitation purposes be
laidupon the drum head. Where
Joesthe young artist get the ten
thousanddollars? He has to possess
it orhe must borrow it from friends
or relatives. No bank would make
anobvious gamble where the ulti-
matesuccess is to be determined by
a capricious and merciless public,
to say nothing of the whims of
dyspepticcritics. In New York City
manyhalls are rented through a
goodpart of the season by aspiring
youngartists who feel that if they
havea New York artistic triumph
their success is assured. At this
momenthe writer cannot recall any
oneartist who rose to top eminence
by this approach. Of course, one
mightby some accident of destiny
becomeanother Caruso, Puderewski,
Calli-Cerci, Artur Rubinstein, Chuli-
spine, Iturbi, Heifetz, Menuhin or
Horowitzthrough this channel and
join the ranks of the musical mil-
lionaires.But this process (or the
mostpart savors of Monte Carlo.
Whatthen is the student to expect
fromworking frantically to become
a virtuosoor a prima donna? The
studentmay have rich rewards even
if he does not rise to the top. Plenty
of excellent opportunities exist to
earna substantial income in other
musicalfieldsespecially in the teach-
ingfield.The student who during his
collegeand post-graduate years has
hiseye set solely upon college de-
grees,his ':bachelor's," his "mas-
ter's,"or his "doctor's," - because
thesewill license him to teach in
an accredited institution, has oft-
timesset a mental level for himself
andmay never soar very high above
it. The possession of a degree ac-
quiredin residentia, in college, is
of COursesomething of which every
graduate may well be proud. But
every artistic teacher knows that
thereis a skill and efficiency which
co~e with the struggle for virtu-
oSItythat contributes to the teacher's
teaching ability. The student who
aspiresto great achievement there-
byhas a powerful incentiv~ which
will carry him far beyond the levels
of excellent, good or mediocre. He
~so~ tIle road to greatness and it
I~tIllSwhich will affect his artistic
almsand his income {or life. He is
somethingmore than a mere define
holder. '"
Thosewho have battled to reach
thet .op are 1Il a class by themselves
~nd they are the ones who almost
Invariably receive the highest re-
lI'~rd.As students they are the ones
'\~;threally high art ideals. They usu-
a y make the finest teachers.
On a recent 3800 mile motor trip~ . . .
rv~Ymgeducational conditions in
music in the midwest and in the
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southwest in the interests of The
Presser Foundation, the writer has
been surprised by the virtuosity
shown by advanced students. Some
of the voices heard were amazingly
beautiful, all products of top teach-
ers in American colleges and univer-
sities. In every instance where the
Dean of Music was asked the ques-
tion: "Do you have difficulty in
placing your graduates in good posi-
tions?" the answer invariably was:
"We have never had graduates
enough to fill more than a small
number of the positions available."
Music at this time is one of the pro-
fessions in which the supply of
teachers is far less than the demand.
At the Southwest Division conven-
tion of the Music Teachers National
Association held in Oklahoma City
last March, the writer commented to
Mrs. Hazel D. Monfort, President of
the regional division, upon the ex-
tremely high character of the per-
formances of the young artists upon
the program, and she replied: "It
ought to be good. The southwest has
been extraordinarily prosperous for
years and our colleges and music
schools have on their faculties the
finest musicians procurable in the
United States and from other na-
tions." The influence of the Mus-
ic Teachers National Association,
founded at Delaware, Ohio in 1876
by Theodore Presser, has been a
powerful force in the development
of all music education in America.
Music is one of the most idealistic
of all collegiate subjects. In most
commencements it plays a prominent
part and adds dignity to the occas-
ion. It must always be remembered
that Commencement Day is the high
spot in the student's life. There is
a tendency upon the part of some
materialistically inclined institutions
to regard commencement ceremonies
as necessary. but to be put through
as expeditiously as possible. The
writer feels that this is a serious
·mistake. Commencement Day should
be a day of joy for the college. the
graduates. the alumni, the under-
graduates, their friends and rela-
tives.
The commencement address
should be made by a personality of
sound position in public life, who
has the good sense not to preach
or moralize, who has a keen regard
for humor, commanding personal ex-
perience, a rich outlook upon human
affairs and a reverence for spiritual
values. He must appeal to the stu-
dent body as a whole and not stress
any particular section. He must bear
in mind the parents in the audience
and realize what love, triumph, and
in many instances, great sacrifice
have gone into the commencement.
Commencement addresses of the
right kind leave with the student
rich inspiration and practical coun-
sel which may never be forgotten
in their consecration to the service
of others. The student must, never-
theless. realize that while he holds
high his ideals to serve mankind, he
must have something to sell that his
patrons want. He must make clear
that in the end ideals are the mo-
tivating force of all great success.
The American poet and journal-
ist, Richard H. Stoddard, put it this
way in his "The Castle in the Air."
"We have two lives about us,
Two worlds in which we dwell,
Within us and without us,
Alternate Heaven and Hell:
Without, the sombre Real,
Within, our heart of hearts,
The beautiful Ideal." The End
EDVARD GRIEG.
AS I KNEW HIM
(Contiaued front Page 13)
as the Griegs prepared to leave
Christiania they received word that
Edvard would receive an annual gov-
ernment stipend of 1600 kroner
(about $400), enough at that time
to relieve him from the exhausting
strain of teaching.
From this time on, Nina comes
more and more into the picture. In
fact up to a few years before Grieg's
death (1907), she appeared on most
of his programs, popularizing his
songs by singing them in her own
inimitable way.
Edvard and Nina gradually be-
came known as concert artists. Mr.
Bull drew a vivid picture of them
as they appeared on the stage -
Edvard leaning over the keyboard,
Nina standing very close to him.
"With her hands behind her back,
her head up, Nina literally poured
her voice out. She was vivacious.
natural and modest. Why, do you
know," his eyes twinkled, "she
wouldn't wear a bit of paint when
she appeared on the platform. Cut
her hair short, too. Quite an inno-
vation in those days. She was about
Edvard's height (under five feet),
slender and girlish-looking.
"Edvard was immensely proud of
her and delighted in showing her
off. In a letter to his publishers he
wrote that 'Fru Nina has become to
such an extent the darling of the
public that I am almost jealous! ..
In 1882 Mr. Bull accompanied his
cousins to Karlsbad. "Always Ed-
vard's one great interest in life was
his concerts," he said. "At the same
time he was afraid of them because
he suffered excessive stage fright.
It was less apparent when he played
solos than when he directed. Still up
to the very last he wanted first of
all to conduct."
While they were vacationing here
plans for building their home,
"Troldhaugen," were worked out.
One of the composer's best friends,
Frants Beyer. had suggested the site
- "Troll's Hill" - a rocky, wooded
promontory overlooking the fjord
and distant some eight miles from
Bergen. However, two years passed
before Schak Bull actually started
construction.
In the next decade as the com·
poser's fame steadily increased, the
couple repeatedly toured Europe.
But in between times, like bominu
pigeons. they flew back to their be~
loved "Troldhaugen." Occasionally
when absences were unduly pro-
longed, Greig's acute longing for
home made him physically ill. With
the exception of winter, he passion-
ately loved all seasons.
At "Troldhaugen" the couple en·
tertained frequently, for one of
Grieg's chief pleasures was the com-
panionship of his friends. Oftentimes
friends of long standing came in for
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a game of whist, staying for the
hearty supper that followed.
"Although we didn't have diets in
those days," commented Mr. Bull,
"Edvard was supposed to eat spar-
ingly. He didn't, though. I remember
one of his favorite dishes-e-Iobster-e-
over which he poured much oil. He
smoked an occasional cigarette and
drank moderately."
No evening passed without music.
Grieg disliked to play his own solos
but delighted in accompanying Nina,
"the only true interpreter of my
songs," as he repeatedly said.
Frequently the musician remarked
to his cousin that most of his com-
positions had been written in "his
heart's blood." "Peer Gynt" was the
notable exception. Ibsen, inclined to
be more mercenary than poetic, had
definite ideas of what he wanted.
Grieg simply carried them out.
The musician worked better with
Bjornson, for temperamentally the
two were more alike. They had
started an opera when they suddenly
quarreled. Years later their misun-
derstanding was cleared up when
the poet accepted Edvard's invita-
tion to his silver wedding anniver-
sary, June 11, 1892.
On this day Norway heaped upon
her beloved son gifts and honors
once denied him. "Troldhaugen,"
basking in unexpected sunshine and
smothered in congratulatory flowers,
framed the celebration. More than
130 guests enjoyed the banquet.
The couple received many rare
gifts: a Steinway grand, a crystal
chandelier, silver, furniture, objects
of art. As evening approached the
waters of the fjord swarmed with
boats, and adjacent knolls were thick
with people and bonfires.
Through it all moved a slender
little man with massive head, tiny
hands and feet. A man dressed in
gray with a plaid blanket around his
shoulders. His eyes, blue and ex-
pressive, sometimes smiled with the
elfish candor of a child, again re-
flected the seriousness of a man
whose path through life had not al-
ways been easy. Constantly at his
side, as she had been throughout
the years, stood Nina.
But this was among the last of the
"good" days for the frail little mu-
sician. In the next decade his health
steadily declined. "We were sur-
prised he lived as long as he- did,"
his cousin said quietly. "The last
year only his energy and will power
kept him alive."
September 4, 1907, brought the
last sunset to 64-year-old Edvard
Grieg. Months later Schak Bull and
Frants Beyer placed the urn con-
taining his ashes in the grotto which
Mr. Bull had designed in the cliff
just below "Troldhaugen."
Today the spirit of Edvard Grieg
still hovers over Bergen, the city he
so loved that he deliberately chose
to live less long that he might dwell
in the shadow of its mountains. You
hear his music in parks, in restau-
rants, in hotels. You gaze upon his
life-size statue in the City Park. You
re-live his life as you wander through
the rooms of "Troldhaugen," now a
national museum.
If Edvard Grieg had lived to see
"Song of Norway," what would have
been his comment? "Of one thing I
am sure," concluded Mr. Bull, "his
innate modesty would minimize his
role and emphasize that of Nor·
draak's."
Although Grieg's legacy to the
world was a modest one, it is rich
in the colorful harmonies that pro·
claim it truly Norwegian, thus set·
ting a pattern in national idiom
which many a modernist has since
followed. THE END
PIPE O.RGAN TONE FROM AN ELECTRONIC ORGAN
(Continued from Page 16)
I
the proper equipment wisely in-
stalled and intelligently used, many
genuine pipe organ tones of striking
beauty and effectiveness may be se·
cured. The softer the tone the more
realistic the pipe organ effect is
likely to be. Besides the distortion
referred to before, tone cabinets gen-
erally incline more to quantity of
tone than quality. This condition is
largely a question of manufacturing
cost, not know·how, but the player's
ears must be expected to discrimi·
nate between acceptable and unac-
ceptable tone.
Since 1937 I have had the pleasure
of installing three different models
of a popular electronic organ in our
home. During these same years we
have bought and installed three elec·
tronic organs in our college. As a
l-esult of these experiences, I offer
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certain suggestions to organists who
want pipe organ tone from their
electronic instruments. Since the
Hammond is the most numerous of
the electronic organs, these specific
suggestions are made chie.!ly in
terms of this instrument.
1. Experiment with various types
and combina.tions of tone cabinets.
Nobody can say in advance of in-
stallation precisely what tone cab-
inets located where will produce the
finest tone. Don't expect your dealer
to experiment for you unless you re-
quest it and take an active part in
the experimentation. Remember that
the tOllle cabinets are mainly respon-
sible for tone quality.
In my living room I am using a
C-20 for depth of tone plus an old
A-20 for hriHiance. They sit at right
angles in a corner. For a cushion of
reserve power I find I must have
even at home not less than 40 watts
of amplification. To get it I have
everything from FRAO's in the hall
above to an HR-40 in the room. F~r-
tunately, current models are eq~lp-
ped with a "Soft" control which
is a great help in managing the
organ on different dynamic levels.
2. See that the tone control on the
inside of the console is wide open.
Why the over-all brilliance of an
organ should ever be throttled by a
control affecting all high frequen-
cies is a mystery to me.
3. Decide after experimentation
whether your installation needs ar-
tificial reverberation and, if so, how
much. The reverberator is a clever
device, but it should be used only
when a room is seriously deficient
in natural room resonance.
The practice of installing rever-
beration-model tone cabinets "just
in case" should be condemned. The
unnecessary cost is only one reason.
It should be more widely known that
even in the off-position a reverber-
ator is not entirely out of the am-
plifying circuit. I have had an ad-
ditional switch installed on my
reverberator so that for maximum
clarity and brilliance I can cut out
the reverberator completely. In view
of the widespread use of reverbera-
tors, I hope the manufacturer will
decide to install such a switch at
the factory.
Perhaps this suggestion requires
more explanation. A letter from the
manufacturer says. "The reverbera-
tion device has all the characteristics
of a large hard-surfaced room. It
will add something to organ music
in a room where no reverberation,
natural or otherwise, is present. ...
In a reverberant room this clarity
will be somewhat diffused and the
absorption of all high frequencies
will also be noticed." In other words
if you have a reverberator on yOU;
organ and the room is not absolutely
dead acoustically, you are sacri-
ficing clarity and brilliance, even if
the reverberator has supposedly been
turned off.
4. After tone cabinets, tone con.
trol. and the problem of natural-
versus-artificial reverberation have
been settled, the time has come to
create satisfYing organ tone by
means of the ingenious Hammond
system of harmonic drawbars. The
first job is to re-set the pre-sets.
The factory pre-sets are not sacred
and untouchable. If they were meant
to be, each pre-set key would be
neatly and perm~nently labeled like
~tops o~ conventIOnal organs. Each
lDstallatlOn should be ind"d U"fi . h d" IVI ua y
DIS e to match room .
d 1· acousticsan Istener tonal preference
The eighteen factory pre-s'ets are
safe. That's aU you can say for them
In general. they are dull . .. 1 k' , unmter·estmg, ac -100' in tonal hB I . '=' c aracter
ut. t ley WIn serve in any acousticai
environment without p' .lercmg any.
one's ears. Moreover, the solo-en.
semble, graded-dynamic scheme is
logical and may well be continued
in most installations regardless of
changes in the harmonic content of
the various combinations.
It is the latter that .should occupy
the Hammond orgamat during his
first months with a new instrument
and every few years thereafter. I~
the pre-set oboe the kind of oboe
you will want most frequently? I
prefer a more reedy oboe (00 2475
430) than the factory pre-set (00
3675 200). 1 want a much brighter
full swell (00 6757 555) than the
original pre-set (21 7645 Ill).
It is unnecessary to depend on a
service man to change pre-sets. This
is a job every organist should do for
himself. The operation is simple.
The only cautions are these: don't
up er the balance between manuals
so rhm you have no uitable accom-
paniments for solo combinations'
don't abandon the basic factory pre~
set sch me (e. g., oboe on swellFi)
if oth r people make much use of
the in trument ; and don't allow
wires for different omhinations to
make c ntact.
5. The last step in mostering an
installation is to mork out "Tested
Recipes"-th usual little black
book material. hile it is often nee-
e sar y to develop combinations to
fit particular compo lrions, it is pes.
stble to have at hand a list of com-
binations that have been pre-tested
and ore ready for use. 0 twoor·
ganist will favor the same list, but
each should take time to work out
hi own. (teven Irwin estimates
that 478,979 \'oriations of basic
clarinet tone are l)ossible on a Ham-
mond!) It would be foolish to use
only a few combinations when thou·
sands are available.
To conclude: I resent two extreme
view : either (a) that aU electronic
organs bould be ignored by serious
musicians and music·lo\·ers or (b)
that they render obsolete every other
manner of creating organ tone.
Tbe console of a 4O-rank pipeor-
gan sits only a fev.' feet from the
console of a concert model electronic
organ in our college auditorium. Ex·
perience has proved that we need
both instrument.
Both type of organs are needed
throughout the mod rn music world.
Prejudice and lack of imagffiation
should nOI depri\-e any church.
school: or home of the kind of or-
gan it can afford.
(If you would like a £tee copyof
Dr. Elbin's "Tested Reci~ for
Hammond Organ-Vibrato ~fodel5,M
you may have one without charge
by sending him. in care of ETUDE.
a long envelope properly addressed
and stamped. "Tested Recipes" is a
handy folder listing Dr. Elbin's pre·
ferred pre·sets for home and church
and containing about ISO combina·
tions intended to approximate g~
pipe organ tone.-Ed.) THE E)D
ET DE-JUSE 1933
. 'I received an unexpected check
JU' •!rom home. Another was worrying
abouta tough exam. Another had
fumbledthe ball on the two. yard
linein the Big Game. In spite of
thesemixed initial emotions, when
theyheard a military ban? p~ay
Stars alUt Stripes Forever VIa high
fidelityphonograph, 93% said they
wereon top of the world.
When all returns were in and
carefully computed, 61 selections
emergedshowing the highest agree-
menton kind and intensity of emo-
tion.In addition to their use in
hospitals,can these numbers help us
jinx the jitters or give us a lift when
low?
;'Whynot?" said Dr. Capurso, and
citedsome examples.
A student facing a major opera-
tionwas becoming more and more
fearful and jittery as the dread hour
approached.Dr. Capurso suggested
AveAlaria (Bach-Gounod), a prayer-
ful piece. She played it over and
crer. Finally her fears began to
abate,her nervous tension to sub-
side.
Anotherstudent had difficulty get-
tingto sleep at night. Her mind,
shesaid, was a "squirrel cage." Al-
thoughunfamiliar with Bach, she
found this composer particularly
effective,notably his Goldberg Var-
iarions.
It is just a coincidence but Bach
wrotethese Variations for an in-
romniacount, and his pu pil Gold-
berg played them njghtly in the
count'shed chamber. They had the
desiredeffect, for the count retained
the services of Goldberg although
thelatter didn't take it as a com-
plimento his playing.
"WhatIllusic is good medicine for
a person, however, depends on a
number of variables," says Dr.
Capurso."Before a doctor writes
o~ta music prescription, he con.
Sidershis patient psychologically as
well.as physiologically. Has he any
mUSIcallergies? Brahms' Lullaby
forinstance,was a favorite soothing
num~erof the listenjng students.
ButIt certainly wouldn't relax any-
nneallergic to it."
Hecited the case of a hospitalized
veteranwhose mother had sung this
lll~lmber.Her untimely death filled
llnfwith .resentment and bItterness
and as I I . '
I
a resu t t lese emoUons were
a ways .assOCiatedwith the song.
lIu' I II
I SIca a ergies caused by un-peasantmemo .-. ry aSSOCIations can be
~.erli~ls.tent.a d annoying. A retired
10 mst 1Il Ecould' a uropean orchestrao n t play Tchaikovsky's 1812
ver~urewithout a bad emotional
reactIOnHe II . was a ways excused
rnmperform f hance 0 t e work As a
:~udnlg.man in the Russian Ar~y he
U5 supe-' ffi 'With Ilor 0 cer were in love
the same girl and on a trumped
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?p charge, the officer had him ban-
.ished to Siberia. When he was
mar~h~d off, the band played a
patrrouc tune Tchaikovsky incor-
porated in his 1812 Overture. It a],
ways recalled the indignity.
Some people are allergic to low
tones. Others can't stand loud music.
'Vaher Pitkin, author of "Life Be-
gins at Forty," says fast music
annoys him, gives him the feeling of
not being able to catch up.
Cultural background is also a
factor. Our Western music would
have little medicinal value to an
Eskimo. There's the story of the
hospitalized Scot who was cured by
bagpipe music which proved fatal
to two Englishmen in the next ward.
"Knowing your peculiarities is a
help in being your own doctor," said
Dr. Capurso. "Do you require re-
Jaxauon ? Try some slow, soothing
pieces and note results. In hospitals
music is proving very effective with
people tied in knots."
A GI with part of his brain shot
away paced endlessly back and
forth, back and forth in his room at
Walter Reed Hospital. He clawed
at the wall as though trying to
escape. This went on for days and
the doctors were stymied.
What would calm this automaton?
Soothing music-could it so much
as make a dent jn his consciousness?
A phonograph was brought to his
room door. These pieces were
played: Rhapsody in Blue (Ballad
Theme), Liszt's Liebestraum No.3,
Schubert's Serenade, Casals' magic
bow playing The Swan, Franck's
Organ Choral No. I, Italian folk
songs from his native Italy.
No effect at first. Then he stayed
his restless pacing but only for a
minute. His taut facial muscles re-
laxed. He listened as though trying
desperately to recapture something
from his forgotten past. For days
he had turned a deaf ear to the
pleading voices of nurses. But the
music reached him. Finally he sat
on his cot for fifteen minutes and
listened.
Soothing music didn't cure this
man, but it accomplished a near
miracle in easing hi~ manic tensions.
A piece that recalls pleasant mem-
ories is one of your best' antidotes
for gloom. At Walter Reed, a lieu-
tenant was morbidly depressed, an-
xious, listless, unkempt. He refused
to see his family or girl. Tchaikov-
sky's "Romeo and Juliet" Overture
and other pieces that matched his
mood were first played. At the third
session it was learned that he and
his girl, to whom he had been en-
gaged, had been very fond of dane-
ing and one of their favorite tunes
was from "The Student Prince."
Which one he didn't know. The
musician began playing the Rom-
berg score. With the first few bars
of Deep in My H ea-rt. the patient
brightened_ That was it. It was
played at other sessions. His de-
pr~ssion began to lift. He tidied up
and wanted to see his girl. After a
Know These Pianists?
By OLIVE WEAVER RIDENOUR
t. Distinguished pianist and _composer who often wrote
without key and time signatures or bar lines.
2. Prime lVlinister of his native land in 1919.
3. Famous Concert-pianist who composed under pseudonym
"Dvorsky."
4. Gave his first public piano recital at six years~ his last
when past 80.
5. French pianist and composer who drove a motor-h'uck
in World War 1.
6. This pianist and composer, to escape social invitations
in Rome, told the story that he had sold his evening
clothes and was too poor to replace them.
T. Is said never' to have played a concerto until he wrote
one.
Choose Front:
I. George Gershwin 4. Camille Saint·Saens
2. Artur Schnahel 5. Josef Hofmann
3. Ignace Paderewski 6. Maurice Ravel
1, Claude Debussy
(Allswers Oil Page 64)
total of twelve sessions over a
period of three weeks, he was dis-
charged.
Music's strong power of recall
makes it particularly valuable to vic-
tims of amnesia. Consider the in-
stance of Ernie Burnett, songwriter
and doughboy of World War I. At
Soissons, his detachment of the 89th
division was wiped out, all but Ernie
who still had a flicker of life in him.
The explosion blew off his identlfi-
cation tag. Burnett was reported
killed in action. When he woke in
a hospital, his memory was a blank.
With identification still a mystery,
he was shipped to a hospital in the
United States.
Here he spent hours groping in a
phantom world, clutching at clues
that might establish his identity.
One night he was listening to some
records. Suddenly he sat bolt upright
in bed. "Hey," he yelled, "that's my
song they're playing." Over and over
he said it. Other GIs in the ward
looked at him pityingly. "The poor
guy is going nuts," said one. Nurses
tried to quiet him, but he kept on
mumbling, "That's Melancholy Baby,
my song. I wrote it."
It was true. The song had been
indelibly engraved on his memory.
What this all boils down to, ac-
cording to Dr. Capurso is that good
music is something to live by. We
can use it in our daily lives to
counter bad moods and keep us at-
tuned to the positive. We get benefits
by listening, singing or playing an
instrument. To listen to such a work
as Beethoven's Fifth Symphony gives
us a plus experience. It flexes our
feeling muscles which need exercise
as much as our mental or bodily
muscles. It habituates us, as Aristotle
has said, to feeling the right emo-
tions. It helps restore what the
psychologists call "dynamic equilib·
rium," a healthy balance of the
emotions. We are better bolstered to
face a war jittery world.
Moreover, great music invariably
"exults" as Rachmaninoff once said.
Handel wrote that paean of exulta-
tion, the Hallelujah Chorus when
bankrupt and ill. He succumbed to
no mood of depression in this glor.
ious music. Mozart wrote some of
his greatest and most joyous works
when reduced to penury. His music
contains no hint of self-pity, defeat,
cynicism. During the last twenty-
five years of his life, Beethoven was
growing deaf. He never heard a note
performed of the Ninth Symphony.
It closes with an HOde to Joy."
The music of these composers may
reveal yearning, sorrow, struggle.
But essentially it exults_ It's a vic-
tory of the spirit. Hearing it we
catch this spirit.
The distinguished doctors who are
members of the Music Research
Foundation take their own medicine
and love it. They have record collec-
tions and play instruments. Dr. Emil
(Continued on Page 60)
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LISTEN TO YOURSELF
(Continued from Page 17)
tone is of different importance than
in a legato, lyrical Cbopin Nocturne
where tone quality, variety, and color
are the essence of the music. (I often
sing inwardly as I play, helping my-
self La remember that the goal is to
make the piano sing.)
Tone is also related to one's posi-
Lion at the keyboard. You should al-
ways be fully relaxed-not slumped,
certainly, but completely uri-tense-r-
in your hands, your arms, in your
whole torso, keeping your spine
straight and permitting no eccentric-
ities or abnormalities of posture.
Posture is especially important when
you play forte chords, when all the
muscles of the upper body should be
focussed before the chord is struck.
This kind of un-tense focussing al-
lows the chords to ring instead of to
sound simply like loud noise.
The sound practice routine begins
each day's work, every day, with
technique. I believe in a sound
schooling in scales and exercises,
played at varying speeds, with vary-
ing dynamics and varying attacks.
It is at this point, too, that the
sheer finger work of scales can be
related to music in a clear under-
standing of key and interval rela-
tionships. But before too long, each
pianist should learn to develop ex-
ercises of his own, based upon his
own needs. The structure of his
hands gives him certain abilities and
certain limitations which no other
pianist possesses in quite the same
degree; also, in addition to these
general needs, his day-to-day prog-
ress brings problems. Thus, our
pianist should early learn to work
out leaps, sequences, fingerings, etc.,
that will give him the practice he re-
quires, regardless of rules, books,
or the requirements of others.
A simple five finger exercise, prac·
ticed slowly, softly, and with com-
plete concentration can be brought
to bear upon the problem at hand,
whatever that problem may be. Most
young pianists need help in strength-
ening .the fourth finger, and they
should devise drills in giving them·
selves that help. Others may need to
work on evenness of distribution in
applying finger weight to the keys.
I may say that one of my own prob-
lems has always been keeping the
second finger under control! This
second finger is strong, always ready
-sometimes over-I"eady !-and needs
to be kept from making false ac-
cents.
After this preliminary technical
drill, one should turn to music, be·
ginning each day's musical work
with Bach, with whom one cannot
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keep too intimate a friendship. After
Bach it is time to turn to the day's
assignments, finishing the practice
time with a period of review. To my
mind. the most important element in
practice is concentration, and for
that reason I have refrained from
advising any fixed number of hours
of work. I have often heard ambi-
tious pianists say that they practice
eight hours a day-and I wonde r, It
is physically impossible to work at
full concentration for eight hours.
After two hours at the most the
mind reaches its momentary satura-
tion point, after which a brief rest
is far more desirable than a con-
tinuation of mere finger work. The
great thing to avoid is the kind of
mechanical practice which yields
nothing but muscle fatigue. Helpful
practice involves the mind and the
emotions as well as the muscles,
since the goal towards which one
works is musicianship.
Earlier, I said that talent must be
inborn and it is with this in mind
that I approach the subject of mu-
sicianship. To me, the essence is
being able to feel a phrase from its
beginning to its end. Thus, the first
step in developing musicianship is
the most careful possible study of
the phrases-their content, their se-
quence, everything about them.
It is always advisable to read a
work through, acquainting oneself
with what it has to say," where its
difficulties lie, etc. Once the notes
are secure, break the piece down
into phrases. Study exactly what is
there. Ultimately, the work must be
re-created through your own imag-
inative response to the composer's·
wishes, but that comes later. The
start must be made from the indi-
cations, eve!"}' least one of which
must be scrupulously observed.
When a composer puts a curved line
over a group of notes, he means
something; he is telling you that
here is a phrase, a unity, a kind of
breathing. And where the phrases
are not too liberally marked, you
must find them for yourself!
The eadier composers give us a
minimum of indications. So do ex-
tremely romantic and individualis-
tic composers like Schumann and
Brahms. On the other hand, Bee-
thoven, Chopin, and Debussy give
us such full indications that they
actually guide out performances of
their works. In either case, one
works from the phrase, getting from
it its full complement of meaning
(always with the intentions of the
composer), linking it to its fellows.
One's ultimate interpretative suc-
cess however. depends _as much on
individual sympathies -as it does on
-studv. It is an excellent thing to
work for well-rounded musicianship;
still, I feel that there should be room
for distinctly indi\'idual preferences
and tendencies whether they be for
a particular composer or style of
music. You are most communicative
in the music for which you have the
greatest natural sympathy, and you
learn to know the depth of your own
talent and possibilities by listening
to your own playing! THE END
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A. Gutheil, psychiatrist ancl chair-
man of the Research Committee,
plays viola in a string quartet. Some
years ago he suffered a coronary
thrombosis. When the effect of much
morphine wore off and his mind
cleared, worried questions crowded
in' how serious was his illness, could
he' continue as a doctor. how was his
pregnant wife faring? Yet the first
question he put to the attending
physician was, "Doctor. will I ever'
play in a string quartet again?"
"J\10re and more we are finding,"
said Dr. Bruno Walter. orchestra
conductor and honorary chairman of
the Foundation, "that music is not
only an art but a moral power. and
that its great works are a source of
trength and courage for man in his
dealings with life's problems."
THE El 0
THE FLUTIST'S
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
(Contirwed fro", Page 10)
require the development of the
tongue, which may be compared to
the violinist's bow. The· placement
of the tongue governs the attack. As
it becomes necessary to place the
tongue higher, lower, more forward,
behind the teeth, above the teeth,
etc., it is helpful to think different
syllables-TOO, DOD, TEE. For
double- tonguing (where we cannot
single-tongue fast enough), think
double syllables-TOO·KOO, TEE·
KEE, etc. This purely mental pro-
duction of syllabic attack helps
enormously in getting the tongue
into propel" position. Some flutists
hold to a rather inflexible system of
attack, invariably using the same
syllable-positions for certain attacks.
I do not agree with this. I believe
that the best playing results when
the flutist is relaxed and comfort-
able, using his instrument in the
most natural way. Hence, I advocate
av?iding ruts or fixed systems, and
usmg those syllables that work best
for the individual player. Just as
some singers practice attacks on AH
while others do best with EE, so
the individual flutist will find that
some syllables work better for him
than others. \Vhen that happens, he
makes better progress by usinlJ" Ule
syllabic position that feels easi;st.
" In my own practice, I have found
It helpful to take over standard ex-
ercises fOI" other instruments into
flute work. I play many of the
Hanon p~ano studies, beginning with
the .first 111 the book, and continuing
s~raight through. The piano exer-
cIses . of Czerny are also excellent
practICe for the flutist And lh .r . .. . e VI()-o
III exerCIses of Sevcik are especially
us~ful for the development of the
thud octave, where fingering be-
come difficult.
As to practice habits, the first to
acquire i that of working slowly.
And, a you practice, listen critically
to your own playing. Watch out for
homogeneity of tone in going from
one note to nnother; there shouldbe
no break, no unevenness in balance
or quality. The value ol low prac-
tice cannot be overstressed. Fromit
result surety and confidence and-
what is of greatest importance-the
ability to hear oneself, which, in
turn, bring technique to the stage
of second-nature familiarity, The
first requisites o( good flute playing
are clarity, quality, and control.
Speed come after! If. in slow prac-
tice, you are satisfied that breath,
lips, tongue, and fingers are all do-
ing everything that they should, you
are ready to enjoy the tluill of mak·
ing music.
But music-making presuppo:e5
more Ulan technical proficiency.
Without a thorough grounding in
theory and harmony. the fiuti:t
hardly know what he is doing.NOJ
will instrumental practice aloDehelp
him in acquiring finis.h in pbrasing,
color. style. The young flutist ~hould
hear all the mu-ic he can, of all
kinds and types. He should ba\·ea
better than a'-erage acquaintance-
ship with the lite.ralUre of the piano,
the violin. the orchestra, the roice.
From these works he absorbs quali·
ties of style and nuancing 1\'hic.h
wilJ help him to diHerentiate in hil
own approach to pia ring )(ozart.
Beethoven, Brahms.. And let himgel
all the practice in pIa -ing he caD:
solo works ensemble ",-orks,orch~
I ' 6. b··,,1tra work . For the rst usiDes."
the flutist is to make mu~ic!
THE END
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The WorId of Music
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'lbe League of Composers will
lebrate its 30th anniversary in
~~53and thus it ,:ill become th:
Ideslsociety in this country dedi-D • • •
stedto promoting music wrrtten III
~hetwentieth century. During the
30 yearsof its existence it has pre-
'fnledthe works of 310 composers.
it has also obtained a total of 107
commissionsfor composers to write
new works.
Fritz Reiner has resigned as con-
ductorwith the Metropolitan Opera
Associationto become musical direc-
tor and conductor of the Chicago
SymphonyOrchestra.
Robert Frank Kurka, of New
York, has been commissioned by the
Trusteesof the Paderewski Fund to
composea work for ful1 symphony
orchestrato be given its first per-
formanceby the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, Charles Munch, con-
ductor.
Edmund Pendleton's "Prelude,
Fanfareand Fugue" for small or-
cbestrawas given its first U.S. per-
formanceon March 27 when it was
playedby The Philadelphia Orches-
tra,conductedby Eugene Dr-mandy.
Pendleton,a native or Cincinnati,
Obio,has lived in Paris for the last
severalyears where he is artistic
directorof the Paris Philharmonic
Chorus.
The Ninth Annual Philadel-
phia Music Festival sponsored by
the Philadelphia Inquirer Charities
Inc.,. will be held at the Municipal
Stadium on June 12. An imposing
array of musical organizations and
stars of the first rank will round
out a program to suit varied tastes.
Heading the list is the Robin Hood
Dell Orchestra, while other famous
organizations scheduled to appear
are the Cities Service Band of Amer-
ica, Paul Lavalle conductor' the
Philadelphia Public High School
Chorus and the All-Suburban
Chorus. Dr. Louis Wersen, director
of music education in Philadelphia
Public Schools and Dr. Clyde Den-
gler, director of music at Upper
Darby High School will direct choral
numbers.
Cornett College at Mount Ver-
non, Iowa, held its 55th annual
May Music Festival May 7, 8 and 9,
in which the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra participated for the 51st
consecutive year. An event of special
significance on the program was the
premiere of a cantata, "Song of
Affirmation," for narrator, soprano
soloist and orchestra written on com-
mission from Cornell College by
Norman Delio Iolo. Rafael Kubelik
conducted the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra and the Cornell College
Oratorio Society in the first per-
formance.
CmlPETITIONS (For details, write to sponsor listed)
• United Temple Chorus: The Eighth competition for Ernest Bloch
Award,S150,for best composition for women's chorus set to text from
OldTestament. Closing date October IS, 1953. Details, the United
TempleChorus, Box 18, Hewlett, New York.
• Friends of Harvey Gaul, Inc., 7th annual composition contest. Prize,
t3eOOJorbest q~intette (strings and piano). Closing date December l.
t~llsfromFnends of Harvey Gaul Contest, Mrs. David V. Murdoch,
chaIrman,315 Shady Avenue, Pittsburgh 6, Pa.
; Cam.bridgeString Choir Award of $50.00 for the best arrangement
~r stnng orchestra. Closing date, June 15, 1953" Details from Mrs.
obert Conners, 524 No. 10th St., Cambridge, Ohio.
~ ~omposition Contestt for women composers, sponsored by Delta
Nm:cron.Award $150.00. Winner to be announced at Delta Omicron
La]tlOna1Convention in 1953. No closjng date announced. Address
K~a Hanmer, Contest Chairman, American Conservatory of Music,
ImhallBuilding, Chicago 4, Illinois.
• YoungComposers Radjo Awards for 1953. Instrumental and vocal
~orks. Closing date December 31 1953. For details address Young
omposers Radio Awards, 580 Fifth Avenue, New York 36, N. Y.
• Artists' Advisory Council, composition contest for American com-
;~l~~s.$1000 award. Closing date September 1, 1953. Details, Mrs.
III
~I~m Cowent 55 East Washington Street, Room 201, Chicago 2,
mOIS.
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TANGLEWOOD-1953
BERKSHI.RE MUSIC CENTER
CHARLES MUNCH, Director
Aaron Copland, Assistant Director
A summer school of music maintained by the Boston Symphony Orchestra in
connection with the Berkshire Festival concerts.
July 5 to August 16 at Lenox, Massachusetts
Coueses in OrehHtea & Conducting, Chambee Music. Choeus, Composition. and Opeca. Also,
TANGLEWOOD STUDY GROUP, under INGOLF DAHL
A special couese foe music educa!oes, geneear music students, and amateurs. devoting itself to the·
pecformance of vocal and instrumental music of the 16th to 18th centudes and suitable works
for vo,ees a~d. instcument.s by contempoeaey composecs. It is especially designed foe the teachee
and the. mus,c,an,· peofess,onal or amateur, who is teasonably proficient in eeading and petfoeming.
~hhoeseP~~';i~ii~"~'o":~.:'nei~t~:~fce i:o~t;~i:Je~leaa~ur:tc:~u:ri~np:.;t~i~~~i~·1 ::~y"'o~s~u:~c~e~t~;:e "'a~~
also appottunit,es fot Chambee Music. patticipation in the Festival Chaeus, and at"'ndance at
lectuees, forums. and Boston Symphony Oechestea conceets and eeheaesals.
For Catalog please address Miss E. Bossler
Berkshire Music Center
Symphony Hall, Boston 15, Massachusetts~~g
MAC PHAIL COLLEGE OF MUSIC
Mabel R, Reed, Registrar 12th & LaSalle, Minneopolis, Minn.
FALL Semester begins September 15
Complete <:oueSeiin Music Education and Applied Mus;c.
leadlnll to 8achelor and lVIasteesdegeees.
110 Faculty lI'Iembees
Membee National Association of Schools of Music
Catalog on eequest
Shenandoah College and Conservatory
4-year B. Music and 8. Music Educe- Thorough professional preparation.
tion degrees in piono, violin. voice, Also accredited Junior College.
organ, 'cello; public school music. Shenandoah is under church sponsor-
Theory, c c n d u c tina , woodwind. ship but nen-sectcrlcn, emphasizing
brasses, academic courses" Church spiritual aworeneu among her stu-
mustc. Class and private instruction. dents. Est. 1875. Summer s e s sion ,
Catolog: Dir. of Admissions, Dept. E, Dayton, Ya.
PIANO TEACHERS
This is your invitation to ettend the INTERNATIONAL PIANO TEACH.
ERS ASSOCIATiON 1953 Notional Convention, at the Hotel Stotler,
New York City, July 13, 14, 15, 16. Convention will offer Americo'5
ouhtanding Teacher Training Course for 1953. For complete informo·
tion end cotol09 of over 65 I.P.T.A. Teacher Aids write
ROBERT WHITFORD, Founder~President
204 N.E. 31st St •• Miami 37, Flo,
ROOSEVELT COLLEGE
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
MILLIKIN UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
DECATUR. ILLINOIS
OtTers thorough tralnlng In muslc. Courses lead-
lng to degrees ot: Bachelor or MU8tC. Bachelor or
Mustc Education. )laster or Musle. and Master
of ;\Jusle Education.
:'llemberortheNationalAssoclationSchoolsorMusic
Bulletln sent upon request
W. ST. CLARE MINTURN, Director
Applied and Theoretical Music, Composition,
Musicology. and Music Education. Bachelor
of Mueie and Master of Mueic degreeB.
Bulletin on Request
430 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago 5. Illinois
Philadelphia Conservatory
of Music 76th Yeof
MARIA EZERMAN DnAKE. Director
Outstanding Faculty
Expert Child Training
Complete Degree Courses
216 S. 20th St. LOclist 7·1877
If io • 1 i •• _ -'"1I~.,:it=~:=I=I"·'=.!.·IIIL_J.,.,_,·,·- • ·"~l
HARMONY and COUNTERPOINT
A fasclnatlnlt ~tlldy. Send for pamphlet de~crlb-
lnll: these cleae and complete leosona, orll:antzed
UPeclally for self_Instruction.
. Thnepianosin30days
So muskal I<nowle~geneedcd. Piano tuners in great
demand. l,ow cost lI·ainlng bY e"perl.S.. RevOlutwnaryr~~j ~O;::'1~~~rOl~:r~~~1sg!:';cot;d'CI!c.';::tOI}O~~~de~)~
InstrUCllon manuals. l"cludjn~ sp.nct tuning. Full
tealnln",. In piano tepaie-and how to linc .up work
for BfG earnI"""•. Send today for free htenr"ee.
CAPITOL CITY TUNING SCHOOL
Oept. 640.129 E. Michigan Ave., Lansing 16, Mich.
CONVERSE COLLEGE S:8~,:L
Et.lwln Gerschetskl. Deall, Spartanburg, S. C.
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Legends of Ancient Bells
Many strange customs and
weird superstitions have always seemed
to be connected with bells of various kinds.
1,HE HISTORY of bells through-out the world, rich in fasci-
nating legend and strange custom,
records much of romantic inter-
est. Bells have been associated
with almost every historic event,
as well as with many religious and
social uses, and so great has been
their influence upon architecture
that probably to them we owe
most of the great towers of the
world.
Bells have been found in all
countries throughout the ages,
though no one knows who made
the first bell. Four thousand years
ago they were used in China; in
France as early as 550, and in the
seventh century they appear to
have been well known in England.
Early bells were made of clay
or wood and these types are still
in use in the South Sea Islands.
Bells have been uncovered in ruins
of ancient Indian villages in Mex-
ico and the United States; they
have been found pictured on old
Egyptian monuments, and in Old
Testament times golden bells
adorned the garments of priests.
They. have sounded the alarm in
uproar and fire. In early days
many bells belonged to the city,
and he who had authority over
the bell commanded the inhabit-
ants, for by its hasty clanging his
followers could be gathered at a
moment's notice. In the seventh
century anyone might have a bell
rung for a small sum of money,
and pealing of bells became so
general at th.at time that England
was known as the "Ringing lsland."
Some of the most stirring times
in history have been rung in and
out by bells. Tbe bells of Chester
rang a joyous peal for Nelson's
victory alternated with a solemn
toll for his death.
In the middle ages bells were
rung to drive away evil spirts. A
quaint custom at Dewsbury, York-
shire, was the tolling of the
I'Devil's Knell" on Christmas Eve
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to mark the fact that the power
of the Evil One was broken by the
birth of Christ.
The great bell of Moscow, "Tsar
Kolokol" is said to be the largest
in the world. It weighs about 200
tons, is some 20 feet high and
60 feet in circumference. Due to
its great weight it has never been
raised from the ground, but rests
on a platform in a public square.
Cracked in manufacture, it has
never been rung. Attempts were
made to hang it at one time, but
it fell to the ground and lay buried
for 103 years. In the crash a por-
tion of the metal was broken from
it leaving a seven-foot hole in the
side. When the Tsar had a chapel
made beneath the bell this open-
ing was used as an entrance, and
the bell itself formed the dome of
the chapel.
Some of the largest bells in the
world are found in China and
India, always beautifully deco-
rated. Here also some of the tiniest
bells may be seen hanging from
corners of pagodas and temples.
The largest bell known to be
tuned and rung is the Bourdon
Bell of the seventy-two carillon in
Riverside Church, Nel" York.
Manufactured in England, it is
said to be the largest bell cast in
that country.
Perhaps Big Ben takes first
place among famous bells. It was
cast nearly 100 years ago and,
although badly cracked, its son-
orous clang, carried by radio the
world over, is known and loved
everywhere.
The history of bells records
many miraculous happenings. In
610 A.D. the great bell of St.
Stephens in Sens saved the city
from the troops of King Clotair.c
when its mighty clanging so ter~l-
fled the soldiers that they fled Hl
confusion, thinking that the pow-
ers of evil had been let loose to
destroy them. On various occa-
sions in England bells were credo
ited with ringing without the aid
of human hands, as when they
toned throughout the country in
solemn condemnation of the law
passed in parliament forbidding
Church SCI'vices or festivity on
Christmas Day. After the murder
of Thomas a Becket in Canterbury
Cathedral the bells lolled solemnly
from every tower in the city.
Bells were sometimes accounted
guilty of misdeeds and were pun-
ished accordingly. ~'hen in 1591
the bell of Uglich rang out an
alarm on the occasion of the mur-
der of Ivan the Terrible, by order
of the Tsar it was punished by
whipping and banishment to Si·
beria for 300 years. When it had
"served its time" it was brought
home and reinstated in the tower
at Uglich.
Very old bells are olten quad·
rangular, being made of thin iron
plates riveted together. A specimen
of tbis type of bell is preserved at
Belfast ana is called, "The Bell 01
St. Patrick's Will." It is small
and is ornamented with gems. and
gold and silver filigree work.
Though it bears the dates 01 1091
and 1105 there is evidence that it
was in use in the sixth century.
~he~l casting took the place of
rIvetlng, founders traveled {rom
place t~ place setting up temporary
foundnes to make bells where\'er
they were wanted.
One should work industriously at scales and " fi. Th I 0 l·er Inger exer·
CLses. ere are peop e, however who believe 'h t , '
h d I d ' ,a 0 attQln masteryt ey nee on y evote a certain number 01 1 h
h . I . . ~ours eae day 10mee amca praetLemg. That is as logical as s,· 1. b . . aJ mg t tat one beeon
a wnter y reeLUng the alphabet laster and I , les, as er every day.
-Robert Schumann
In the past many metals were
used in a tlng bells, a combina.
tioni n general u being madeup
of lea I, zinc, iron, antimony and
c ppcr. The b st b II metal·today
is u mixture of good copper and
tin in the proportion of about
four to one. pr perly cast bell
is thick and h uld last through
th age,
I t is th ught that the custom01
placing in ription on bells be,
gan in the 12lh ·enlury. Earlyin,
r lpt ion wer short, but four
hun lr yar later they werelong
an I Irequently filled the outside 01
the b 11. They were u ually made
up of de licnti n or prayers, or
both. h l nor bell at Bath Abbey,
. ngland, bear the words.
"All 01 you 1Balh. that bear
mound
Thank Lady Hopton's hun·
dred pound. IT
Except during the last war, the
bell 01 the village 01 Hall,too,
Leice ter hire. have been ringing
fou r times a 'do)' for nearly three
hundred yea .... The chimes, worked
on a drum. pIa· an ancient mel·
ody. The lollowing word, to fit
the m lody are recorded 00 ,
board in the bell-chamher:
HOld Dunmore' dead.
That good old maD.
His like we ne'er ~ball see·
He IllDde tbese bells to chim'
UH:m I\'es.
t aix. nine. twel"e and
three.'
The ringing 01 merry ph'
weddjngs and olemn tollingfor
the dead ar au.icnt practi"" the
lauer being in use in t.he timeof
Bede. Iu old da ·s laboure/' ,.,It
called to work by the H.n'~
Bell. hours 01 work in the fi
wer~ timed by the Gleaoing BeDi
the Oven Bell advised tenan\;Q
the lord ollhe manor that hi' 0,-0
was available for their hak1D~'
and a bell was ruDg at ~ark",;
signify the hour "heD ""hag' tiD
begin. THE
F;Tl'DF;-IL'.VE 19i1
The "Song Sharks"Are at it Again
FORover forty years ETUDE hasconductedan unceasing fight toteet its readers and the general
pr~Jicfrom being swindled by the
pu " TI .",ong sharks. lese Imposte,:s rep-
. ntl'nuthemselves as publishers,r~e" . .
aUI'ertisefor manUSCrIptsof songs or
for song poems.These advertisem~nts
lead uninformed peopl: to believe
thaiif they can have their songs pub.
li!hed, great fame and fortune will
almost certainly come to them. No
,ooner has ETUDE. exposed this
racket than the "song sharks" have
subsidedfor awhile. and other swin-
dlers pop up in different parts of the
country.
Theseracketeers now keep care-
fullywirhinthe letter of the Jaw, and
retmakehuge profits. That is, when
Ihercatchwhat they call a "Slicker"
Ihermakea legitimate cont rect with
hiroto publish his song, to send
copiesto dealers and to have the
sng broadcast, all for the "trifling"
considerationof one hundred or one
hundredand fifty dollars. They carry
outthe provisions of the contract
andalso usually have some little
knownsinger "put the song on" a
fewtimes over some unimportant
hroadcastingstation. Chances are
thatthesong is a "turkey." The com-
poserhas no likelihood of making a
great success. The "song shark"
makes about 200% on the transac-
lion. The composer's vanity turns to
cha~rin. He has a few dozen copies
of his "masterpiece" as ghosts of his
lost ambition.
Unfortunately the money lost by
the "sucker" often comes from the
pockets of well-meaning citizens who
can least afford it. We know of one
widow who actually borrowed money
from a loan shark to pay for havina
her song published. Another "son~
shark" whose office was not far from
the Capitol in Washington was re-
ported to have mulched from the
public over a million dollars throueb
this type of cruel swindle. '"
The only way to stamp out the
"song shark" racket is to keep the
musical public informed so that they
can advise the general public. If
anyone speaks to you about a "sene
shark" make it clear that lcgitimat:
standard publishers do not accept a
work unless they Imow that they have
a market for it. They never ask the
composer to share the cost of pub li-
cation. They are only too glad to get
good, new musical works for their
catalogs.
If you have the least doubts about
the integrity of any publisher t.o
whom you wish to submit a manu-
script, write at once to the Better
Business Bureau or the Chamber of
Commerce of the town or city in
which you live and ask for a report
which will be sent to you, gratis.
THE END
FROM THE ETUDE OF 1884
In an article entitled, "A Few Thoughts for Piano Teachers,"
we read:
Is it not well for a teacher to pause in his work and reflect for
awhileon his side-drop the pupil entirely and examine one's own
self? Inqu.ire if I am performing my part efficiently? Have I any
defectsthat should be remedied? Have I errors that aTe a disad-
vantageto me? Have I habits that lessen my usefulness?
A teacher does not usually give as good a lesson as he is ca pable
of,and. further. his teaching power js not governed entirely by his
knowledge.Teaching power and knowledge are quite distinct. The
teacherhas not to create Ius own music. On the side of knowledge
muchis done for him by the composer; his work is to enforce the
laws,not to enact them. But, on the side of teaching. his is unaided;
hestandsalone in his power. On the one side qualities are requisite
that ha,'e no bearjng on the other whatever. For teaching, some
otherm~ndis the ohject; in acquiring knowledge, our own is only to
?e consHlered.Knowledge is the makjng of the jrnplement, teach·
mg the use of it after it is finished. A teacher brinus all his other
acquisitionsand faculties together to rrajn success~his knowledge
~fhuma.nnature, his social deveJ~pm;nt. his general bearing, his
ress,.lus politic nature; in fact the whole man is considered ill
teachmg.But, for knowledge, one might live in a tub, like Diogenes.
The teach . . . . . J d h·h er lS In a positIOn to do qUlte as he c lOoses-to 0 IS
W 1l0]~.du~y, or a part, or to neglect it entirely. There is no one to
le .1m If he neglects to perform his part - all the pupil can do is
to dlscont" h ' .]hI . mue at t. e end of the quarter which is the only aval-
a
h
e PUllishmentthat can be inflicted updn the careless teacher. In
~ e h'ai?rity of cases where the pupil ceases taking lessons, t.he
eae.er IS to blame, and indifference and neglect on his part, and
noItImcom~etency, are the causes. The teacher that interests him·
se onlYmb·h il I· I·It.. fig t pup s, will soon have to leave 115 pro esSlOn.
IS with the heavy, slow pupil that a teacher exhibits his true
nature.
fTU DE-JUNE 1953
TEACHERS-FOR EXTRA PROFITS
JOIN ETUDE TEACHERS' CLUB
For details write
ETUDE TEACHERS' CLUB
c/o Etude the music magazine Bryn Mawr, Pa.
FOR THE JUNE GRADUATE.
Give a subscription to Etude, Each issue is a music
festival of outstanding articles and personalities PLUS
over $5.00 worth of music.
I Year
2 Years
3 Years
, $3.50·
..................... 6.00
......•....•.......... B.OO
A Handsome Gift. Card is Sent in Your Nome
I.:tuJe the m.: m.;»:
BRYN MAWR, PA.
~U.S.A.rates
PRtVATE TEACHERS (New YOlk CHy) CRYSTAL WATERS
WHERE SHALL I GO TO STUDY?
RICHARD McCLANAHAN
Teacher of Piano
Matthav exponent, formerly his representcfive.
Private lessens. technic courses: available cs
visiting lacfure-r ecitofis t, or critic-teacher.
Piano Seminar, Richmond, Va., June 15-20.
SOl Steinway Bldg .• 113 W. 57th S~., N.Y.C.
Teacher of singing.
Popular songs and Classics.
T.V.-Radio-Stage-Concert.
405 East 54th St. New York 22. N. Y.
WILLIAM FICHANDLER
Pianist, Composer. Teacher
314 West 75th sr.. New York 5u-7·3775
Recent Compositions published by
G. Schirmer. Inc.
EDWIN HUGHES
SUMMER MASTER CLASS FOR
PIANISTS AND TEACHERS
• July 6-August 15
33S Welt S'th Street. New York 24, N. Y.
Write for information
CLARENCE ADLER
Teacher of famou5 concert pianists now tour·
ing the world. Pupils now teaching in Harvard.
Eastman, Syracuse U •• Smith College.
336 Cenfral Pork West New York 25. N. Y.(FRANKl IERNESTOI
LA FORGE-BERUMEN STUDIOS
Voice-Piano
Among those who have studied with Mr. lo
Forge· ore: Marion Anderson, lawrence Tib-
bett, Richard Crooks. and Mme. Mahenouer.
1040 Pork Ave .• New York
Tel. Atwater 9_7470
PRIVATE TEACHERS (We,te,,'
EVANGELINE LEHMAN, Mos. Doc.
Teacher of Voice
Voice Building, Repertoire, Opera. Church,
ReCitals (No charge for auditions}
Tel. Townsend 8-3567
167 Elmhurst Ave.• Detroit 3. Michigan
EDWARD E. TREUMANN
Concert Pianist-Artht-Teacher
Recommended by Emil Von Sauer, Morih Mos!-
kowlki and Joseph Hofmann.
Studio. Carnegie Hart, Suite 937. 57th St. at
7th Ave .• New York City Tel. Columbus 5-4357
EDNA GUNNAR PETERSON
Concert Pianist-Artist Teacher
17447 CastetlommoEX :'~5~~e Palisades, Calif.HELEN ANDERSON
Concert Pianist
Interesting course-piano, harmony
Many Successful Pupils
166 w. nnd St .• N. Y. C. Tel. Sc 4-S395
Mme. Giovanna Viola Hull (Desmond)
ISABEL HUTCHESON
Refresher Course for Piano Teachers:
Modern Piano Teehnic; Coachi ng Concert Pianists·.
Group Work: For further information address;
Studio 202, 10051/2Elm St.• Daltas. Texas
SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVA-
TORY OF MUSIC, INC.
3435 Sacramento Street Walnut 1-349&
Bachelor of Music Degree Opera Deportment
Artists Diploma Pedagogy Certificate
Approved for veterans
Children's Saturday morning Classes.
Dramatic Soprano
Teacher of Singing~"Be! Canto"
Experienced European trained Artis~
Coaching Opera, qoncert and. Rad.lo.
Correct voice production. defective $lnglng
corrected,
Beginners accepted
Phone: Trafalgar 7-S230
60B West End Ave. New York City
WHERE SHALL I GO TO STUDY ADVERTISING RATES, Advwising
in the above columns is restricted to teachers. The rate is $5.00per y:!: inch
$1.50 per %. inch, S10.00 per inch. Because of this special rate, only order~
for six consecutive issues can be accepted. Advertising copy must be entered
by the 5th of the second month preceding publication. (Example, advertis-
ing for September issue is due July 5th.} We set your type without charge.
Simply forward u~ your copy and adVise the amount of space you wish
to utilize ..
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ADSCLASSIFIED
HAR1\10NY. Composition, Orchestra-
tion Musical Theory. Private or
Cort:espondence Instruction. Manu-
scripts revised and corrected. Music
arranged. Frank S. Butler, 32-46 107
se., Corona. N. Y.
LEARN PIANO 'I'UNING-Simplified,
authentic instruction $4.00-Liter-
ature tr-ee. Prof. Ross, 456 Beecher
st., Elmira, N. Y.
lVUI'l'E SONGS: Read "Songwriter's
Review" Magazine, 1650-ET Broad-
way, New YOI'll 19, 25¢ copy; $2.00
year.
BACK POPULAR SHEE'1' MUSIC. TO
1850. Ballads, r-ag-t.f rne, everythIng.
Catalogue 151$. ClaSSICS e~changed
for popular. Fore's, E3151 HIgh, Den-
ver 5. Colorado.
S'VING PIANO-flY lUAIL-30 se,U-
teaching lessons, $3.00. Six fohos
(classical and popular), each $1.00.
Chance to win $200.00 on new theory.
Order 46-page original classical im-
provisation composed on a new the-
ory, price $20.00 ~money back gua.r-
u.n te e ), samples. Phil Breton Publi-
cations. P.O. Box 1402, Omaha 8,
Ne b r-a.s k.a ,
ACCOMPANIMENTS RECORDED ON
RECORDS OR TAPE BY FINE AR'l'-
IS'I' for any and all vocal music. For
circular, write Esquire Recordings,
690 'w asntng tcn St., Brookline, Mass-
achusetts.
THE SCIENTIFIC lUUSIC TEACHER
-MonthlY-$2.00 year. Request sam-
ple. Morong, Box 21, Brooklyn 25.
New York.
OLD AND NE'V VIOLINS. Cellos,
Bows, Supplies. Repairing, Eaken,
310 E. Washington St., Chambers-
burg, Pa.
HAND BUILDING EXERCISES FOR
PIA.NIS'rS by 'wetdon Carter. Teach-
ers concert pianists, advanced stu-
dents. A better technic with 20 min-
utes daily practice. Send $1.00 for
COpy to Wa.sh ing to n Musical Insti-
tute, 1730 Sixteenth Street, N.'V.,
'w'a.s ht ng ton, D. C.
,\VHOLESALE: Genuine Italian,
French, German, stringed instru-
ments and bows. Historic material,
tools, varnish, etc. R. Nu st n ov, 2918
W. North Ave., Baltimore, Md.
ORCHESTRAL INSTRUIUEl\"'I'S, Sup-
plier to leading performers through-
out the world. Inquiries invited.
Personal quotations to any address
in U.S.A. Leslie Sheppard, Musical
Instruments, Burgess Hill, Sussex,
England.
PERSONAL. ALTO SAXOPHONE,
Buescher, perfect condition. Com-
plete outfit. Best offer takes it. 152
Grafton, New Haven, Connecticut,
Sprl;lce 6-3084.
FOR SALE: Stein way grand style
"A". Ebony finish like new. For
further details write Joseph Holstad,
337 Oak Grove, Minneapolis 3, Minn.
SONGWRITERS _ FREE l\-IELODY
with our $5.00 service. Kermit's Song
Service, 1206 Monsey Avenue, Scran-
ton 9, Penna.
OPPORTUNITY _ SALE - Estab-
lished Music School, New York sub-
urban area. Real estate optional.
"'rite ETUDE, Box 36.
PLAY 'ftIODERN PIANO BY 'MAIL.
30 lessons - $2. Sensational, new
chord detector indicates over 150
chords at a glance ... included
absolutely free! Karl Berry, P.O.
Box 2363, Salt Lake City, Utah.
JOT DOWN your musical ideas
quickly in a notebook on plain paper
with my music shorthand. Worth
your study; easily mastered. With
composer-arranger chord chart
chords named and applied to each
and every melody note, only $1.35,
postpaid. Paul Stackpole, 2110 W.
Venango, Philadelphia 40, Pa.
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LEAnN PIANO 'I'UNING A'I' HOME.
Course by Dr. Wm. Braid White,
world's leading piano technician and
teacher. Write Karl Bartenbach,
1001A wens sr., Lafayette, Ind.
FOR SALE. Rare records. Lists. Col-
lections bought. E. Hirschmann, 100
Duncan Ave., Jersey City, New Jersey.
FAULTY TONED VIOLINS RE_
VOICED-given the fine tone of a
genuine "Strad" by an expert a.co ua-
tician. Free information. Chelsea
Fraser. M.V.M., 2025 g tar-Ice, Sag-
inaw, Mtch rg a n.
VIOLINS for sale: Stradivarius,
Guarnerius del Gesu, Amati, Guada-
gn t nt s, and others. Hill, Ha mma ,
Herrmann, Wurlitzer certificates.
Fine Arts, 402 East Third, Flint,
Michigan.
THREE OUTSTANDING RECENTLY
PUBLISHED NU'ftIBERS: Mother of
Mine, song. The Cross, sacred song.
Love Orchids, waltz. 50¢ copy. Beacon
Music Publications, c/o Alfred Sevig-
ny, 405 Broadway, Lawrence, 1\1ass.
JlARjUONIZING lUELODIES AT
SIGH'1'-24 pages of solid instruction
and easy-to-follow ohart.s on impro-
vising. transposition and harmoniza-
tion. $1.00 postpaid. Free list of thou-
sands of popular songs, bootes and
folios sent on request. Lewis Adine
• Music, 117 W. 48th Street, New York
36, New York.
DALD'VIN CONCEIt'i' GRAND PI-
ANO, ebony, length, 9 feet, 5 years
old perfect condition. Owner will
seli for $3,500, r.o.b. Write: 1247 N.
Cheyenne, Tulsa 6, Oldahoma.
FOR PIANO 'l'EACHERS ONLY-We
have a special money-saving deal
worked out for you. w rf te for full
information about our new "FTO
Plan." Use your letterhead or enclose
a business card if possible. Lewis
Arfine Music, 117W. 48th Street, New
York 36, New York.
THE l\IEANING OF PAGANINI-A
startling new book which concisely
sets forth Paganini's deep and last-
ing influence on nearly eeer-v com-
poser and j ns t.r-u rnen t.aHet of t.he
nineteenth and twen t iet.h centuries.
Based on fresh and exhaustive re-
search. Interesting to pianists, harp-
ists and wind players. Can be had
fro~ the writer, Robert 'V. Flodin,
at 1547 Page Street, San Francisco
17, California. Only $1.00 postpaid.
Satisfaction or your money back.
'VAN'I'ED-iUINISTER OF lUUSIC-
COl\IBINATION ORGANIST AND DI-
REC'.I'OR. Midwest city of 35,000.
Methodist Church 2,000 members
Adult and youth choirs. Reuter
organ, 20 ranks. Give qualifications
and salary expected. Write ETUDE,
Box 35, Bryn Mawr, Penna.
POPULAR PIANO TEACHERS-
Looking for ideas? Write, Karl
Macek, 1242 Main Street, Springfield,
Mass.
ATTENTION, SONG'VRITERS. Mel-
ody composed for your lyrics, piano-
arranged, ten professional copies.
$25. Satisfaction guaranteed. Stein
Studio, 7878 Santa Monica, West
Hollywood 46, California.
VIOLIN, OLD ITALIAN 17th Century
(1724). Joseph Guarnerius. "Del
Gesu". For complete information and
photograph write Madame O. Des-
claux, Hotel Beaupre, Avenue Thiel'S,
PAU (B.P.) France.
ATTENTION~ 'rAPE RECORDER
OWNERS: Tape recordings expertly
transferred to phonograph records.
Tape returned un erased. Sent any-
where in United States. 'Vrite, ES-
QUIRE RECORDINGS, 690 Washin-g-
ton St., Brooldine. Massachusetts.
RECORDING TAPE, PLASTIC. 600'
reel, 8 oz.; $1.99. 1250' reel, 12 oz.,
$3.10. Satisfaction guaranteed. In-
clude postage. F. Leichhardt, Au-
gusta, Kentucl{y.
ADVENTURES OF
A PIANO TEACHER
(Continued from Page 21)
forth some amusing reactions. Dor-
othy Knowlton (Bel'keley, Cal.)
whose long pupils' walling list
finally persuaded her to try group
piano in order to find room for them
all suggests some specific items,
, b d "which we teachers may fin up
there." Says she:
1. It is a place where parents go
out of their way to "cooperate"
at home, and su pport all studio
activities.
2. A place where pupils are al-
ways willing and eager to Jearn,
and never develop periods of
"slump."
3. A place of infinite time. Each
lesson can be as long as the
teacher wishes. There are no
clocks to watch in heaven.
4. A situation in which there is
sufficient income {or all our
needs, so that we do not have
to charge for lessons; and
therefore have no bills to send.
S. A place where there are no
telephones to answer or any
interruptions during lessons or
practice.
6. A place where there is plenty
of time for the teacher to prac-
tice, as well as to read, go to
concerts, plays, etc.
These are excellent: but may I
disagree with some of Miss Knowl-
ton's heavenly situations?
No.2: slumpless pupils would be
too much of a good thing. Earthly
teachers shouldn't worry about
slumps. Progress cannot be forced.
The slumps are necessary periods
during which students' talents lie
fallow. Just look up that word in
your dictionary; here's one mean·
ing of fallow: "the tilling of land
without sowing for a season. to ren-
der it mellow." ... So, don't push.
push all the time. Let the slumps
slump; rich growth and mellowness
will follow.
No.3: It should not be necessary
to give students overtime, if pupil
and teacher t.ruly concentrate during
the lesson period. They are unwise
if they extend it longer than an
hour. The students can't take it. ...
I should think that lessons would
be shorter in those blessed celestial
regions because of the increased
capacities of both teacher and pupil!
No.4: Yes, I suppose we shall
have to teach without pay; but here
on earth we should always charge
l;omething for our lessons. I am con-
vinced that free instruction is an
unmitigated evil.
No.5: Interruptions need not be
frustrating. They can even be salu-
brious if the teacher has learned
that most priceless technique of all
instant and intense concentration:
To move around the room, answer
door· bell or telephone restores phys-
ical and mental balance-So, I hope
there'll be plenty of pleasant inter.
ru ptions up there!
Miss Knowlton also tells us how
we can make our own heaven on
earth by observing a few rules. Here
they are:
1. Attack each problem as though
this were your only opportunity
to handle it; consequently it
would be taken care of once
and for all time.
2. Approach each task as if it
were the only one you have to
worry about. Blot out of your
mind the myriad things waiting
to be done.
3. Teach each piece as if it were
the first time you had ever
taught it; (this also goes for
each element of theory or
technique),
4, Imagine that each piece of
music you teach is your most
favorite!
5. A pproach each student as it
he were your only pupil.
6. Comfort each mother with the
thought that h r problems are
common to most parents.
Not a single disagreement with
these-Thank you, and Bravissimo!
Miss Knowlton.
A BLIND FLYING GAME
To stimulate youngsters (boys,
especially)' to play without looking
at hands and keyboard, I often use
the following "precision aiming"
game:
During fog and storms-visibility
zero-our left (or right) airplane
"squadrons" bomb targets thus:
Squadrons (finger) 2 and 3 take
ofT from Ia p, feel for large white
space between black keys (B, C, or
E. F) then slide over to the two
blacks, bomb these (squash softly)
then shift swiftly over the three
blacks to the next group of t'.,o
(above or below), bomb these; then
right hand squad (2, 3) takes off
and bombs simi.larly. Use same pro-
cedure with squads 2, 3, 4 on the
three blacks.
Be sure that all bombing is done
softly with gentle scratching finger
tips, and that sliding from one tar'
get to another is swift and relaxed.
ot a glance at the keyboard is per·
mitted_ Even beginners become ace
bombers very quickly.
Many extensions of this can be
used; they will be included in this
department 111 a subsequent issue.
THE E D
Answers to Quiz on Page 59
KnolO these Pianists?
1. Artur Schnabel. 2. Ignace
Paderewski. 3. Josef Hof·
mann. 4. Camille Saint·Saens.
5. Maurice Ravel. 6. Claude
Debussy. 7. George Gersbwin.
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what'S new at PRESSER • • •
ADVANCE OF PUBLICATlOIII OFFER
~~ese books are. now in ~reparation. Orders are limited to two copies per book.
b
ease send remittance With order. (Check or money order requested.) As each
ook comes off the press, delivery (postpaid) will be made.
BalletMusicfor the Dance Studio-
compiled by Alberta Ladd
Eachpieceofmusichas been selected for its fitness to accompany ballet steps,
suchaspoinle tendue, ronde de jambe a terre, rende de iambe in l'air, pique.
Theyarealsosuitedfor toe work combinations and waltz combinations as well
as thepolka,galop,and schottische. Miss Ladd says: "This collection of music
fordancingschoolsmay be adapted to any method of teaching. The selections
usedforeachexerciseat the Barre have been suggested for their adaptability
totheexercises."
41ll-41025 List Price $1.50 Advance of Publication $1.10
BaldwinBookof Organ Playing-
by Dr, Rowland nv. Dunham
An IntrodHrtor, ManNai to the Organ
RowlandW. Dunham, Dean of the Music Department of the University of
Colorado,anda Fellowof the American Guild of Organists, has prepared this
instructionbook to aid the pianist through the transition from piano playing
toplayingtheorgan,whether under a teacher's guidance or not.
Thisisnota book of "short cuts," nor is it a book of arrangements or organ
registrations.It is a sound and fundamental book f organ instruction. The
techniquesr commended have been proven by actual experience and are appli-
cabletoanytraditional organ. The writing is simple, interesting, and easily
understood.
413-41011 Advance of Publication $1.30tist Price $1.75
CarolsforChristmas-
arranged by George Walter Anthony
Thisbookof familiarcarols fulfills real needs effectively and simply. It pro-
videsa practicaltwo-staveaccompaniment which may be used for the piano,
pipeand Hammondorgan. We believe it is the first such publication to be
released.
Italso servesas a supplementary accompaniment for "Christmas Carols We
LO\'e toSing"(with stories of the carols) published for mixed voices by the
TheodorePresserCompaoy (312-21130).
~11-4100. lisl Price $.75 Advance of PubJjcation $,55
NEW
PIANO SOLOS
Grude 1 AT THE ZOO •.•.....•• Louise E. Stairs
(Words,legato melody, Alternate hands)
Grade 1% AT THE AQU ARIUM ... A, louis Scarmolin
(Words,Good rhythmic patterns for left handl
OLD RANGER •••••••• A. louis Scormolin
(Folksong riyle, More appropriate for boys thon girls'
REVOLVING DOOR.... A. louis Scarmolin
(Goodlegalo study, Melodr in alternale hands'
SEE AND GEE .(E •••• , ••• Margaret Wigham
excellent Jtudr in transfer of registers using mostlyand GJ
~KYSCRAPER •••••.•• A, louis Scar mol in
orris, Tuneful piece, legato and staccato lauch'
SUBWAY RIDE .'(W •••••• , A. tOUIS Scormo!ln
orris, Marcelo and legato lauch, Repeated nolesJ
110-40237
110-40233
110-40239
110-40229
110-40238
110-40228
110-40236
Pianorama of Easy Pieces by Modern Masters-
compiled, arranged and edited by Denes Agay
Following up his successful "Pianorama of the World's Favorite Dances,"
Denes Agay now presents thirty pieces for piano solo by 25 of the leading
composers of the 20th century. Some of the composers included are: Stravinsky,
Debussy, Ravel, Prokofieff, Bartok, Kodaly, and Puccini. Most of the compo-
sitions are original, some are arranged, while others have been revised to
reduce their difficulty.
All the selections are refreshingly melodic, clothed in imaginative, harmonic
settings. The collection offers ideal material for study, recital, and sight reading
sessions, for the pianist of moderate skill.
410-41026 List Price $1.50 Advance of Publication $1.10
At the Hammond Chord Organ-
A collection of melodies which include choice selections from the Presser
catalog as well as other old favorites. Some of the 25 numbers included are:
At Dawning by Cadman; Stars and Stripes Forever by Sousa; Venetian Love
Song by Nevin; Minnetonka by Lieurance; Vesti La Guibba by Leoncavallo;
Song of India by Rimsky-Korsakov; How Can I Leave Thee; and Invitation to
the Dance by Weber.
413-41004 List Price $1.50 Advance of Publicotion $1.10
Themes from Great Chamber Music-
compiled and arranged by Henry Levine
"This volume will bring to the music teacher, student and music lover a new
source of enjoyment-the pleasure of playing some of the loveliest musical
moments in the entire literature of traditional chamber music. Most of the
music here derived from String Quartets of Beethoven, Schubert, Brahms,
Haydn, Mozart, and Tchaikovsky, has never been available for piano. It is
now possible to have direct musical experience with masterworks previously
inaccessible except through recordings or live performance."
410-41027 List Price $1.50 Advance of Publication $1.10
RELEASES
$.35 Grade 2 BROWNIE DANCES ••.... William Scher 110-40230
(Good rhythmic piece, L.H. melody, RecitalJ
Grade 2'12 OTTO, THE CLOWN .. Jean Reynolds Davis 110-40235
(Rhythmic, Jaunty piece, Recifa/J
.35
$.35
.35
.35 SPACE PATROL ...... Jean Reynolds Davis 110-40234
(Contrasting unison and chordal passages, RecitalJ
.35
.35 Grade 3'12 DRIFTING Earl TruJl:ell 110-40242
(Melodic, recital piece, Barcarolle rhythmJ
.35
.35
.35
WALTZ Joseph Roff 11D-40241
(Appealing melody, Recila/J
G,ad. 6 SIX PRELUDES FOR THE PIANO .•.•.••••.•
Ilhan Usmonbas 130-41125
(A set of siJl: pr.eludes in a distinctly inclividua.1 con-
temporary idiom. Excellent recital material for fhe per-
forming artist and advanced piano studentJ
.85
.35
.35
~HEODORE PRESSER CO., Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
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NES UNIVERSITY GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
ESSENTIAL TO
NATIONAL DEFENSE •••
Bob Jones University specializes in the training of Christian Character
"..- - - -~._ ....
If a young man can have only one or two years in Bob Jones
University before serving his country in the armed forces, he should come
to Bob Jones University for even this year or two of character-
preparation and spiritual, moral, and intellectual training so
essential to equipping him for a position of constructive
leadership in these days of national crisis .
MUSIC, SPEECH,AND ART WITHOUT ADDITIONAL COSTABOVE REGULAR ACADEMIC TUITION
ACADEMY AND JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL COURSES IN CONNECTION
